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Introduction
En 2004-2005 une nouvelle e´re en science des mate´riaux a de´bute´ avec l’ave`nement du
graphe`ne. Le graphe`ne est un mate´riau constitue´ d’une couche atomique d’atome de car-
bone en hybridation sp2 dans un re´seau nid d’abeille. Le graphe`ne posse`de des proprie´te´s
physiques remarquables: c’est le mate´riau le plus resistant, il posse`de une conductivite´
thermique record et une tre`s haute mobilite´ e´lectronique. Les porteurs de charge sont des
fermions de Dirac sans masse qui pre´sentent une conductivite´ minimale pre`s du point de
Dirac, un e↵et Hall quantique anormal, un e↵et tunnel prsentant le paradoxe de Klein,
une conductivite´ optique universelle Le graphe`ne o↵re de nombreuses perspectives pour
di↵e´rentes applications : encre conductrice, transistors terahertz, ecrans flexibles, pho-
todetecteurs ultra rapide etc..Cette the`se concerne la structure e´lectronique et le transport
lectronique dans certaines nanostructures produites avec le graphe`ne.
Nous conside´rons en particulier le cas des bicouches tourne´es de graphe`ne. Ces syste`mes
ont e´te´ dcouverts en particulier dans le graphe`ne produit sur le carbure de silicium et
pre´sentent des proprie´te´s originales par rapport aux bicouches dans l’ empilement AB qui
existe par exemple dans le graphite. Nous analysons au moyen d’une thorie perturbative
et aussi par des approches nume´riques la densite´ d’e´tats dans ces syste´mes.Nous montrons
que la densite´ d’e´tats pre´sente des oscillations avec la meˆme pe´riode que celle du Moire´
produit par ces bicouches. Nous analysons aussi le roˆle des de´fauts sur les proprie´te´s de
transport en particulier dans le cas ou les de´fauts sont re´partis uniquement sur une des deux
couches. Ici aussi notre approche combine the´orie perturbative du couplage interplans et
approches purement nume´rique en liaisons fortes.
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Nous conside´rons aussi le role joue´ par les adatomes comme l’hydroge`ne par exem-
ple. Nous analysons la modification de la densite´ d’e´tats induite autour de l’adatome et
les variations correspondantes de densite´ de charge et de potentiel e´lectrostatique. Ces
syste`mes tendent a` produire des e´tats resonants pre`s de l’e´nergie de Dirac qui dependent
beaucoup aussi de la position top ou hollow de l’ adsorbat. Pour des orbitales de type ”s”
la resonance est plus marque´e si l’adatome est en position hollow. Nous montrons que
limage par experience STM (microscopie a` e↵et tunnel) depend beaucoup de la distance
entre l’adsorbat et la pointe du STM. Dans un re´gime de champ proche la re´sonance de
l’adsorbat peut meˆme apparaıˆtre comme un creux dans le signal dI/dV du STM.
La the´se comprend 4 chapitres et trois appendices organise´s comme suit:
Le premier chapitre pre´sente une introduction a` quelques proprie´te´s fondamentales du
graphe`ne. Apre`s une bre`ve description de la structure cristallographique nous pre´sentons
une description chimique de l’hybridation et des bandes du graphe`ne. Nous de´rivons la
structure de bande dans l’espace re´ciproque. Nous pre´sentons aussi la description continue
de la structure e´lectronique avec l’e´quation de Dirac qui est valable pre`s des points de
Dirac. Nous terminons par une description de l’e↵et tunnel et du paradoxe de Klein.
Dans le second chapitre nous conside´rons les biplans tourne´s de graphe`ne. Le biplan
standard est le biplan en empilement Bernal (AB) tel qu’on peut le trouver dans le graphite.
Un autre arrangement possible est l’empilement AA ou` les deux plans sont en exact super-
position. Cependant lors des 4-5 dernie`res anne´es il a e´te´ reconnu par la communaute´ sci-
entifique que les biplans tourne´s existent aussi notamment dans le graphe`ne e´pitaxie´ sur le
carbure de silicium. Ces biplans tourne´s constituent maintenant une structure e´le´mentaire
importante dans le monde du graphe`ne. Ils peuvent eˆtre de´crits ge´ome´triquement en par-
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tant d’un biplan AA et en e↵ectuant une translation et une rotation dun angle ✓. Cependant
les proprie´te´s de ces biplans dependent essentiellement de l’angle de rotation ✓ et faible-
ment de la translation. Dans un biplan tourne´ la superposition des deux plans engendre
un Moire´ avec une pe´riode longue inversement proportionelle a` l’angle, de 14 nanome`tres
pour un angle de 1degre´. Pour un angle assez faible ✓  15  on peut identifier des zones
localement AB et localement AA.
Dans une premie`re e´tape nous calculons le Hamiltonien de couplage entre e´tats des
deux plans tourne´s. A partir de ce couplage nous pouvons calculer en the´orie de perturba-
tion la self-energy et la densite´ d’e´tats dans un plan en fonction de la position. Les calculs
analytiques sont pre´sente´s en detail dans l’appendice B et le chapitre 2 de´taille surtout la
discussion physique des re´sultats.
Dans le troisie´me chapitre nous conside´rons les phe´nome´nes de transport pour les deux
syste`mes e´tudie´s dans cette the`se : biplans tourne´s et adatomes pre´sentant une resonance
pre´s du point de Dirac. Nous pre´sentons rapidement le formalisme de Kubo et le formal-
isme de Landauer.
Nous discutons les proprie´te´s de transport de biplans tourne´s en particulier dans le cas
ou` le dsordre se trouve sur un seul des deux plans. En utilisant la self-energy calcule´e
dans le chapitre 2 nous estimons la conductivite´ par une formule simple. Cette formule se
compare bien a` des re´sultats nume´riques en liaisons fortes.
Nous analysons aussi le cas de l’image STM pour un e´tat resonant produit par un ad-
sorbat du graphe`ne. Nous considrons le cas ou la pointe STM s’approche de l’adsorbat.
Dans ce re´gime de champ proche la the´orie usuelle perturbative ne s’applique plus et le
signal STM ne repre´sente plus la densite´ d’e´tat locale. Au lieu de cela` nous trouvons que
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la transmission T(E) en fonction de l’e´nergie peut presenter un creux au lieu d’une ampli-
fication pre`s de l’e´nergie de la re´sonance. Nous comparons aussi deux cas correspondant
a` un adatome en position top ou hollow. La re´sonance est plus marque´e en position hollow
et en consequence l’e↵et d’antiresonance a` courte distance est aussi plus marque´.
Dans le quatrie`me chapitre nous conside´rons le proble´me d’impurete´s re´sonantes (par
exemple l’hydroge´ne). Nous conside´rons un atome en position top c’est a` dire a` la vertical
d’un atome de carbone Deux parame`tres importants sont l’e´nergie de site de l’orbitale de
l’adatome et son inte´grale de saut avec l’atome de carbone imme´diatement dessous. Notre
objectif principal ici est de discuter le transfert de charge et le potentiel e´lectrostatique
qu’il engendre. Nous utilisons des re´sultats re´cents sur la fonction de Green non diagonale
sur les adsorbats pour calculer la modification de la densite´ d’e´tats et la charge re´sultante
ainsi que le potentiel. Nous pre´sentons les premiers re´sultats obtenus par notre approche
en mode`le continu.
Finalement la the`se comporte aussi trois appendices.
L’appendice A introduit les concepts de base de la the´orie de perturbation pour les
fonctions de Green et la self-energy, dans le proble`me de la di↵usion multiple par des
impurete´s.
L’appendice B pre´sente de fac¸on de´taille´e les calculs fort longs concernant le chapitre
2 : calcul de la self-energy et surtout calcul perturbatif de la densite´ d’e´tats.
L’appendice C introduit les concepts fondamentaux de la the´orie de la di↵usion qui
sont utiles pour le chapitre 4
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Introduction
In 2004-2005 a new era in the material science was opened: the era of graphene or,
more generally, of two-dimensional materials. Graphene is the one-atom thin layer of
sp2 bonded carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice. It possesses unique physical
properties: graphene is the strongest and the most stretchable known material, has the
record thermal conductivity and the very high intrinsic mobility and is completely im-
permeable. The charge carriers in graphene are massless Dirac fermions and its unique
electronic structure leads to a number of interesting physical e↵ects, such as the minimal
electrical conductivity, anomalous quantum Hall e↵ect, Klein tunneling, the universal op-
tical conductivity and the strong nonlinear electro- magnetic response. Graphene o↵ers
and promises a lot of di↵erent applications, including conductive ink, terahertz transistors,
ultrafast photodetectors, bendable touch screens, strain tensors and many others. Nowa-
days, graphene is in the focus of research activity of condensed matter physicists in the
whole world. This thesis deals with some properties of electronic structure and electronic
transport in graphene.
We consider in particular the case of twisted bilayers of graphene. These systems have
been discovered especially in graphene produced on Silicon Carbide and present original
properties when compared with standard AB bilayers that occur for example in graphite.
We analyze by perturbative theory and by numerical methods the density of states. We
show that the electronic density of states presents periodic oscillations with the period of
the geometric Moire´ produced by these systems. We analyze also the role of defects on
transport properties and in particular we consider the case where the defects are only in
one layer. We discuss how defects on this layer a↵ects the conductivity of the bilayer.
Here also we use simple analytical models and numerical approaches.
We consider also the role played by atomic impurities like Hydrogen adatom on the
graphene plane. We analyze the modification of density of states induced around the
adatom and the corresponding modifications of charge density and electrostatic potential.
These systems tend to produce a resonant state close to the Dirac energy which depends
much on whether the adatom is in a top or hollow position. For hydrogen like orbital (s
orbital) the resonance is stronger in the hollow position. We show that the image obtained
through STM experiments for these resonant state depends very much on the distance of
the STM tip to the adatom. In a near field regime the resonance can even appear as a dip
in the STM signal dI/dV.
The thesis contains four chapters and three appendixes which are organized as follows
:
In the first chapter we present an introduction to some fundamental physical proper-
ties of Graphene. After a brief description of the crystalline structure we use elementary
chemistry and hybridization description of bands in Graphene. We derive the band struc-
ture of Graphene and its representation in reciprocal lattice. We present also the Dirac
equation which is a continuum description of the band structure valid close to the Dirac
points (low energy description). We end by a description of chiral tunneling and Klein
paradox in Graphene.
In the second chapter we consider twisted bilayers of graphene. The standard bi-
layer of Graphene is the Bernal stacking which is the so-called A-B bilayer that occurs
in graphite. Another possible arrangement is the AA stacking, where the two lattices are
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in exact superposition. However, during the last 4-5 years, it has been recognized by the
scientic community that bilayers consisting of two rotated layers also occur, especially in
epitaxial Graphene. These rotated bilayers represent an important elementary structure in
the Graphene world. They can be obtained starting from a AA bilayer by performing a
translation and a rotation of an angle ✓. Yet the properties of these bilayers depend essen-
tially on the angle ✓ and weakly on the translation.In a rotated bilayer the superposition of
the two honeycomb lattices generates a Moire´ pattern with a longer period. An important
feature of this system is the emergence, for ✓  15  of a so-called Moire´ pattern. This is a
hexagonal interference pattern, consisting of regions of locally AA and AB stacking, the
periodicity of which represents a new structural length scale of the system. At rst step, we
calculate the coupling Hamiltonian between states of two layers by using the tight-binding
method and its parametrization found from previous works of the group at Institut Nel.
From this coupling between the two planes we get general relation for modulation of den-
sity of states (Moire´ Pattern) and also self-energy. The detailed calculations are presented
in appendix B and chapter 2 focuses mainly on the physical discussion of the models and
of the results.
The third chapter deals specifically with transport phenomenon in our two basic sys-
tems : graphene bilayers and graphene with adatoms presenting usually a resonant state.
We have briefly reviewed at first Kubo and Landauer transport theories as well as some
semi-classical models.
We discuss transport properties of twisted graphene especially in the case where disor-
der is only in one layer. By using the self-energy formula which we calculated in second
chapter we get an estimate of the conductivity which we compare with numerical calcula-
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tions of quantum di↵usion. In particular we discuss the role of the rotation angle ✓ on the
conductivity of the bilayer.
We analyze theoretically the STM images of a resonant state of an Adsorbate on
graphene . We consider the case where the STM tip comes close to the adatom on the
surface of Graphene. In this near-field regime the standard perturbative theory of the STM
signal is not valid and we show that the STM image does not represent the local density
of states. Instead we find that the resonance of the transmission T (E) as a function of the
energy of states E, which is characteristic of a resonant state, can be replaced by a dip as
a function of the energy (anti-resonance). We compare also two cases corresponding to
adatom in a top position (i.e. right above a carbon atom) and adatom in a hollow position
(i.e. right above the center of an hexagon).
Chapter four is about impurity problem on Graphene. We consider an adatom on
graphene in a top position. This adatom as one s-orbital like Hydrogen for example. Two
important parameters are the on-site energy of the s-orbital and the coupling parameter
between the s-orbital and the carbon atom right below. Our main objective is to discuss
the charge transfer and electrostatic potential around this impurity. To this end we start
from some recent works about adsorbates on Graphene, to calculate spatial variation of
Density of States around impurity. This allows to have some first results for the variation
of electrostatic potential generated by this density of states around impurity.
Finally three appendixes are included at the end of the document. Appendix A intro-
duces some basic concepts of perturbation theory such as Greens function and self-energy
on the example of multiple scattering by impurities. Appendix B presents the detailed
and quite long, calculations regarding chapter two on rotated bilayers. This allows us to
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focus chapter two on the main physical aspects of the model and the on the main con-
sequences for electronic structure. Appendix C is about scattering theory and introduces
some fundamentals concept such as the T matrix that are used especially in chapter four.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction to the Electronic Structure of Graphene
Abstract Graphene research is currently a tremendous field in condensed matter. Due
to its peculiar electronic spectrum with Dirac-like quasiparticles, and the actuality that it
is a unique example of one atom thick membrane, Graphene has properties that have no
match in standard solid-state textbooks. We introduce the special aspects of the physics/-
chemistry of carbon that a↵ect the properties of Graphene; the basic features of Graphene’s
band structure including the ⇡ and   bands.
1.1 Preface
Graphene, a one thick carbon material, has created a prodigious interest in the con-
densed matter community and in the media since its isolation in 2004 [1]. On the one
hand, Graphene has unique properties that derive from its hexagonal lattice structure such
as the Dirac-like spectrum (that mimics e↵ects of matter under extreme conditions), its
low dimensionality (that leads to enhanced quantum and thermal fluctuations), and its
membrane-like nature (that mixes aspects of soft and hard condensed matter). More-
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over, because of the strength and specificity of its covalent bonds, Graphene is one of
the strongest materials in nature (albeit one of the softest), with literally none extrinsic
substitutional impurities, leading to the highest electronic mobilities among metals and
semiconductors [2]. Accordingly, Graphene is being considered for plenty of applications
that range from conducting paints, and flexible displays, to high speed electronics. Actu-
ally, it can be said that possibly, not since the invention of the transistor out of germanium
in the 1950s, a material has had this kind of impact in the solid-state literature. Neverthe-
less, unlike ordinary semiconductors such as germanium, gallium-arsenide, and silicon,
Graphenes unusual properties have to be understood before it can really have an impact in
technological applications.
Any material has a hierarchy of energy scales that range from the atomic physics
(⇡ 10eV), to many-body e↵ects (⇡ 10 3eV ).To understand the behavior of a material
it is necessary to understand how these di↵erent energy scales influence its macroscopic
properties. While structural properties such as strength against strain, shear and bending
may depend on the covalent bonds formed by the atoms, magnetism and superconductivity
are ruled by the particular way electrons interact with each other through Coulomb forces.
Besides, while the properties of metals and semiconductors depend on the physics close
to the Fermi energy (a direct consequence of Paulis exclusion principle), the nature of the
vibrational spectrum depends on the particular way ions interact among themselves and
how the electrons screen these interactions.
One of the abundant achievements of the application of quantum mechanics to the the-
ory of metals is the understanding that while di↵erent materials can be structurally very
di↵erent from each other, their long-wavelength and low-energy physics is basically iden-
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tical and depend on very few parameters. This so-called renormalization towards the Fermi
energy [3] is one of the biggest theoretical accomplishments of the twentieth century and
is the basis of Landau’s theory of the Fermi liquid [4]. In systems where the low-energy
physics is governed by Galilean invariance the most significant parameter is the e↵ective
mass of the carriers that acts as to generate a scale from which it is possible to compute
most of the substantial physical quantities such as specific heat, magnetic susceptibility,
electronic compressibility, and so on. The most fundamental di↵erence between Graphene
and other materials is that its low-energy physics is not Galilean invariant, but instead
Lorentz invariant, just like systems in particle and high-energy physics with Dirac particles
as elementary excitations [5]. In this case, the renormalization towards the Fermi energy is
dissimilar from other materials [6] because, in the absence of a mass (which in Graphene
means the absence of a gap in the electronic spectrum), all physical quantities depend on
a characteristic e↵ective velocity that plays a role analogous to the speed of light plays
in relativistic quantum mechanics. Nevertheless, unlike true relativistic Fermionic sys-
tems [7], the Dirac quasiparticles in Graphene still propagate with a velocity that is much
smaller than the speed of light, the speed that Coulomb interactions propagate. Therefore,
the Coulomb field can be considered instantaneous in first approximation, rendering the
electrodynamics of Graphene electrons a join between a relativistic and a non-relativistic
problem. Without any doubt, this unusual situation requires a re-evaluation of the Fermi
liquid theory for this material.
3
1.2 Chemistry
The electronic arrangement of atomic carbon is 1s2 2s2 2p2. In a solid, however, carbon
setup s   p hybridized orbitals.
In s  p hybridization, a linear combination of the 2s orbital and one of the 2p orbitals
of a carbon atom, for example 2px,is formed [34]. From these two atomic orbitals of a
carbon atom, two hybridized sp atomic orbitals, denoted by |sp1i, and |sp2i ,expressed by
the linear combination of |2si and |2pxi wave functions of the carbon atom.
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic view of the directed valence of the |2si+ |2pxi =
p
2|spi,
orbital. The shading denotes a negative amplitude of the wave function. Here, the radial
wave function of the 2s orbitals has a node around r = 0.2Å(0.02 nm) because of the
orthogonality with 1s orbitals, while that of the 2p orbitals has no nodes except for r = 0
in the radial direction [34].
Figure 1.1 defines a positive amplitude of the 2s wave function for a given radius for
r > 0.2Å for simplicity.The sign of the wave-functionis not essential to physical properties
as long as the definition of the sign is consistent within the discussion. In this definition,the
wave function of |2si + |2pxi is elongated in the positive direction of x (Fig. 1.1), while
that of |2si   |2pxi is elongated in the negative direction of x.
Thus, when nearest-neighbor atoms are in the direction of the x axis, the overlap of
|sp1i with the wave function at x > 0 becomes larger compared with the original |2pxi
function, so giving rise to a larger binding energy. If |2pyi for |2pxi selected, the wave
function shows a valence in the direction of the y axis.
The 1s electrons setup a deep valence band and necessarily all properties of carbon-
based materials can be characterized in terms of the 2s and 2px , 2py and 2pz orbitals that
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can be written as [8; 12]:
Figure 1.1: sp hybridization. The shading denotes the negative amplitude of the wave
function. |2si + |2pxi is elongated in the positive direction of x. From [34]
h~r|si = Rs(r) ⇥ 1,
h~r|pxi = Rp(r) ⇥
p
3 sin ✓ cos  ,
h~r|pyi = Rp(r) ⇥
p
3 sin ✓ sin  ,
h~r|pzi = Rp(r) ⇥
p
3 cos ✓, (1.1)
Where Rs(r) = (2   r/a0)e r/(2a0), and Rp(r) = (r/a0)e r/(2a0) are the radial wave-
functions, in which a0 = 0.529167Å is termed the first Bohr radius of Hydrogen. One
special way to parametrize a hybridized s   p state is introduced by Pauling [9]:
|0i = A|si + p1   A2 |pzi (1.2)
Where A is a parameter that explains the degree of hybridization between s and p
states. This basic orbital is shown in Fig. 1.1. The energy associated with this orbital can
be acquired from the hydrogen atom spectrum [12]:
5
E0 = ✏⇡ = h0|H0|0i = A2Es + (1   A2)Ep (1.3)
where H0 is the hydrogen atom Hamiltonian, Es ⇡  19.38eV is the energy of the 2s-
state and Ep ⇡  11.07eV is the energy of the 2p-state. All the other 3 orthogonal orbitals
can be set up starting from (1.2). A special simple parametrization is the following [10]:
Figure 1.2: sp2 (left) and sp3 (right) hybridized orbitals
|1i = p(1   A2)/3 |si + p2/3 |pxi   (A/p3) |pzi,
|2i = p(1   A2)/3 |si   p1/6 |pxi   p1/2 |pyi   (A/p3) |pzi,
|3i = p(1   A2)/3 |si   p1/6 |pxi + p1/2 |pyi   (A/p3) |pzi, (1.4)
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Notice that A controls the angle between the z axis and these states. It can be seen that
the direction of largest amplitude for one of these orbitals (say, h~r|1i) is given by [12]:
@
@✓
h~r|1i(  = 0) = p2 cos ✓m + A sin ✓m = 0,
✓m =   arctan(
p
2/A) (1.5)
Therfore, for A = 0 the hybridized state |1i is perpendicular to the other orbitals that
keep on in the x   y plane. This is the so-called sp2 hybridization (see Fig. 1.2). For
A = 1/2 the orbitals have tetragonal structure building an angle of 109.47  with the z axis.
This is the sp3 hybridization (see Fig. 1.2). In free space, the states |1i, |2i and |3i are
certainly degenerate and their energy is given by [12]:
E1 = E2 = E3 = h1|H0|1i = ✏  = 1   A
2
3
Es +
2 + A2
3
Ep . (1.6)
The energy of these states is shown in Fig. 1.3. In the sp3 case (A = 1/2) all orbitals are
degenerated while in the sp2 case the orbitals are separated by an energy of approximately
2.77eV.
The attendance of another carbon atom induces a hybridization between the di↵erent
orbitals. This hybridization depends on the distance between the atoms and also on the
orientation of the orbitals relative to each other.
The distance l dependence is usually well described by an exponential behavior [12]:
V↵(l) ⇡ V↵0 e k↵l (1.7)
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Figure 1.3: Energy of the hybridized s   p states, in blue (top curve) we show the energy
of the ⇡ state, (1.3), and in red (bottom curve) the energy of the   state, (1.6), as a function
of the hybridization parameter A. A = 0 corresponds to the sp2 and A = 1/2 corresponds
to the sp3 configuration. From [12]
where k↵ = d ln(V↵)/dl and ↵ labels the di↵erent orientations of the orbitals.
One can also compute inter-atomic hybridization energies such as the hybridization
between two |2i states oriented as in Fig. 1.5:
V  =  23Vpp  +
1   A2
3
Vss    23
p
2(1   A2)Vsp  . (1.8)
In terms of orientation, there are four di↵erent types of elementary hybridization be-
tween di↵erent orbitals (shown in Fig. 1.4): Vss (⇡  5eV for l = 1.42Å);Vsp (⇡ +5.4eVfor
l = 1.42Å);Vpp (⇡ +8.4eV for l = 1.42Å);Vpp⇡(⇡  2.4eV for graphene l = 1.42Å) [11].
Any hybridization energy can be gained from those basic hybridizations shown in Fig.
8
Figure 1.4: Basic hypridization energies for s   p bonds: (a) Vss  , (b) Vsp  , (c) Vpp  , (d
)Vpp⇡. From [12]
1.4 as linear combinations. We consider the intra-atomic hybridization between |2i and
|3i. This is given by the matrix element [12]:
Vintra = h2|H0|3i = h2|
 r
1   A2
3
Es|si   Epp
6
|pxi + Epp
2
|pyi   Ap
3
Ep|pzi
!
=
1   A2
3
(Es   Ep). (1.9)
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Figure 1.5: Calculation of the hybridization of two s   p orbitals in terms of the basic
hybridization energies shown in Fig 1.4 .Adopted from [12]
1.3 The Crystal and Band Structure
1.3.1 Graphene’s honeycomb lattice
The carbon atoms in graphene compact in a honeycomb lattice with sp2 hybridisa-
tion. The honeycomb lattice is not a Bravais lattice since two neighbouring sites are not
equivalent. Fig. 1.6 (a) demonstrates actually that a site on the A sublattice has nearest
neighbours (nn) in the directions south, north-west, and north-east, although a site on the
B sublattice has nns in the directions north, south-west, and south-east. Both A and B
sublattices, however, are triangular Bravais lattices, and one may look at the honeycomb
lattice as a triangular Bravais lattice with a two-atom basis (A and B). The distance be-
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tween nn carbon atoms is 0.142 nm, which is the average of the single (C  C) and double
(C = C) covalent   bonds, as in the case of benzene.
Figure 1.6: (a) Honeycomb lattice. The vectors  1,  2 and  3 connect nn carbon atoms,
separated by a distance a = 0.142nm. The vectors a1 and a2 are basis vectors of the tri-
angular Bravais lattice. (b) Reciprocal lattice of the triangular lattice. Its primitive lattice
vectors are b1 = a⇤1 and b2 = a⇤2. The shaded region represents the first Brillouin zone (BZ),
with its centre   and the two inequivalent corners K (black squares) and K0 (white squares).
The thick part of the border of the first BZ represents those points which are counted in the
definition such that no points are doubly counted. The first BZ, defined in a strict manner,
is, thus, the shaded region plus the thick part of the border. For completeness, it is shown
the three inequivalent cristallographic points M,M0, and M00 (white triangles).
The three vectors which link a site on the A sublattice with a nn on the B sublattice are
given by
 1 =
a
2
⇣p
3ex + ey
⌘
,  2 =
a
2
⇣   p3ex + ey⌘,  3 =  aey , (1.10)
and the triangular Bravais lattice is spanned by the basis vectors
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a1 =
p
3 a ex a2 =
p
3a
2
⇣
ex +
p
3ey
⌘
. (1.11)
The modulus of the basis vectors yields the lattice spacing, parameter ea = p3a =
0.24nm, and the area of the unit cell is Auc =
p
3ea2/2 = 0.051nm2. The density of carbon
atoms is, then, nC = 2/Auc = 39nm 2 = 3.9 ⇥ 1015cm 2. Since there is one ⇡ electron
per carbon atom that is not involved in a covalent   bond, there are as many valence
electrons as carbon atoms, and their density is, therefore, n⇡ = nC = 3.9 ⇥ 1015cm 2. The
carrier density in graphene, which one measures in electrical transport measurements, is
the di↵erent between the true n⇡ and this value for neutral Graphene.
The reciprocal lattice, which is defined with respect to the triangular Bravais lattice, is
shown in Fig. 1.6 (b). It is spanned by the vectors
b1 =
2⇡p
3a
⇣
ex   eyp
3
⌘
and b2 =
4⇡
3a
ey (1.12)
Physically, all sites of the reciprocal lattice exemplify equivalent wave vectors. Any
wave be it a vibrational lattice excitation or a quantum-mechanical electronic wave packet
propagating on the lattice with a wave vector di↵ering by a reciprocal lattice vector has
in fact the same phase up to a multiple of 2⇡, due to the relation (for i, j = 1, 2) between
direct and reciprocal lattice vectors.
ai · b j = 2⇡ i j (1.13)
The first Brillouin zone [BZ, shaded region and thick part of the border of the hexagon
in Fig. 1.6 (b)] shows a set of inequivalent points in the reciprocal space, i.e. of points
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which may not be connected to one another by a reciprocal lattice vector, or else of physi-
cally distinguishable lattice excitations. The long wavelength excitations are situated in the
vicinity of the   point, in centre of the first BZ. As well, one distinguishes the six corners
of the first BZ, which consist of the inequivalent points K(+K) and K0(-K) represented by
the vectors
±K = ± 4⇡
3
p
3a
ex . (1.14)
The four remaining corners [shown in gray in Fig. 1.6 (b)] may indeed be connected
to one of these points via a translation by a reciprocal lattice vector. These cristallographic
points play an important role in the electronic properties of graphene because their low-
energy excitations are centered around the two points K and K0, as is discussed in detail in
the following section. The inequivalence of the two BZ corners, K and K0, has nothing to
do with the presence of two sublattices, A and B, in the honeycomb lattice. The form of
the BZ is a basic property of the Bravais lattice, independent of the possible presence of
more than one atom in the unit cell. For completeness, It has also shown, in Fig. 1.6 (b),
the three crystallographically inequivalent M points in the middle of the BZ edges.
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1.4 Electronic properties and Band Structure of Graphene
Three electrons per carbon atom in graphene creat strong covalent   bonds, and one
electron per atom gives the ⇡ bonds, on the other word it can be said: the three sp2-
hybridized orbitals are oriented in the xy plane and have mutual 120 angles. The remaining
unhybridized 2pz orbital is perpendicular to the plane [35]. The ⇡ electrons are responsible
for physics at low energies, whereas the   electrons arrange energy bands far away from
the Fermi energy. In this part we discuss the energy bands of ⇡ electrons within the tight-
binding approximation, which was for the first time calculated for the hexagonal lattice
by P. R. Wallace [13]. It does not consider the   electrons, here. The section consists of
two parts. The first one is devoted to the calculation of the ⇡ energy bands in graphene,
which it is considered the problem of two atoms per unit cell. After a brief discussion
of Blochs theorem, and a formal solution of the tight-binding model, one calculates the
energy dispersion of ⇡ electrons in graphene, taking into account nearest-neighbour (nn)
and next-nearest-neighbour (nnn) hopping and nn overlap corrections. The second section
we discuss the low-energy properties of electrons in graphene.
1.4.1 Tight-Binding Model for Electrons on Honeycomb Lattice
By introducing a general explanation of the tight-binding model for a system with n
atomic orbitals j in the unit cell, labeled by index j = 1...n. Further details may be found
in the book by [14]. It is supposed that the system has translational invariance. Then
the model may be written using n di↵erent Bloch functions   j(k, r) that depend on the
position vector r and wave vector k. They are given by [27] (I should notice that the most
of well-known calculations in this part are taken from [27])
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  j(k, r) =
1p
N
NX
i=1
eik·R j,i   j (r   R j,i) (1.15)
where the sum is over N di↵erent unit cells, labeled by index i = 1...N, andR j,i denotes
the position of the j th orbital in the ith unit cell. In general, an electronic wave function
 j (k, r) is given by a linear superposition of the n di↵erent Bloch functions,
 j(k, r) =
nX
l=1
c j,l(k)  l(k, r) (1.16)
where c j,l(k) are coe cients of the expansion. The energy E j(k) of the j th band is
given by
E j(k) =
h j|H| ji
h j| ji (1.17)
where H is the Hamiltonian. Substituting the expansion of the wave function (1.16)
into the energy gives
E j(k) =
Pn
i,l c⇤ji c jl h i|H| liPn
i,l c⇤jl c jl h i| li
(1.18)
=
Pn
i,l Hil c⇤ji c jlPn
i,l S il c⇤ji c jl
(1.19)
where transfer integral matrix elements Hil and overlap integral matrix elements S il are
given by
Hil = h i|H| li, S il = h i| li (1.20)
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One minimizes the energy E j with respect to the coe cient c⇤jm by calculating the
derivative
@E j
@c⇤jm
=
Pn
l Hml c jlPn
i,l S il c⇤ji c jl
 
Pn
i,l Hil c⇤ji c jl
Pn
l S ml c jl⇣Pn
i,l S il c⇤ji c jl
⌘2 . (1.21)
The second term holds a factor equal to the energy E j itself, (1.19). Then setting
@E j
@c⇤jm
= 0 and omitting the common factor
Pn
i,l S il c⇤ji c jl gives
nX
l=1
Hml c jl = E j
nX
l=1
S ml c jl . (1.22)
This can be written as a matrix equation. Consider the specific model of two orbitals
per unit cell, n = 2. Then one can choose the possible values of m (either m = 1 or m = 2)
and write out the summation in (1.22) explicitly:
m = 1 ) H11c j1 + H12c j2 = E j (S 11c j1 + S 12c j2) , (1.23)
m = 2 ) H21c j1 + H22c j2 = E j (S 21c j1 + S 22c j2) . (1.24)
These two equations can be joined into a matrix equation
0BBBBBBBBB@H11 H12H21 H22
1CCCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBBB@c j1c j2
1CCCCCCCCCA = E j
0BBBBBBBBB@S 11 S 12S 21 S 22
1CCCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBBB@c j1c j2
1CCCCCCCCCA . (1.25)
For general values of n, introducing H as the transfer integral matrix, integral matrix,
S as the overlap and  j as a column vector,
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H =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
H11 H12 · · · H1n
H21 H22 · · · H2n
...
...
. . .
...
Hn1 Hn2 · · · Hnn
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
, S =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
S 11 S 12 · · · S 1n
S 21 S 22 · · · S 2n
...
...
. . .
...
S n1 S n2 · · · S nn
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
,  j =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
c j1
c j2
...
c jn
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (1.26)
lets the relation (1.22) to be signified as
H  j = E j S  j . (1.27)
The energies E j can be driven by solving the secular equation
det
 
H   E j S   = 0 , (1.28)
Already the transfer integral matrix H and the overlap integral matrix S are known.
Here, ”det” mounts for the determinant of the matrix. In the following, one will delete the
subscript j = 1 · · · n in (1.27), (1.28), notice that ”the number of solutions is equal to the
number of di↵erent atomic orbitals per unit cell” [27].
1.5 Tight-Binding Model of Monolayer Graphene
One applies the tight-binding model mentioned in previous section to monolayer graphene,
taking into consideration one 2pz orbital per atomic site. Since there are two atoms in the
unit cell of graphene, labeled A and B in Fig. 1.6, the model has two Bloch functions,
n = 2. To be easier, one replaces index j = 1 with j = A, and j = 2 with j = B. By
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continuing to determine the transfer integral matrix H and the overlap integral matrix S .
1.5.1 Diagonal Matrix Elements
Substituting the expression for the Bloch function (1.15) into the expression of the
transfer integral (1.20) allows us to compute the diagonal matrix element corresponding to
the A sublattice as
HAA =
1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
eik·(RA, j AA,i)h A(r   RA,i)|H| A(r   RA, j)i , (1.29)
where k = (kx, ky) is the wave vector in the graphene plane. Equation (1.29) contains
a double summation over all the A sites of the lattice. If one supposes that the dominant
contribution arises from the same site j = i within each unit cell, then:
HAA ⇡ 1N
NX
i=1
h A(r   RA,i)|H| A(r   RA, j)i , (1.30)
The matrix element h A|H| Ai in the summation has the same value on every A site,
i.e. it is independent of the site index i . One firms it to be equal to a parameter
✏2p = h A(r   RA,i)|H| A(r   RA, j)i , (1.31)
that is equal to the energy of the 2pz orbital. Therefore keeping just the same site
contribution,
HAA ⇡ 1N
NX
i=1
✏2p = ✏2p , (1.32)
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It is possible to take into consideration the contribution of other terms in the double
summation (1.15), such as next-nearest neighbor contributions [15; 16]. They generally
have a small e↵ect on the electronic band structure and will not be discussed here. The
B sublattice has the same structure as the A sublattice, and the carbon atoms on the two
sublattices are chemically identical. This means that the diagonal transfer integral matrix
element corresponding to the B sublattice has the same value as that of the A sublattice:
HBB = HAA = ✏2p , (1.33)
A calculation of the diagonal elements of the overlap integral matrix continues in a
similar way as for those of the transfer integral. In this case, the overlap between a 2pz
orbital on the same atom is equal to unity,
h A(r   RA,i)| A(r   RA, j)i = 1 , (1.34)
Then supposing that the same site contribution governs,
S AA =
1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
eik·(RA, j AA,i)h A(r   RA,i)| A(r   RA, j)i , (1.35)
⇡ 1
N
NX
i=1
h A(r   RA,i)| A(r   RA, j)i , (1.36)
=
1
N
NX
i=1
1 , (1.37)
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= 1 . (1.38)
Again, as the B sublattice has the alike structure as the A sublattice,
S BB = S AA = 1 , (1.39)
1.5.2 O↵-Diagonal Matrix Elements
Substituting the relation for the Bloch function (1.15) into the definition of the transfer
integral (1.20) lets us to write out an o↵-diagonal matrix element as
HAB =
1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
eik·(RB, j RA,i)h A(r   RA,i)|H| B(r   RB, j)i , (1.40)
It expresses processes of hopping between the A and B sublattices, and includes a
summation over all the A sites (i = 1 · · ·N) at positionsRA,i and all the B sites ( j = 1 · · ·N)
at RB,i .
In the following, one can suppose that the dominant contribution to the o↵-diagonal
matrix element (1.40) comes out from hopping between nearest neighbors only. If one
focuses on an individual A atom, i.e. we take into account a fixed value of the index i, it
has three neighboring B atoms, Fig. 1.7, that we will label with a new index l (l = 1 · · · 3).
Each A atom has three such neighbors, so it is feasible to write the nearest-neighbors
contribution to the o↵-diagonal matrix element (1.40) as
HAB ⇡ 1N
NX
i=1
3X
l=1
eik·(RB, j RA,i)h A(r   RA,i)|H| B(r   RB,l)i , (1.41)
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The matrix element between neighboring atoms, h A|H| Bi, has the same value for
each neighboring pair, i.e., it is independent of indices i and l . By setting of it equal to a
parameter, t = h A(r RA,i)|H| B(r RB,l)i. Since t is negative [14], it is usual practice to
express it in terms of a positive parameter  0 =  t, where
Figure 1.7: The honeycomb crystal structure of monolayer graphene. In the nearest-
neighbor approximation, one can consider hopping from an A site (white) to three adjacent
B sites (black), labeled B1, B2, B3, with position vectors  1,  2,  3 respectively, relative to
the A site
 0 =  h A(r   RA,i)|H| B(r   RB,l)i . (1.42)
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Therefore one can write the o↵-diagonal transfer integral matrix element as
HAB ⇡   1N
NX
i=1
3X
l=1
eik·(RB,l RA,i) 0 , (1.43)
=   0
N
NX
i=1
3X
l=1
eik· l ⌘   0 f (k) , (1.44)
f (k) =
3X
l=1
eik· l , (1.45)
here the position vector of atom Bl relative to the Ai atom is denoted  l = RB,l   RA,i,
and by using of the fact that the summation over the three neighboring B atoms is the same
for all Ai atoms. For the three B atoms shown in Fig. 1.7, the three vectors are
 1 =
 
0,
ap
3
!
,  2 =
 
a
2
,  a
2
p
3
!
,  3 =
 
  a
2
,  a
2
p
3
!
, (1.46)
It shotld be mentioned that | 1| = | 2| = | 3| = ap3 is the carbon-carbon bond length.
Then the function f (k) explaining nearest-neighbor hopping may be calculated as
f (k) =
3X
l=1
eik· l , (1.47)
= eiky
ap
3 + eikx
a
2 e iky
a
2
p
3 + e ikx
a
2 e iky
a
2
p
3 , (1.48)
= eiky
ap
3 + 2e iky
a
2
p
3 cos(kx a/2) . (1.49)
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The other o↵-diagonal matrix element HBA is the complex conjugate of HAB:
HAB ⇡   0 f (k) , HBA ⇡   0 f ⇤(k) . (1.50)
A derivation of an o↵-diagonal element of the overlap integral matrix continues in a
similar way as for the transfer integral:
S AB =
1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
eik·(RB, j RA,i)h A(r   RA,i)| B(r   RB, j)i , (1.51)
⇡ 1
N
NX
i=1
3X
l=1
eik·(RB,l RA,i)h A(r   RA,i)| B(r   RB,l)i , (1.52)
= s0 f (k) , (1.53)
in which the parameter s0 = h A(r  RA,i)| B(r  RB,l)i and S BA = S ⇤AB = s0 f ⇤(k). The
presence of nonzero s0 takes into consideration the possibility that orbitals on adjacent
atomic sites are not strictly orthogonal.
1.5.3 The Low-Energy Electronic Bands of Monolayer Graphene
Summarizing the results of this part, the transfer integral matrix elements (1.33) and
(1.50), and the overlap integral matrix elements (1.39) and (1.53) give
H1 =
0BBBBBBBBB@ ✏2p   0 f (k) 0 f (k) ✏2p
1CCCCCCCCCA , S 1 =
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1 s0 f (k)s0 f ⇤(k) 1
1CCCCCCCCCA . (1.54)
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where it is used the subscript ”1” to emphasis that these matrices apply to monolayer
Graphene. The corresponding energy E can be determined by solving the secular equation
det(H1   ES 1) = 0, (1.28):
det
0BBBBBBBBB@ ✏2p   E  ( 0 + E s0) f (k) ( 0 + E s0) f ⇤(k) ✏2p   E
1CCCCCCCCCA = 0 , (1.55)
) (E   ✏2p)2  
✓
[E   ✏2p]s0 + ✏2p s0 +  0
◆2
| f (k)| = 0 , (1.56)
Solving this quadratic equation hands over the energy:
E± =
✏2p ±  0 | f (k)|
1 ⌥ s0 | f (k)| , (1.57)
This expression appears in Saito et al [14], where parameter values  0 = 3.033 eV,
s0 = 0.129, ✏2p = 0 are quoted. The latter value (✏2p = 0) denotes that the zero of energy is
set to be equal to the energy of the 2pz orbital. The resulting band structure E± is illustrated
in Fig. 1.8 in the vicinity of the Brillouin zone. A special cut through the band structure is
illustrated in Fig. 1.9, where the bands are plotted as a function of wave vector component
kx along the line ky = 0, a line that passes through the center of the Brillouin zone, labeled
, and two corners of the Brillouin zone, labeled K+ and K  (see the inset of Fig. 1.9). The
Fermi level in pure graphene is located at zero energy. There are two energy bands that it
is mentioned to as the conduction band (E+) and the valence band (E ). The interesting
characteristic of the band structure is that there is no band gap between the conduction
and valence bands. Instead the bands cross at the six corners of the Brillouin zone [27],
Fig. 1.7. Brillouin zone has corners which are known as K points, and two of them are
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explicitly labeled K+ and K  in Fig. 1.7. Close to these points, the dispersion is linear
and electronic properties may be described by a Dirac-like Hamiltonian. We discuss more
in details in next section. Note also that the band structure displays a large asymmetry
between the conduction and valence bands that is most distinct in the vicinity of the  
point.
Figure 1.8: The low-energy band structure of monolayer graphene (1.57) taking into ac-
count nearest-neighbor hopping with parameter  0 = 3.033 eV, nearest-neighbor overlap
parameter s0 = 0.129, and orbital energy s0 = 0.129 [11]. The plot shows the bands
calculated in the vicinity of the first Brillouin zone, with conduction and valence bands
touching at six corners of the Brillouin zone, two of them are labeled K+ and K  . Label  
indicates the center of the Brillouin zone. Adopted from[27]
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Figure 1.9: The low-energy band structure of monolayer graphene (1.57) taking into ac-
count nearest-neighbor hopping with parameter  0 = 3.033 eV, nearest-neighbor overlap
parameter s0 = 0.129, and orbital energy s0 = 0.129 [14]. The plot shows a cut through
the band structure Fig. 1.7, plotted along the kx axis intersecting points K  ,   , and K+ in
the Brillouin zone, shown as the dotted line in the inset
This comes out from the nonzero overlap parameter s0 appearing in (1.57). For a
comparison see Fig 1.10 in the case s0 = 0
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Figure 1.10: (a) Graphene band structure. (b) Enlargment of the band structure close to
the K and K0 points showing the Dirac cones. Adpated from Wilson, 2006 [17]
The tight-binding model described here cannot be used to determine the values of
parameters such as  0 and s0. They must be determined either by an alternative theoretical
method, such as density-functional theory, or by comparison of the tightbinding model
with experiments [27]. Note, however, that the main qualitative features described in this
chapter do not depend on the precise values of the parameters quoted.
1.5.4 Density of States
It is well known that the total DOS, define as:
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N(E) =
X
k
 (E   E(k)) , (1.58)
is proportional to the imaginary part of the single-particle, time-independent Green’s
function connecting a state to itself, i.e.
N(E) =  1
⇡
=
(
Tr

lim
✏!0+G(r, r; E + i✏)
 )
, (1.59)
The definition of the Green’s function operator is
ˆG(z) = 1
zIˆ   Hˆ =
X
k
|kihk|
z   E(k) , (1.60)
where z = E + i✏. The Green’s function connecting a lattice site l to itself is then
G(l, l; z) =
X
k
hl|kihk|li
z   E(k) , (1.61)
which can be converted to a continuous sum over the first Brillouin zone. The DOS is
then only the imaginary part of the trace of this function in the limit as ✏ ! 0+. For hexag-
onal lattice, Horiguchi [18] showed that the Green’s function and therefore the DOS are
expressible analytically in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the first kind. The hexag-
onal or honeycomb lattice is composed of two site types, which form two interpenetrating
triangular lattices. The Hamiltonian eigenfunctions can thus be split into two groups, one
summing over sites of type A and the other over sites of type B. The two sites result in two
energy bands. If consider just nearest neighbour hopings  0, the matrix representation of
the operator zIˆ  Hˆ by equation (1.54), in terms of these eigenfunctions and by assumption
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of ✏2p = 0, is
H1 =
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0   0 f (k)  0 f ⇤(k) 0
1CCCCCCCCCA , (1.62)
The DOS is then calculated by taking the trace of the inverse of the matrix zIˆ   Hˆ.
Hence the total DOS becomes
N(E) =  1
⇡
=
"
lim
✏!0+
Z
1stBZ
dk z
z2    02| f ⇤(k)|2
#
, (1.63)
it is possible to derive an analytical expression for the density of states per unit cell,
which has the form [31]
⇢(E) =   4
⇡2
|E|
 02
1p
Z0
F
 
⇡
2
,
r
Z1
Z0
!
, (1.64)
Where
Z0 =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
⇣
1 + | E 0 |
⌘2   [(E/ 0)2 1]24 ,   0 6 E 6  0
4| E 0 |  3 0 6 E 6  0 _  0 6 E 6 3 0
(1.65)
and
Z1 =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
4| E 0 |,   0 6 E 6  0⇣
1 + | E 0 |
⌘2   [(E/ 0)2 1]24 ,  3 0 6 E 6  0 _  0 6 E 6 3 0 (1.66)
where F(⇡/2, x)is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Close to the Dirac
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point, the density of states per unit cell is given by(with a degeneracy of 4 included)
⇢(E) =  2Ac
⇡
|E|
32F
, (1.67)
where Ac is the unit cell area given by Ac = 3
p
3a2/2 and 3F = 3 0/2 ⇡ 1 ⇥ 106m/s.
It is interesting to say that the density of states for graphene is di↵erent from the density
of states of carbon nanotubes (Saito et al.,). The latter shows 1/
p
E singularities due
to the 1D nature of their electronic spectrum, which happens due to the quantization of
the momentum in the direction perpendicular to the tube axis. From this view, Graphene
nanoribbons, which also have momentum quantization perpendicular to the ribbon length,
have properties similar to carbon nanotubes.
Figure 1.11: Density of states per unit cell as a function of energy (in units of  0) . Also
shown is a zoom-in of the density of states close to the neutrality point of one electron per
site. For the case  0(second-nearest hopping)=0, the electron-hole nature of the spectrum
is apparent and the density of states close to the neutrality point can be approximated by
⇢(✏) / |✏ |
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Fig 1.11 shows the 2D DOS for the honeycomb lattice. The bandwidth of the DOS
is 6eV, hence  0 controls the bandwidth and is a measure of the degree to which hopping
between nearest neighbours is facilitated. In graphite, the Fermi level is very close (within
0024 eV-see Charlier et al. [19] to constant site energy ✏i, so that E = 0 approximates the
Fermi level. Because the e↵ective width of the bandgap at EF is zero, the graphite mono-
layer is classified as a zero-overlap semi-metal, in that it is neither conductor nor insulator.
The honeycomb DOS exhibits the expected logarithmic 2D Van Hove singularities and is
symmetrical about E = 0, a consequence of the bipartite nature of the lattice and nearest
neighbor hoping only.
1.6 Massless Chiral Quasiparticles in Monolayer Graphene
1.6.1 The Dirac-Like Hamilitonian
As described in the previous sections, the electronic band structure of monolayer
graphene, Figs. 1.8, 1.9, is gapless, with crossing of the bands at points K+ and K  lo-
cated at corners of the Brillouin zone. In this section, it will be shown that electronic
properties near these points may be expressed by a Dirac-like Hamiltonian. Although the
first Brillouin zone has six corners, only two of them are nonequivalent. In this section, we
select points K+ and K , Figs. 1.8, 1.9, as a nonequivalent pair. It is possible to connect
two of the other corners to K+ using a reciprocal lattice vector (hence, the other two are
equivalent to K+), and it is possible to connect the remaining two corners to K  using a
reciprocal lattice vector (therefore, the remaining two are equivalent to K ), but it is not
possible to connect K+ and K  with a reciprocal lattice vector. To distinguish between K+
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and K , we will use an index ⌘ = ±1. Using the values of the primitive reciprocal lattice
vectors b1 and b2, (8.2), it may be seen that the wave vector corresponding to point K⌘ is
given by
K⌘ = ⌘
 
4⇡
3a
, 0
!
, (1.68)
Note that the neighborhoods of the K points are often called valleys using nomencla-
ture from semiconductor physics [27].
In the tight-binding model, coupling between the A and B sublattices is expressed by
the o↵-diagonal matrix element HAB, (1.50), that is proportional to parameter  0 and the
function f (k), (1.47). Exactly at the K⌘ point, k = K⌘ , the latter is equal to
f (K⌘) = e0 + ei ⌘ 2⇡/3 + e i ⌘ 2⇡/3 = 0 , (1.69)
This signifies that there is no coupling between the A and B sublattices exactly at the
K⌘ point. Since the two sublattices are both hexagonal Bravais lattices of carbon atoms,
they support the same quantum states, leading to a degeneracy point in the spectrum at K⌘
, Figs. 1.8, 1.9.
The exact cancelation of the three factors describing coupling between the A and B
sublattices, (1.59), no longer holds when the wave vector is not exactly equal to that of the
K⌘ point. One introduces a momentum p that is measured from the center of the K⌘ point,
p = ~k   ~K⌘ . (1.70)
Then the coupling between the A and B sublattices is proportional to
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f (k) = ei py a/
p
3~ + 2e i py a/
p
3~ cos
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+
px a
2~
!
, (1.71)
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!
, (1.72)
⇡  
p
3a
2~
 
⌘ px   i py
!
, (1.73)
where it is kept only linear terms in the momentum p = (px, py), an approximation
that is valid close to the K⌘ point, i.e. for pa/~ ⌧ 1, where p = |p| = (p2x + p2y)1/2. Using
this approximate expression for the function f (k), the transfer integral matrix (1.54) in the
vicinity of point K⌘ becomes
H1 = 3F
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 ⌘px   i py⌘px + i py 0
1CCCCCCCCCA . (1.74)
Here, it used ✏2p = 0 [14], which defines the zero of the energy axis to coincide with
the energy of the 2pz orbital.
Within the linear-in-momentum approximation for f (k, (1.63), the overlap matrix S 1
may be regarded as a unit matrix, because its o↵-diagonal elements, proportional to s0,
only contribute quadratic-in-momentum terms to the energy E±, (1.57). Since S 1 is ap-
proximately equal to a unit matrix, (1.27) becomes H1  = E  , indicating that H1, (1.64),
is an e↵ective Hamiltonian for monolayer graphene at low-energy. The energy eigenvalues
and eigenstates of H1 are given by [27]
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E± = ±vp ,  ± = 1p
2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1±⌘ei ⌘'
1CCCCCCCCCA eip·r/~ . (1.75)
where± refer to the conduction and valence bands, respectively. Here ' is the polar
angle of the momentum in the graphene plane, p = (px , py) = p (cos' , sin').
1.6.2 Pseudospin and Chirality in Graphene
The e↵ective Hamiltonian (1.74) and eigenstates (1.75) in the vicinity of the K⌘ point
have two components, reminiscent of the components of spin-1/2. Referring back to the
original definitions of the components of the column vector , (1.16) and (1.26), prooves
that this is not the physical spin of the electron, but a degree of freedom related to the
relative amplitude of the Bloch function on the A or B sublattice. This degree of freedom is
called pseudospin. If all the electronic density was located on the A sublattice, Fig. 1.12a,
this could be viewed as a pseudospin up state (pointing upwards out of the graphene sheet)
|"i = (1, 0)T , whereas density solely on the B sublattice corresponds to a pseudospin down
state (pointing downwards out of the graphene sheet) |#i = (1, 0)T ,[27] Fig.12b.
In graphene, electronic density is normally shared equally between A and B sublattices,
Fig. 1.12c, so that the pseudospin part of the wave function is a linear combination of up
and down, and it lies in the plane of the graphene sheet.
Not only do the electrons possess the pseudospin degree of freedom, but also they are
chiral, signifying that the orientation of the pseudospin is related to the direction of the
electronic momentum p. This is reflected in the fact that the amplitudes on the A or B
sublattice of the eigenstate (1.75) depend on the polar angle '. It is convenient to use
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Pauli spin matrices in the A/B sublattice space,  i where i = 1 · · · 3 , to write the e↵ective
Hamiltonian (1.74) as
H1,⌘ = v (⌘ x px +  y py) . (1.76)
If we define a pseudospin vector as   = ( x,  y,  z, ), and a unit vector as nˆ1 =
(⌘ cos', sin', 0), then the Hamiltonian becomes H1,⌘ = vp  · nˆ, stressing that the pseu-
dospin   is linked to the direction nˆ1 . The chiral operator   · nˆ1 projects the pseudospin
onto the direction of quantization nˆ1 : eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are also eigenstates
of   · nˆ1 with eigenvalues ±1,   · nˆ1 ± = ± ±. An alternative way of expressing this
chiral property of electrons is to explicitly calculate the expectation value of the pseu-
dospin operator h i = ⇣h xi, h yi, h zi ⌘ with respect to the eigenstate  ± , (1.75). The
result, h ie/h = ±(⌘ cos', sin', 0) , shows the link between pseudospin and momentum.
For valley K+, the pseudospin in the conduction band h ie is parallel to the momentum,
whereas the pseudospin in the valence band h ih is antiparallel to it, Fig. 1.12d.
If the electronic momentum p rotates by angle ', then adiabatic evolution of the chiral
wave function  ±, (1.75), produces a matching rotation of the vector nˆ1 by angle ' [27].
This is related to the so-called Berrys phase [25; 26].
The chiral properties of low-energy electrons in graphene places an additional con-
straint on their scattering properties. If a given potential does not break the A-B sym-
metry, then it is unable to a↵ect the pseudospin degree of freedom which must, then, be
conserved upon scattering[27]. Considering only the pseudospin part of the chiral wave
function  ± , (1.75), the probability to scatter in a direction ' , where ' = 0 is the for-
ward direction, is proportional to [27] w(') = |h ±(')| ±(0)i|2. For monolayer graphene,
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Figure 1.12: Schematic representation of the pseudospin degree of freedom: (a) electronic
density solely on the A sublattice can be viewed as a pseudospin up state, whereas (b)
density solely on the B sublattice corresponds to a pseudospin down state; (c) in graphene,
electronic density is usually shared equally between A and B sublattices, so that the pseu-
dospin part of the wave function is a linear combination of up and down, with amplitudes
dependent on the direction of the electronic momentum p; (d) at valley K+, the pseudospin
h ie in the conduction band is parallel to the momentum, whereas the pseudospin h ih in
the valence band is anti-parallel to the momentum. Adopted from [27]
w(') = cos2('/2), Fig. 1.13a. This is anisotropic, and displays an absence of backscatter-
ing w(⇡) = 0 [22; 23; 24]: scattering into a state with opposite momentum is prohibited
because it requires a reversal of the pseudospin. Such conservation of pseudospin is at
the heart of anisotropic scattering at potential barriers in graphene monolayers [28; 29],
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Figure 1.13: Anisotropic scattering of chiral electrons in graphene: (a) angular depen-
dence w(') = cos2('/2) of the scattering probability o↵ an A-B symmetric potential in
monolayer graphene and (b) w(') = cos2(') in bilayer graphene. From [27]
known as Klein tunneling.
1.7 Chiral tunneling and Klein paradox in Graphene
In this section, we address the scattering of chiral electrons in two dimensions by a
square barrier [29; 30]. The one-dimensional scattering of chiral electrons was explained
earlier in the context on nanotubes [22; 23].
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We start by noting that by a gauge transformation the wavefunction  ±,K0(k) = 1p2
0BBBBBBBBB@e
 ✓k/2
±e✓k/2
1CCCCCCCCCA
where the ± signs correspond to the eigenenergies E = ±3Fk, that is, for the ⇡⇤ and ⇡
bands, respectively, and ✓q = arctan(
qy
qx
)[31] :
 K(k) =
1p
2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1±ei✓k
1CCCCCCCCCA . (1.77)
We further assume that the scattering does not mix the momenta around K and K0
points. In Fig. 1.14, we demonstrate the scattering process due to the square barrier of
width D.
The wave function in the di↵erent regions can be written in terms of incident and
reflected waves. In region I, one can write [31]
 I(r) =
1p
2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1sei 
1CCCCCCCCCA ei(kxx+kyy) + rp2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1sei(⇡  )
1CCCCCCCCCA ei( kxx+kyy) . (1.78)
with   = arctan(ky/kx), kx = kF cos  , ky = kF sin   , and kF is the Fermi momentum.
In region II , we have
 II(r) =
ap
2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1s0ei 
1CCCCCCCCCA ei(qxx+kyy) + bp2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1s0ei(⇡  )
1CCCCCCCCCA ei( qxx+kyy) . (1.79)
with ✓ = arctan(ky/qx) and
qx =
q
(V0   E)2/(32F)   k2y , (1.80)
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Figure 1.14: Klein tunneling in graphene. Top: schematic of the scattering of Dirac elec-
trons by a square potential. Bottom: definition of the angles   and ✓ used in the scattering
formalism in regions I,II, and III (adapted from [31]).
and finally in region III we have a transmitted wave only [31],
 III(r) =
tp
2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1sei 
1CCCCCCCCCA ei(kxx+kyy) . (1.81)
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with s = sgn(E) and s0 = sgn(E   V0). The coe cients r, a, b, and t are determined
from the continuity of the wave function, which implies that the wave function has to obey
the conditions  I(x = 0, y) =  II(x = 0, y) and  II(x = D, y) =  III(x = D, y). Unlike the
Schro¨dinger equation, we only need to match the wave function but not its derivative. The
transmission through the barrier is obtained from T ( ) = tt⇤ and has the form
T ( ) =
cos2 ✓ cos2  ⇥
cos(Dqx) cos   cos ✓
⇤2
+ sin2(Dqx)(1   ss0 sin   sin ✓)2
. (1.82)
This expression does not take into consideration a contribution from evanescent waves
in region II, which is usually negligible, unless the chemical potential in region II is at the
Dirac energy.
Figure 1.15 shows examples of the angular dependence of transmission probability
T in monolayer and bilayer. Note that T ( ) = T (  ), and for values of Dqx satisfying
the relation Dqx = n⇡, with n an integer, the barrier becomes completely transparent since
T ( ) = 1, independent of the value of  . Also, for normal incidence  ! 0 and ✓ ! 0 and
any value of Dqx, one obtains T (0) = 1, and the barrier is again totally transparent. This
result is a manifestation of the Klein paradox [32; 33] and does not occur for nonrelativistic
electrons. In this latter case and for normal incidence, the transmission is always smaller
than 1.
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CHAPTER II
Electronic Structure of twisted double-layer Graphene
Abstract
In this chapter, we introduce shortly the electronic structure of AA and AB stacked
pure bilayer graphene in the absence of magnetic field . The energy band structure is
obtained using a tight-binding model with intra-layer and interlayer terms. After that we
study electronic structure of rotated bilayer graphene by using of tight-binding method
and Green’s functions techniques . A perturbative approach which is valid for not too
small angles (✓   3 ) and states close to Dirac energy is developed. We calculate the
self-energy of states of the upper plane due to their coupling with states of the lower plane
. We discuss consequences for velocity renormalization and for electron-lifetime due to
disorder in one plane. We also calculate and discuss the spatial modulations of density of
states. We compare our analytical results to fully numerical calculations, showing good
agreement between the two approaches.
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2.1 Introduction
Electronic properties of multilayer graphene strongly depend on the stacking order.
Periodically stacked multilayer graphene [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6] and also arbitrarily stacked
multilayer graphene [7; 8] have been reviewed theoretically.
It has been shown that energy gap can be induced by a perpendicular external electric
field in ABC-stacked multilayer graphene [9; 10]. In additon, in ABC stacking electron-
electron interactions could play an important role due to the appearance of relatively flat
bands near the Fermi level [10]. Optical properties of multilayer graphene using absorp-
tion spectroscopy have been studied experimentally [11] and theoretically [12; 13; 14; 15]
showing characteristic peak positions in optical conductivity depending on stacking se-
quences. Transport properties of multilayer graphene have been studied theoretically
within the coherent potential approximation for averaged local impurities [16; 17] and
using Boltzmann transport theory [18; 19].
2.1.1 Stacking Arrangements
In multilayer graphene, there are three distinct stacking arrangements, labeled A, B,
and C, classified by the relative position in two-dimensional (2D) plane.
In each plane the honeycomb lattice of a single sheet has two triangular sublattices,
labeled by ↵ and  , as illustrated in Fig. 2.1a. (Here we use ↵ and   for sublattices instead
of A and B to avoid any confusion with stacking arrangements (A, B, and C.) Di↵erent
stacking types are obtained by displacing sublattices along the honeycomb edges or by
rotating by ±600 about a carbon atom on one of the two sublattices. Special stacking
sequences are generated by repeated AB, ABC, and AA stacking, and are called Bernal,
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rhombohedral, and hexagonal stacking, respectively.
Figure 2.1: (a) Three distinct stacking arrangements A, B and C in multilayer graphene
and representative sublattices ↵ and   in the A, B, and C layers. (b) The stacking triangle
where each added layer cycles around. From [56]
Each added layer cycles around the stacking triangle in either the right-handed or the
left-handed sense, or stays at the same position in the triangle, as seen in Fig. 2.1b. For
example, Bernal (AB) stacking corresponds to moving with a reversal in direction at ev-
ery step, and rhombohedral (ABC) stacking corresponds to moving with no reversals in
direction, while hexagonal (AA) stacking corresponds to not moving around the triangle
at all.
2.2 The Tight-Binding Model of AA and AB Bilayers of Graphene
In this section, we present the tight-binding model of AA and AB stacked bilayer
graphene. For this purpose, we use the tight-binding model described in chapter 1 in order
to generalize the model for monolayer graphene expained in Chapter 1.
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Let us consider first the AA stacking, where the two lattices are directly above each
other and bonds form between the same sublattices.
Figure 2.2: (a) The geometric structure, (b) the first Brillouim zone and (c) the low-lying
sub bands of AA-stacked graphene. ↵0= 2.598 eV is the nearest-neighbor hopping integral
and two important interlayer interactions are ↵1= 0.361eV and ↵3 = -0.032 eV . From [55]
Figure 2.2 shows the geometric configuration of AA-stacked bilayer graphene. The
primitive unit cell consists of four sublattices, A1, B1 in the first layer and A2 and B2 in
the second layer. The wave function is linearly combined of four TB functions associated
with the four sublattices. Three atomic hopping integrals,↵0= 2.569eV, ↵1= 0.3619eV, and
↵2= -0.032eV, are taken into account in this work, as indicated in Fig. 2.2(a). The first
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Brillouin zone is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The low-energy electronic structure of AA-stacked
bilayer grapheme exhibits two pairs of subbands, as shown in Fig. 2.2(c). The conduction
and valence bands of the first (second) pair are symmetric about their crossing energy
 ↵1 + ↵1↵3/↵0 ⇡  0.366eV (↵1 + ↵1↵3/↵0 ⇡  0.357eV), as indicated by the black (red)
lines.
Figure 2.3: Ab initio (black curves) and tight-binding (red curves) band structure along
K MK of (a) graphene and (c) AA-stacked. Corresponding energy dispersion around the
K point for (b) graphene, (d) and AA-stacked bilayer. From [58]
Figure 2.3 shows the band structure of AA-stacked Bilayer graphene near the K point
with that of monolayer.
After AA we consider Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene [20; 21; 22] (also called AB-
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stacked bilayer graphene). It consists of two parallel layers of carbon atoms, each arranged
with a honeycomb lattice as in a monolayer, that are coupled together, Fig. 2.4. There are
four atoms in the unit cell, a pair A1, B1, from the lower layer and a pair A2, B2, from
the upper layer. In Bernal stacking, the layers are arranged so that two atoms, B1 and
A2, are directly below or above each other, whereas the other two atoms, A1 and B2, do
not have a counterpart in the other layer. The primitive lattice vectors a1 and a2, and
the lattice constant a are the same as for monolayer graphene, and the unit cell, shown
in Fig. 2.4a, has the same area in the x   y plane as in the monolayer. Therefore, the
reciprocal lattice and first Brillouin zone are the same as in monolayer graphene. The unit
cell of bilayer graphene contains four atoms, and, if the tight-binding model includes one
pz orbital per atomic site, there will be four bands near zero energy, instead of the two
bands in monolayer graphene.
Essential features of the low-energy electronic band structure may be described by a
minimal tight-binding model including nearest-neighbor coupling  0 between A1 and B1,
and A2 and B2, atoms on each layer, and nearest-neighbor interlayer coupling  1 between
B1 and A2 atoms that are directly below or above each other,
 1 = h A2(r   RA2)|H| B1(r   RB1)i (2.1)
Then we can generalize the treatment of monolayer graphene, (1.54), to write the trans-
fer and overlap integral matrices of bilayer graphene, in a basis with components A1, B1,
A2, B2, as [57]
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the crystal structure of AB-stacked bilayer
graphene: (a) plan view with A1 (white) and B1 atoms (black) on the lower layer, A2
(black) and B2 atoms (gray) on the upper layer. Vectors a1 and a2 are primitive lattice
vectors of length equal to the lattice constant a, and the shaded rhombus is a unit cell; (b)
side view where the parameter  0 shows nearest-neighbor coupling within each layer,  1
nearest-neighbor coupling between the B1 and A2 atoms on di↵erent layers. From [57]
H =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
✏2p   0 f (k) 0 0
  0 f ⇤(k) ✏2p  1 0
0  1 ✏2p   0 f (k)
0 0   0 f ⇤(k) ✏2p
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
, (2.2)
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S =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 s0 f (k) 0 0
s0 f ⇤(k) 1 0 0
0 0 1 s0 f (k)
0 0 s0 f ⇤(k) 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
, (2.3)
The upper-left and lower-right 2⇥2 blocks describe behavior within the lower (A1/B1)
and upper (A2/B2) layers, respectively. The o↵-diagonal 2 ⇥ 2 blocks, containing param-
eter  1, describe interlayer coupling.
The band structure of bilayer graphene may be determined by solving the secular equa-
tion det(H   E jS ) = 0 (1.28). It is plotted in Fig. 2.5 for parameter values  0 = 3.033
eV, s0 = 0.129, ✏2p = 0 [23] and interlayer coupling  1 = 0.39 eV. There are four energy
bands, two conduction bands and two valence bands. Overall, the band structure is similar
to that of monolayer graphene, Fig.1.9, with each monolayer band split into two by an
energy approximately equal to the interlayer coupling  1 [22]. The most interesting part
of the band structure is in the vicinity of the K points [21], as shown in the left inset of Fig.
2.5, which focuses in on the bands around K . At the K point, one of the conduction (va-
lence) bands is split away from zero energy by an amount equal to the interlayer coupling
 1 (  1).
The split bands originate from atomic sites B1 and A2 that have a counterpart atom
directly above or below them on the other layer. Orbitals on these pairs of atoms (B1
and A2) are strongly coupled by the interlayer coupling  1 and they form a bonding and
anti-bonding pair of bands, split away from zero energy. The remaining two bands, one
conduction and one valence band, touch at zero energy: as in the monolayer, there is no
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Figure 2.5: The low-energy band structure of bilayer graphene taking into account nearest-
neighbor hopping with parameter  0 = 3.033 eV, nearest-neighbor overlap parameter s0 =
0.129, orbital energy ✏2p = 0 [11], and interlayer coupling  1 = 0.39 eV. The plot shows
the bands calculated along the kx axis intersecting points K ,   , and K+ in the Brillouin
zone, shown as the dotted line in the right inset. The left inset shows the band structure in
the vicinity of the point K  . From [57]
band gap between the conduction and valence bands. In the vicinity of the K points, the
dispersion of the latter bands is quadratic E± / ±|k  K⌘|2, and electronic properties of the
low-energy bands may be described by an e↵ective Hamiltonian describing massive chiral
particles.
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2.3 Rotated Bilayer Graphene
Stacking several layers of Graphene on top of each other, may a↵ect the original elec-
tronic structure. Indeed AB or Bernal stacking (as shown previously) destroys the linear
dispersion and changes chirality properties even in a bilayer [25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30] Inter-
action between layers is then an important question. Yet as we will show in the following
it does not systematically destroy interesting properties but on the contrary it can lead to
the emergence of very peculiar and new behaviors.
Graphene can be formed in multilayers on SiC [28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35; 36] but
also on metal surfaces such as Ni [37] and in exfoliated flakes[38] ) where interactions
between successive layers play a crucial role. While on the Si face of SiC, multilayers
have an AB stacking and do not show graphene properties[27; 28; 29; 30] , on the C-face,
multilayers have been shown to present graphene like properties even when they involve a
large number of C planes. ARPES[33; 34; 35; 36] , STM[39] , transport[40] and optical
transitions [41] indeed show properties characteristic of a linear graphene like dispersion.
These multilayers are rotated with respect to each other and the rotations show up as
Moire´ patterns on STM images [34; 42]. The Moire´ e↵ect is a well known phenomenon
which occurs when repetitive structures (such as screens, grids or gratings) are superposed
or viewed against each other. It consists of a new pattern of alternating dark and bright
areas which is clearly observed at the superposition, although it does not appear in any of
the original structures[24]. Moire´ patterns are common in everyday life and often occur
when two lattices overlap one another.
This apparent paradox of thick multilayers exhibiting graphene properties was partially
solved recently when di↵erent theoretical approaches [34; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50]
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showed that rotated multilayers are decoupled, at least for large rotation angles.
Going further, theory predicts the existence of three domains: for large rotation angles
(✓ > 20 ) the layers are decoupled and behave as a collection of isolated graphene layers.
For intermediate angles 3  < ✓ < 20  the dispersion remains linear but the velocity is
renormalized. What happens at the smallest values of ✓ is even more puzzling. As already
shown by di↵erent theoretical groups, for the lowest ✓, flat bands appear and result in
electronic localization : states of similar energies, belonging to the Dirac cones of the two
layers interact, a gap opens at the intersection, associated with saddle points. As the angle
decreases, the saddle points come closer to the Dirac point and the renormalization of the
velocity increases [43] .
Landau Level (LL) Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) gave results in close agree-
ment with theory. The three regimes where observed for CVD graphene grown on Ni:
decoupling at large angle, renormalization and van Hove singularities for smaller angles.
The singularities appear as peaks on both sides of ED in STS experiments [37]. On the
other hand, if decoupling is indeed observed for multilayers on C face of SiC (ARPES)
velocity renormalization has never been shown for this system [35; 36] . The origin of the
di↵erent behavior between two so similar systems (both are rotated multi- layer graphene)
and a possible discrepancy with theory is still subject to intense debate.
In this chapter we developpe a perturbative theory which gives us deeper insight in the
regime 3  < ✓ < 20  (intermediate angles). We recover known results for the velocity
renormalization with a better justification for tight-binding model. We analyze also the
e↵ect of disorder in one plane on the lifetime of the other plane. We analyze also the
spatial modulation of the DOS and demonstrate an increase of the DOS in AA region of
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the Moire´. This is a precursor of the localization in the AA region for very low angles
less than 3 . This localization has already been observed in some systems and is predicted
numerically.
2.3.1 Rotationaly Stacked Commensurate Bilayers
In the following we consider two graphene layers rotated in the plane by an angle ✓
(Fig. 2.6). We start from an AA bilayer and choose the rotation origin O at an atomic site.
A commensurate structure can be defined if the rotation changes a lattice vector
 !
OB(m, n)
to
  !
OB0(n,m) with n,m the coordinates with respect to the basis vectors a1(
p
3/2, 1/2)
and a2(
p
3/2, 1/2). The rotation angle is then defined as
cos✓ =
n2 + 4nm + m2
2(n2 + nm + m2)
(2.4)
and the commensurate cell vectors correspond to
~t =
  !
OB0 = na1 + ma2; t0 =  ma1 + (n + m)a2 . (2.5)
The commensurate unit cell contains N = 4(n2 + nm + m2) atoms Fig(2.7) . A cell
defined in this way is the smallest cell corresponding to one angle provided that n and m
are prime numbers. The rotation angle is a good parameter to describe the system but the
number of atoms is not since cells of equivalent size can be found for di↵erent angles.
Indeed, large cells can be obtained for ✓ ⇠ 0 large n and m and small |m   n| but also for
large angles ✓ ⇠ 30  then |m   n| is large [52] A good way to name the rotated layers is to
give the (m, n) couple defined above, that is what we use in this chapter.
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Figure 2.6: Commensurate cell vectors of (n,m) bilayer:
✓ = 60  is the perfect AB stacking. ✓ close to 60  is obtained for n = 1(m = 1) and
large m(n).
Two limit cases have to be considered: small or large angles of rotation. Small rotation
angles lead to well defined AA and AB regions and then to a Moire´ pattern (Figure 2.8
) that can be seen on STM images [34; 42] while a blurred pattern is obtained for larger
rotation angles Fig(2.7).
From the periodicity of superlattices, the misorientation between the top and underly-
ing graphene sheets can be calculated using the simple Moire´ rotation-pattern assumption:
The periodicity, L, of the resulting Moire´ hexagonal structure is related to the misorienta-
tion angle, ✓ , between the two layers of the hexagonal lattice, with lattice constant a0, as
[34]
L =
a0
2 sin(✓/2)
⇡ a0
✓
(2.6)
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Figure 2.7: Moire´ pattern for small ✓ (✓  10 ) left: (6.7) bilayer: ✓ = 5.08  , N = 508
atoms; right: (5.9) bilayer: ✓ = 18.73  , N = 604 atoms. Full (dashed) line circle AB (AA)
region.
For small angles, if the rotation axis, perpendicular to the planes, passes through atomic
positions in both layers, atoms in the four corners of the supercell are directly superim-
posed (Figure 2.8) [50]. This corresponds to the so-called AA stacking. For cells (n,m)
such that m = n + 1, zone with Bernal AB stacking are located at 1/3 and 2/3 of the long
diagonal (Figure 2.7) [50].
2.4 Tight-Binding Model and Hamiltonian
In the tight-binding scheme only pz orbitals are taken into account since we are inter-
ested in electronic states close to the Fermi level. Since the planes are rotated, neighbors
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Figure 2.8: Commensurate bilayer cell (n,m) = (5, 9) for a rotation of ✓ = 18.73 .
are not on top of each other (as is the case in the Bernal AB stacking). Interlayer interac-
tions are then not restricted to pp  terms but some pp⇡ terms have also to be introduced
[50].
The first thing is to compete the coupling between two states of two planes. Let us
consider normalized Bloch states made of atomic orbitals A or B in plane ↵. One has
| ~KAi↵ = 1p
N
X
~R
ei~K· ~RA |A,Ri↵ (2.7)
| ~KBi↵ = 1p
N
X
~R
ei~K· ~RB |B,Ri↵ (2.8)
Where N is the number of unit cells of the crystal and the summation is perfumed on
all cells of crystal. ~R is the position of A atom of the cell. In the following A or B are
indicated by " according to the following convention
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" =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
+1 for A-atom
 1 for B-atom
(2.9)
↵ =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
+1 upper plane
 1 lower plane
(2.10)
We want to compute the matrix element of the Hamiltonian between two normalized
Bloch states |"~ki+ and |"0~k0i  :
Hc(", "0;~k, ~k0) = h~k0"0|Hc|"~ki = Hc(~k0"0;~k") (2.11)
Because Hc is Hermitian, then we have:
+h~k0"0|Hc|"~ki  = ( h"~k|Hc|h~k0"0i+)⇤ (2.12)
Hc(", "0;~k, ~k0) =
X
~R, ~R0
ei(~K·~R  ~K0· ~R0) h~R0"0|Hc|"~Ri+ (2.13)
We have:
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
~r"~R(position in upper layer) = ~R if " = +1
~r"~R = ~R + ~u if " =  1
~r0"0 ~R0(position in down layer) = ~R0 if "
0 = +1
~r0"0 ~R0 = ~R0 + ~u0 if "
0 =  1
(2.14)
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Then
 h~R0"0|Hc|"~Ri+ = Hc(|~r"~R   ~r0"0 ~R0 |) (2.15)
where ~u and ~u0 are vectors connecting the two atoms in the unit cells, i.e. A and B
atoms in upper and A0 and B0 atoms in down layers respectively.
From Fourier transformation we write:
Hc(~r) =
Z eHc(~k) ei~k·~r d2~k (2.16)
eHc(~k) = 1(2⇡)2
Z
Hc(~r) e i
~k·~r d2~r (2.17)
Writing
Hc|"~ki+ =
X
i
t("i~ki , "~k) |"i~kii  (2.18)
Where t("i~ki , "~k) ⌘ ti is the transfer matrix element. We find selection rules such that
~k + ~Kr = ~k0 + ~K0r (2.19)
Which means that coupling Hamiltonian Hc couples the upper state |"~ki+ to lower state
|"~ki 
Finally for ~ki = ~k + ~Kr = ~k0(mod ~K0r ) we derive formula for coupling matrix after
some calculations (Appendix B) we switch to the following expression of the Hamiltonian:
Where ~Kr and ~K0r are vectors of reciprocal lattices.
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ti(~k + ~Kr) =
4⇡2
S
eHc(~k + ~Kr) ei (~k+ ~Kr)·(⌘0 ~u0 ⌘~u+~ ) (2.20)
Where S is area of unit cell, ~  is translation between the two layers,⌘ = 1 reads for
B-atom and ⌘ = 0 for A-atom. However this translation of the two layers just translate the
overall Moire pattern and can be set to zero without loss of generality.
By symmetry of interaction between two orbitals, coupling depends only on the mod-
ulus of ~k + ~Kr i.e eHc(~k + ~Kr) ⇡ eHc(|~Kd + ~Kr|). The modulus of ti is represented in Fig
(2.9).
From Fig (2.9 ) one sees that the most important value of |ti| is one corresponding to the
smallest possible value of~k+ ~Kr. By careful examination it can be shown that for electronic
states close to the Dirac point this minimum corresponds to the modulus of wave-vector
in Dirac point (|~Kd| ⇡ 1.72Å ). From figure(coupling) it is easy to see coupling value close
Dirac is around 0.12eV (Appendix B). All the other contributions are much smaller and
will be neglected here.
Selecting only this contribution means that ~Kr is such that ~k + ~Kr belongs to one of
three equivalent valleys. Therefore a set of two Bloch states with a given wave vector
(Equations 2.7 and 2.8) in one plane will be coupled to three sets of of two Bloch states
in other plane corresponding to three di↵erent wave vectors. This simplifies much the
structure of Hamiltonian and the analytical calculations presented here.
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Figure 2.9: Modulus of the inter-layer coupling in versus modulus of the wave-vector
2.5 Velocity renormalization and electron life time
We are interested in the self-energy of coupling of states in upper plane due to the
coupling with states of lower plane. Indeed the real-part of self-energy< (z) is associated
to modification of dispersion relation and will allow us to discuss velocity renormalization.
The imaginary part of self-energy is associated to the electron lifetime. It will allow us to
discuss lifetime of the electron in one plane when there is disorder in other plane.
Using matrix notations defined in Appendix B we have:
e⌃0(z) = X
~Kr
T+( ~Kr) G 0 ( ~Kd + ~Kr) T ( ~Kr) (2.21)
where ~Kr is the vector of reciprocal lattice which has three values as explanined above.
T describes the coupling between two plane and Green operator at wave vector ✓ ~⇣⇥ ~Kµ
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is
G 0 (z, ✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) = 1
z   H (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)
(2.22)
where ~Kµ counts three Dirac points.
and for the Hamiltonian:
H (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) =
0BBBBBBBBB@   1 g(✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) +     0 f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)  0 f ⇤ (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)   1 g(✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) +  
1CCCCCCCCCA (2.23)
Where   is potential di↵erence between two layers (plane(+) is in potential 0 and
plane(-) is in potential   ), g = (| f |2   3) is e↵ect of next-nearest neighbor hoping of one
plane [54]  1 ⇡ 0.1eV and:
f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) = | f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)| ei(✓µ+ ⇡2 "✓ ) ei↵ (✓) (2.24)
where: "✓ = sgn(✓), ↵ (✓) = 2⇡✓p3 , is the next-nearest neighbor hoping and
| f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)| =
     0ei 2⇡p3 ✓⇣1   e i 2⇡p3 ✓⌘     = 2 sin ⇡✓p
3
(2.25)
Note that this matrix is evaluated at ✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ. Indeed for ~k su ciently close to Dirac
point ~k, because ~3(|~k   ~Kd|) ⌧  0| f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)| and we can neglect the dependence on the
~k in H , G  and e⌃(z)
So now after complex calculations (Appendix B) we can write a perfect relation for
self-energy:
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e⌃0(z) =  (z) I (2.26)
with I is identity matrix and
 (z) =
6t2⇥
z    1g(✓)⇤2    20| f (✓)|2
h
z        1g(✓)   2 0 sin( ⇡✓p
3
) sin(
2⇡✓p
3
)
i
(2.27)
Let us recall that the perturbation theory is valid for
z, t,  ⌧  0 f (✓) (2.28)
As shown below the important quantities are  (z) and its derivative  0(z). For both
quantities we can neglect z in denominator. For simplicity we also neglect g(✓) and assim-
ilate | f (✓)| and keep linear relation of sin ✓ = ✓ :
 (z) ⇡  6t
2
 20
4⇡2
3 ✓
2
h
z        20 4⇡
2
3
✓2
i
(2.29)
2.5.1 Velocity renormalization
Using equation (2.25) we have every thing in hand to calculate the Green’s function
term in states ~k of the upper plane
G+0 = 1
z   H+(~k)   ⌃˜0(z)
=
0BBBBBBBBB@ z    (z)  ~v|~k|e
i✓(~k)
 ~v|~k|e i✓(~k) z    (z)
1CCCCCCCCCA
 1
(2.30)
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=
1
(z    (z))2   (~v|~k|)2
0BBBBBBBBB@ z    (z) ~v|~k|e
i✓(~k)
~v|~k|e i✓(~k) z    (z)
1CCCCCCCCCA
The eigenvalues are the poles of the Green’s function. Therefore the energy E(~k) is
given by
E    (E) = ±~v|~k| (2.31)
For |~k| = 0 we have solution E = E0 such that
E0    (E0) = 0 (2.32)
For small ~k we can write E(~k) = E0 +  E(~k). Eventually we have a nice formula:
 E =
±~v|~k|
1    0(E0) (2.33)
Finally the renormalized velocity 3r is
3r
3
=
1
1 + A/✓2
(2.34)
where
A =
6t2
4/3 ⇡2 20
= ✓20 (2.35)
Where ✓0 = 1.4 . Therefore using a well established tight-binding model, we recover
velocity renormalization consistent with that of [59]. In addition we find that this velocity
renormalization is independent of the di↵erence in potential of two planes.
As it is shown in Figure 2.10 a systematic study of the renormalization of the velocity
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Figure 2.10: Velocity ratio 3bi/3mono for a commensurate (n, m) bilayer cell versus rotation
angle ✓: Red circles: VASP calculations by Laurence Magaud, cross: TB calculations
by Guy Trambly de Laissardie`re, the blue line is the model of Lopez dos Santos et al.:
3bi/3mono = 1   9[t˜/(3monoK sin(✓/2))], with t˜ = 0.11eV and 3monoK = 2
p
3 0⇡ = 9.8 eV .
From [50]. And the green line is our model.
close to the Dirac point is done [50], compared to its value in a monolayer graphene, for
rotation angles ✓ varying between 0  and 60  (Figure 2.10). The renormalization of the
velocity varies symmetrically around ✓ = 30 . Indeed, the two limit cases ✓ = 0  (AA
stacking) and ✓ = 60  (AB stacking) are di↵erent, but Moire´ patterns when ✓ ! 0  and
when ✓ ! 60  are similar because a simple translation by a vector transforms an AA zone
to an AB zone.
Focusing on angles smaller than 30 , it is defined [50] three regimes as a function of
the rotation angle ✓ (Figure 2.10). For large ✓(20   ✓  30 ) the Fermi velocity is very
close to that of graphene. For intermediate values of ✓(3   ✓  20 ) the perturbative
theory of Lopez dos Santos et al. predicts correctly the velocity renormalization which
is also in accordance to the above formula Equation(2.33). For the small rotation angles
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(✓ < 3 ) a new regime occurs where the velocity tends to zero and perturbation theory
can’t be applied.
2.5.2 Electron lifetime
The two planes of the bilayer can have very di↵erent amount of disorder due to their
di↵erent exposure to environment . For example the lower plane will be in contact with a
substrate and the upper plane is exposed either to vacuum or to a gas (sensor application).
Therefore it is of high interest to consider the limit case where defects are present in one
plane and absent from the other plane. In the following we consider that defects are present
only in the lower plane. If the two planes were decoupled, defects in one plane would a↵ect
electron lifetime in that plane but not in other one. Since the planes are coupled defects
in one plane will also a↵ect electronic lifetime in the other plane. In this chapter we
discuss how such a repartition of defects impacts the electron lifetime. In chapter III based
the present results we shall discuss how electron lifetime a↵ects the overall electronic
conduction of the bilayer.
If there is disorder in the lower plane the Bloch states of this plane will have a con-
tribution to their self-energy which is imaginary. This can be represented in the simple
possible model by a purey imaginary part of the potential evergy  
  =  i ~
⌧ 
(2.36)
where ⌧  is the lifetime in the lower plane due to disorder in the lower plane. Using
formula 2.29 we see that electrons in the upper plane acquire an imaginary self-energy
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= (z) =   i~
⌧ 
⇥ 6t
2
 204/3⇡2✓2
=   i~
⌧+
(2.37)
Therefore the lifetimes ⌧  and ⌧+ in the lower and upper planes are related through:
⌧+
⌧ 
=
✓2
A
(2.38)
where A is given by equation 2.34, and is same quantity as in the velocity renormal-
ization expression 2.35.
2.6 Density of States
We consider now the Density of States (DOS) on one plane as a function of position ~r
in the Moire structure. Here ~r will be position of the A and B atom.
⇢(E,~r) = h~r| (E   H)|~r0i (2.39)
This quantity can be measured by STM and oscillations of the DOS are observed in
experiments. To our knowledge a theory of this quantity didn’t exist prior to this work and
is presented now. According to the theory developed in Appendix B, the upper plane has an
e↵ective Hamiltonian which is modified by the coupling with lower plane. This e↵ective
Hamiltonian contains a self-energy discussed before which is independent of position and
just renormalizes the velocity. It contains also a term that couples states with wave vector
~k and states with wave vector ~k + ~G where ~G is a reciprocal vector of Moire pattern. It is
this coupling which mixes those states and will give oscillation of DOS with vector ~G.
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Due to our approximation on the inter-plane hopping |ti| only the 6 ~Gj with | ~Gj| =
|p3Kd✓| occur. These six Gj are along 6 directions with angles ✓ j = 2⇡/6 j. After a long
calculation(Appendix B) we get a compact formula for variation of the DOS [53]
)  ⇢(E, ~R, ")
⇢(E)
 
2t2
(~cKd✓)2
6X
j=1
cos( ~Gj · ~R) (2.40)
as we see this formula doesn’t depend to type of atom " (A or B atom), it oscillates
with ~G as expected. Using t ⇡ 0.12eV we have
)  ⇢(E, ~R)
⇢(E)
 
1
✓2deg
6X
j=1
cos( ~Gj · ~R) (2.41)
where ✓deg is the rotation angle expressed in degrees. As it is clear the maximum value
is obtained for ~R = 0 which is in the AA region and
6P
j=1
cos( ~Gj · ~R) is 6. For example for
✓ = 3  the maximum value of relation variation of DOS is 69 in the AA region which is
strong. We note also that the relative variation rapidly decreases when ✓ increases.
We now compare our model results with those of tight-binding calculations. As shown
in Fig 2.11 the overall agreement between tight-binding and model calculations is quite
good. We observe in particular a reinforcement of the DOS in the AA region and a low-
ering in the AB regions. This behavior is a precursor of the electronic localization in AA
region which is observed in the very low angle limit ✓ < 1   2 .
The main di↵erence between the two approaches is the following. In the tight-binding
results, two neighboring A and B atoms do not have the same DOS. In the analytical ap-
proach there is no such di↵erence. As shown in Fig 2.12 average DOS of two neighboring
A and B atoms is well reproduced by the analytical model. Yet the DOS on sub lattices A
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Figure 2.11: Relative variation of the LDOS on top layer for two angles. Tight-binding
results are in the top and corresponding analytical results are below.
and B can di↵er by about ±15% as compared to averaged DOS. The reason of this discrep-
ancy is not firmly established. It could be due to the use of perturbative theory. Another
cause could be that we retained only one Fourier component of the transfer matrix ele-
ment of t(~k). Indeed in the calculation by Castro Neto et. al [60] the authors retain also
only one Fourier component of the transfer matrix t(~k), but do numerical non-perturbative
calculation. They find also a DOS which is the same for neighboring A and B atoms.
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Figure 2.12: 3D relative variation of DOS  ⇢(E,~R)⇢(E) . The green and red points correspond to
A and B atoms with a di↵erence of about ±15%. Blue points corresponds to our analytical
model which reproduce the average values of relative variation of DOSs on A and B atoms.
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CHAPTER III
QuantumTransport in Graphene Nanostructures
Abstract
In this chapter we consider the transport properties of the two graphene based struc-
tures analyzed in this thesis : rotated bilayers and impurity on graphene. We give first
an introduction to the theory of electronic transport in bulk systems and in particular to
the Kubo formalism. We discuss the role of quantum di↵usion and disorder on conduc-
tivity. Then we present numerical simulations of quantum di↵usion and conductivity in
rotated bilayers in the case where disorder is in one plane only. The results of chapter 2
on electron lifetime allows us to propose a simple model that rationalizes these numerical
results and explains the role of interlayer coupling on the conductivity of rotated bilayers.
We consider then the case of transport through nanocircuits with coherent electronic trans-
port. We introduce the fundamentals concepts of the Landauer approach and the way of
calculating conductance from Greens function. This allows us then to analyze a model of
transport through a STM tip that is positionned just above an impurity on graphene. As
we show, when this impurity presents a resonant state, an anomalous behavior of the STM
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signal can exist in the near field regime. The STM signal dI/dV no more represents the
Density of States and can present a dip instead of a resonance as a function of the energy.
3.1 Introduction to Bulk Transport
In macroscopic conductors, the resistance that is found to exist between two contacts
is related to the bulk conductivity and to the dimensions of the conductor. In short, this
relationship is expressed by
R =
L
 A
, (3.1)
where   is the conductivity and L and A are the length and cross-sectional area of
the conductor, respectively. If the conductor is a two-dimensional conductor, such as a
thin sheet of metal, then the conductivity is the conductance per square, and the cross-
sectional area is just the width W. This changes the basic formula (3.1) only slightly, but
the argument can be extended to any number of dimensions. Thus, for a d-dimensional
conductor, the cross-sectional area has the dimension A = L(d 1), where here L must be
interpreted as a characteristic length. Then, one may rewrites (3.1) as
R =
L(2 d)
 d
, (3.2)
Here,  d is the d-dimensional conductivity. In general, for 2D and 3D systems, the
current density may not be parallel to the direction of the field. The resistivity would
then be represented by a tensor, i.e., an N ⇥ N matrix with N = 1, 2, 3 according to the
dimensionality.
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In addition the electric field component E⌫ and current j(r, t) may depend on space and
time. For a small, arbitrary electric field, the electrical response may also be non-local
in space (for an inhomogeneous system) : the current density at point r and time t may
depend on the conductivity at every other point in space and earlier times. The general
current response is thus
jµ(r, t) =
X
⌫
Z
dr0
tZ
 1
dt0  µ⌫(r, r0; t   t0)E⌫(r0, t0), (3.3)
We present basic approaches of the conductivity for homogenous fields.
In this case, if a field component E⌫(r) is applied in the ⌫ direction and induces a
current density jµ in the µ direction, the linear response relation 3.3 becomes
jµ =
X
⌫
 µ⌫ E⌫ , (3.4)
with  µ⌫ the elements of the conductivity tensor. All the above quantities can be
frequency dependent. One shall consider especially the component  xx for an isotropic
model one has j(!) =  (!)E(!) with  xx(!)
3.1.1 Drude Model
Let us assume classical electrons of massm and electric charge e. They move under the
action of the electric field and will experience collisions that will change their momentum
p. These collisions could be due to the scattering with ionic vibrations, or collisions with
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other electrons or impurities. For the time being the nature of the collisions is irrelevant.
However, what is important for the considerations one makes here is that all collisions are
independent events, namely, electrons experience a collision independently of the outcome
of previous collisions(one says that a collision at time t is uncorrelated with a collision at
time t).
Electrons have an average velocity v. Let us now define the relaxation time ⌧ as the
average time between two successive collisions. As a consequence of these collisions, in
the time interval ⌧ , electrons change, on average, their momentum by the amount
dp
dt
=  mv
⌧
, (3.5)
where m is the e↵ective mass of the electron in the given material.
By assuming that after a collision the electron emerges with a velocity v0 that is ran-
domly oriented. This implies that on average (over all particles) the randomly oriented
velocity immediately. After the collision does not contribute to the total average velocity
v, i.e., hv0i = 0. After the collision, and before the next collision occurs, the electron is
accelerated by the driving field. Between collisions, the change of momentum must then
be proportional to the field
dp
dt
= eE , (3.6)
At steady state, if all the momentum change is equal to the one the electrons experience
during collisions 3.5 one can then have the relation:
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mv
⌧
= eE , (3.7)
Comparing 3.7 with E = ⇢ j, and using the formwell-known equation j(r, t) = e n(r, t) v(r, t)
for the current density, the resistivity is
⇢ =
m
ne2⌧
. (3.8)
In this model, the conductivity is given by
  =
1
⇢
=
ne2⌧
m
(3.9)
This is the Drude relation between the conductivity and the microscopic properties of
the conducting electrons. At non-zero frequency it generalizes to
 (!) =
ne2⌧/m
1   i!⌧ (3.10)
The relaxation time is generally the only unknown and can be determined experimen-
tally precisely from the relation 3.9, once the conductivity is measured. Relaxation times
in bulk metallic wires are typically of the order of 10 14s at room temperature and reflect
mainly inelastic scattering of electrons by ionic vibrations.
3.1.2 Resistance, coherent and incoherent transport
The above analysis tells us the real physical origin of resistance: Momentum change.
One can thus gives the following physical definition:
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Resistance : Amount of momentum change during collisions.
In this context, momentum change is also referred to as momentum relaxation. The
collisions can then be ideally grouped into:
• Elastic : Momentum relaxes but single-particle energy is conserved.
• Inelastic : Momentum and energy relax.
Relaxation times can be accordingly defined. For instance, an elastic relaxation time is
the time between two successive collisions that change electron momentum, but conserve
single-particle energy. This is the case, for instance, for scattering o↵ a rigid impurity.
Following the distinction between elastic and inelastic resistance, it is also customary
to name the electron dynamics in which the system experiences only elastic scattering,
phase coherent transport, from the fact that if the single-particle energy is conserved, the
phase of the corresponding timedependent wave-function has a simple oscillatory behav-
ior, with constant frequency, over the whole time evolution. In other words, no phase is
lost or gained during the collision.This is clearly an idealization, as scattering processes
that change single-particle energy are always present to some degree. Electron transport
is thus truly incoherent. It then can be defined an energy or inelastic relaxation time
⌧E = average time between two successive scattering events that change energy. (3.11)
In certain literature it is also customary to define as dephasing processes those that change
the phase without, however, changing the energy considerably. This is assumed to be the
case, for instance, for voltage probes: devices that measure a voltage di↵erence, without
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carrying overall current.
In this case a coherence time is
⌧  = average time between two successive scattering events that change wave-function phase.
(3.12)
If this time is longer than the time it takes for electrons to go from one side of the sam-
ple to the other then electron transport may, to some degree, be approximated as coherent.
As we will discuss in the next chapter this is one of the underlying assumptions of the
Landauer approach.
3.1.3 Introduction to Kubo formalism
The Drude model is a purely classical model. Although it is robust and has a wide
range of applicability in the metals and semi-conductors, it is not satisfying since it is not
based on quantum mechanics. A way to take part to take partly into account quantum
aspects is through Bloch-Boltzman theory. In bulk materials and devices, transport has
been well described via the Boltzmann transport equation or similar kinetic equation ap-
proaches [1] The validity of this approach is based on the following set of assumptions:
(i) scattering processes are local and occur at a single point in space; (ii) the scattering is
instantaneous (local) in time; (iii) the scattering is very weak and the fields are low, such
that these two quantities form separate perturbations on the equilibrium system; (iv) the
time scale is such that only events that are slow compared to the mean free time between
collisions are of interest. In short, one is dealing with structures in which the potentials
vary slowly on both the spatial scale of the electron thermal wavelength (to be defined
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below) and the temporal scale of the scattering processes.
Yet the Boltzman approach does not take into account interferences e↵ects after several
scattering events. These e↵ects can ultimately lead to Anderson localization and are of
primary importance especially in 1D or 2D. The Bloch-Boltzman approach can not treat
two strong scattering. For these reasons we will use Kubo formalism which is the best
adapted to the problem treated here.
3.1.4 Conductivity and dissipation
We consider a system at equilibrium which is perturbed by an external voltage . In the
framework of linear response theory, this voltage induces an electric field E and a current
density j which is proportional to it, namely j =  E. To calculate the conductivity  , one
can introduce a perturbation term associated to the electric field in the Hamiltonian which
becomes
H = p
2
2m
+ V(r) + eE · r , (3.13)
However, for a macroscopic conductor, the additional term of this Hamiltonian can-
not be considered as a perturbation, even though the electric field is small. It is more
convenient to use the equivalent Hamiltonian
H = (p   eA(t))
2
2m
+ V(r) , (3.14)
where the electric field results from the time-dependent vector potential A(t) as
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E = @A
@t
and r ⇥ A = 0 , (3.15)
The current density is given by j = Tr (⇢jˆ) where jˆ is the current density operator and
⇢(t) is the one-particle density matrix which obeys
i~
@⇢
@t
= [H , ⇢] . (3.16)
One can writes ⇢ in the form ⇢ = ⇢0+ ⇢, where ⇢0 is the equilibrium density matrix that
corresponds to A = 0. A stationary electric field is suitably described by a monochromatic
field of frequency !, E(!) = i!A(!), in the limit !! 0. For a macroscopic system, 3.16
leads to an infinitely long transient regime without relaxation towards a stationary regime.
One way to cure this problem is to introduce a term of the form  i  ⇢(t) into Equation
3.16, leading to an exponential relaxation on the time scale ~/  .One finally takes the limit
  ! 0, assuming that the end result does not depend on   .
Another way to interpret the relaxation rate   is to consider a finite size conductor
coupled to the external environment (the reservoirs) constituted by the measurement leads.
Electrons can penetrate into the reservoirs, change their phase randomly, and be reinjected
incoherently into the sample. A weak coupling between the conductor and the reservoirs
can be modelled with a broadening   of the energy levels of the isolated sample, so that
~/  represents the lifetime of an electron in the conductor. Instead of 3.16, it obtains [3]
i~
@⇢
@t
= [H , ⇢]   i ⇣⇢(t)   ⇢eq(t)⌘ , (3.17)
where the density matrix ⇢eq describes the total system at thermal equilibrium. We may
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conclude from this description that an intrinsic irreversible behavior appears as a result of
the coupling to reservoirs. But one should keeps in mind that the whole system, namely
conductor together with reservoirs, remains quantum mechanically coherent, and it is the
averaging over the degrees of freedom of the reservoirs that introduces irreversibility.
Within the linear response approximation, one retains only the linear terms in A(t) in
the expression of  ⇢(t), of  ⇢eq(t) = ⇢eq   ⇢0, and of the Hamiltonian (3.16). Rewriting
H = H0 +H1(t) whereH0 = p22m + V(r) and
H1(t) = e2m (p · A + A · p) , (3.18)
and after some calculations [3] for an electric field applied along Ox axis, so that the
conductivity is
 xx(!) =
i
!
hne2
m
+
e2
m2⌦
X
↵ 
f ("↵)   f (" )
"↵   " 
"↵   "    i 
"↵   "    ~!   i  |h↵|px| i|
2
i
, (3.19)
where f ("↵) is the occupation factor of the state |↵i and ⌦ is the volume of the con-
ductor. In order to simplify this expression, one can uses the so-called f-sum rule which
states that
n +
1
m⌦
X
↵ 
f ("↵)   f (" )
"↵   "  |h↵|px| i|
2 = 0 (3.20)
Introducing the matrix element of the current operator j↵  = emh↵|px| i and restoring
the spin s, finally
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 xx(!) = is
~
!
X
↵ 
f ("↵)   f (" )
"↵   " 
| j↵ |2
"↵   "    ~!   i  , (3.21)
Consider only the case of zero frequency. The matrix elements j↵,  of the operator px
can be related to matrix elements of the position operator X. This allows to write the DC
conductivity in terms of quantum di↵usion which is the Einstein formula.
3.1.5 Conductivity and quantum di↵usion
In the framework of Kubo-Greenwood approach [13] for calculation of the conductiv-
ity, a central quantity is the average quadratic spreading of wave packets of energy E at
time t along the x direction,
 X2(E, t) =
⌧⇣
Xˆ(t)   Xˆ(0)⌘2 
E
, (3.22)
where Xˆ(t) it the Heisenberg representation of the position operator Xˆ. The hAˆiE means
an average of diagonal elements of the operator Aˆ over all states with energy E. The
di↵usivity at zero temperature,D(E), at energy E is deduced from  X2,
D(E) = lim
t!+1D(E, t) with D(E, t) =
 X2(E, t)
t
, (3.23)
where D(E, t) is called di↵usion coe cient.
In a 2-dimensionnal system with surface S , the DC-conductivity  xx at zero tempera-
ture along the x-direction is given by the Einstein formula:
 xx(EF) =
e2
S
n(EF)D(EF), (3.24)
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where n(E) is the total density of states and EF the Fermi energy.
The e↵ect of decoherence mechanisms such as electron-electron scattering, electron
phonon interaction (temperature), is not considered in the above expression. This e↵ect
can be estimated by introducing an inelastic scattering time ⌧i.
Therefore the experimental conductivity can be estimated by:
 xx(EF) =
e2
S
n(EF)D(EF, ⌧i), (3.25)
⌧i decreases when the temperature increases. In actual graphene at room temperature,
realistic values of ⌧i is a few 10 13s. Here the Fermi-Dirac distribution function is taken
equal to its zero temperature value. This is valid provided that the electronic properties
vary smoothly on the thermal energy scale kBT .
3.2 Transport in rotated bilayer
3.2.1 Introduction
We consider now the conduction of rotated bilayers in the case where disorder is only
in the lower plan while the upper plane contains no defects. We believe that this situation
can occur because the two planes are not exposed to the environment in a symmetric man-
ner. For example the lower plane can be in contact with a substrate when the upper plane
is exposed to a gas which can produce adsorbates.
The model studied here could also be of interest for bi-wall or multi-wall nanotubes.
Indeed the external wall of the nanotube can be modified by adsorbed chemical species
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while the inner walls are protected. In that case also the overall conductance of the nan-
otube should depend on the coupling between the di↵erent layers. This coupling itself will
depend on the chiralities of the walls.
3.2.2 Monolayer of Graphene
Let us recall first a few results about the conductivity of a grapheme monolayer in the
presence of a short-range scattering potential. If disorder is not too strong the density of
states is not a↵ected and a simple model is given by the Einstein formula:
  = e2⌫(EF)D (3.26)
where
⌫(EF) = 2s23|EF |/(2⇡~232F) (3.27)
is the density of states at the Fermi energy (only electrons close to the Fermi energy
are involved in transport), and:
D = 32F⌧/2 (3.28)
is the di↵usion constant in two dimensions. The classical contribution to the conduc-
tivity is therefore in terms of the Fermi-wavevector kF and the mean free path l = 3 f⌧.
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  =
2s2ve2
2h
kFl, (3.29)
Note that the fact that the DOS is not modified implies that kFl   1 and therefore    
2e2
h G0 . Yet there are quantum corrections to this formula due to Anderson localization
e↵ects. The variation of conductivity due to this correction is:
  (L) =  [2s2ve2/(⇡h)] ln(L/l) (3.30)
Where L is the cutt-o↵ length due to the loss of phase coherence. The localization
length ⇠ can be estimated with the condition   +   (L = ⇠) = 0 as
⇠/l ⇠ exp(⇡kFl
2
) (3.31)
Close to the Dirac point numerical simulation show that the DOS is strongly modified
and presents a plateau. In this regime kFl ⇠ 1, the conductance takes a value which is of
order of G0 and ⇠/l is smaller.
As explained in 3.1.2 the inelastic scattering tends to destroy localization on length
scale greater than the inelastic mean-free path. In the following we present results of the
transport which can be interpreted by neglecting all localization e↵ects. This means the
inelastic mean-free path is of the order of a few elastic mean-free path.
3.2.3 Main results
The model studied numerically is that of a rotated bilayer treated in a tight-binding
Hamiltonian. The defects in the lower plane are vacancies on sites that are distributed
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at random. These vacancies represent in a simple manner adatoms such as Hydrogen on
graphene (see chapter 4). Although we must be careful in our interpretation of the data,
since our results are preliminary, we believe that the behavior analyzed here is representa-
tive more generally of disorder with short-range potential.
Figure 3.1: Di↵usivity D = X2(E, t)/t versus time t for E = 0.1eV. The angles corre-
sponding to the di↵erent bilayers are ✓(3, 4) = 9.54  , ✓(6, 7) = 5.09 , ✓(8, 9) = 3.89 ,
✓(12, 13) = 2.65 
Here we will show some preliminary results for only one concentration of 1% of sites
which is a relatively high concentration for this type of adsorbate. The numerical calcu-
lation provides us with the density of states as a function of the energy and the quantum
di↵usion X2(E, t) as a function of energy E and time t.
Figure 3.1 shows the typical behavior of the di↵usivity D(E, t) = X2(E, t)/t for di↵er-
ent bilayers at energy E = 0.1 eV. D(E, t) first increases at short times this is the ballistic
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regime. Then the di↵usivity reaches a maximum which is the microscopic di↵usivity. It is
this value that is described typically by a semi-classical model and that will be discussed
in detail hereafter. For larger times the di↵usivity decreases more or less rapidly due to
quantum interferences e↵ects which ultimately lead to the Anderson localization. Indeed
for short range uncorrelated disorder in a 2D system we expect that ultimately all states
are localized at large distances as discussed above.The localization length ⇠ is usually
very large so that the microscopic di↵usivity and conductivity are representative of the
measured conductivity except for large samples (several microns) and temperatures well
below the room temperature.
Figure 3.2: DOS in the bilayer and in the monolayer with pure or defect ( 1% vacancy)
in the one layer. The angles corresponding to the di↵erent bilayers are ✓(3, 4) = 9.54  ,
✓(6, 7) = 5.09 , ✓(8, 9) = 3.89 , ✓(12, 13) = 2.65  .
Figure 3.2 shows the total density of states as a function of energy for several angles.
We report also the density of states for a monolayer without defects and for a monolayer
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with a concentration of defects equal to that of the lower plane of the bilayer (i.e. 1%).
Except for the pure monolayer there is a plateau of density of states around the zero energy
(Dirac energy). This is a well known phenomenon that is in agreement with calculations
of defected structures in the literature. The peak in the DOS around the energy E =  0.2
eV is a reminiscence of the resonance called midgap state. Due to the second nearest
neighbor hopping taken into account in the present tight-binding model this midgap state
is displaced and does not occur the Dirac energy E = 0. It is also enlarged.
Figure 3.3: Conductivity in the bilayer and in the monolayer with pure or defect ( 1%
vacancy) in the one layer. The angles corresponding to the di↵erent bilayers are ✓(3, 4) =
9.54  , ✓(6, 7) = 5.09 , ✓(8, 9) = 3.89 , ✓(12, 13) = 2.65 
Figure 3.3 shows the microscopic conductivity of the rotated bilayer as well as that
of the monolayer with 1% defects. Here also there is a minimum of the conductivity of
the order of G0 = 2e2/h close to the Dirac energy. This corresponds to the well known
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minimum conductivity of graphene. For the monolayer this minimum occurs in an energy
window of about 0.6 eV. For the bilayers this energy window corresponding to the mini-
mum conductivity tends to decrease when the angle increases. Away from this minimum
the general trend is that the conductivity of the bilayer, at a given energy, increases when
the rotation angle increases.
3.2.4 Model and discussion
We develop now a simple model of conductivity of the bilayer that can explain the
main trends and gives some quantitative predictions. In the absence of coupling between
the two planes the conductivity of the bilayer is simply the sum of the conductivities of
both planes. Here we assume that in the presence of coupling the conductivity of the
bilayer is still the sum of the conductivities:
  ⇡  + +    (3.32)
In order to compute the conductivity of each plane we consider that the relaxation of
the current is identical to the lifetime of electrons. This assumption is valid for isotropic
scattering which is the case here. Due to the small coupling the electron transport lifetime,
the density of states and the velocity in the lower plane (the one containing defects) are
weakly changed except perhaps for the lowest angles ( ✓ < ✓0) that are not amenable to
a perturbative treatment of the interlayer coupling. Therefore we shall consider that the
conductivity of this plane is una↵ected by the coupling with the other plane.
For the upper plane the situation is quite di↵erent. As explained in chapter 2 the
coupling with the lower plane that contains defects induces a finite lifetime ⌧+ for electrons
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a b
c d
Figure 3.4: Conductivity in rotated bilayer versus the squared angle in degree for di↵erent
energies: (a) E= -0.05 eV, (b)E=-0.1 eV, (c) E=0.25 eV and (d) E= 0.3 eV
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in this plane. Therefore the conductivity is no more infinite as it is in the absence of
coupling. We shall consider that the velocity is unchanged and that the density of states
is not too much a↵ected by the coupling with the lower plane except very close to the
Dirac energy on an energy scale of order h/⌧+. In this energy range  + is of the order of
 min s G0 =
2e2
h
.
According to the Einstein formula the two conductivities are :
   = e2n (E)32⌧  and    = e2n+(E)32⌧+ (3.33)
This simple model explains why at a given energy the conductivity increases with the
angle between the two layers. This is due to the fact that the scattering time ⌧+ in the upper
plane increases with the angle simply because the coupling with the disordered lower plane
decreases.
In the energy range corresponding to Figure 3.4 the conductivity of the monolayer with
defects is roughly constant, therefore we take
   ⇡  mono ⇡  min (3.34)
where  min is of order of G0 = 2e
2
h . We can write:
 +
  
=
n+(E)
n (E)
⌧+
⌧ 
(3.35)
 + ⇡  minn+(E)n (E)
⌧+
⌧ 
(3.36)
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⌧+
⌧ 
⇡ ✓
2
✓20
(3.37)
Where ✓0 = 1.4  is given in chapter2. The results shown in Figure 3.4 for di↵erent
energies are compatible with a scattering time that increases linearly with the square of the
angle as given by the above formula.
The factor given by the ratio of the two densities of states 3.36 is not necessarily equal
to one. Indeed close to the Dirac energy the density of states in the plane with defects
(lower plane) can be in a plateau due to the relatively strong disorder. In the upper plane
the e↵ective scattering time is larger and the e↵ective disorder is smaller. Therefore at the
same energy the density of states of the upper plane can be that of pure graphene which
is smaller. From this model we expect that the total variation of the conductivity between
low angles (about 2-3 degrees) and large angles about (10 degrees) will depend on the
ratio between the two densities. This is what is shown by Figure 3.4. This is in rough
agreement with ratio of DOS of the monolayer with and without defects (Figure 3.2)
3.3 Landauer approach
Here we present an approach due to Landauer [8; 10; 9], which relates the conductance
G to the transmission properties of the disordered conductor, viewed as a quantum poten-
tial barrier. For a finite length one-dimensional wire connected to perfect conductors, the
Landauer formula,
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G = 2
e2
h
T , (3.38)
relates the conductance to the transmission coe cient T through the wire. The con-
ductance we consider here is that of the entire system composed of the barrier itself and
the two ideal leads. This relation holds for each realization of disorder and not only on
average.
Figure 3.5: Wave guide geometry used in the Landauer formalism. The disordered con-
ductor of length L and section S = Wd 1 is perfectly connected to ideal leads defined as
wave guides propagating incoming, reflected and transmitted plane waves.
This Landauer formula 3.38 can be generalized to higher dimensionalities d. To that
purpose, we consider a disordered conductor of length L and square section S = Wd 1,
connected to ideal leads (Figure 3.5) viewed as wave guides propagating transmitted and
reflected plane waves. In this geometry, the transverse wave vector of the eigenmodes of
the wave guide (also called transverse channels) are quantized by boundary conditions.
We can thus define the transmission coe cient Tab between an incoming channel a and an
outgoing channel b. The Landauer formula (3.29) generalizes to
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G = 2
e2
h
X
a,b
Ta,b , (3.39)
To determine the number of transverse channels, we consider that electrons are injected
at the Fermi energy. For Schro¨dinger electrons the square of their wave vector is k2F =
k2 + |q|2 where k and q are the longitudinal and transverse components. The transverse
modes are quantized in units of 2⇡/W. In three dimensions, the number of transverse
channels is
M =
⇡k2F
4⇡2/W2
=
k2FS
4⇡
, (3.40)
and in d = 2, the number of transverse channels is:
M =
2kF
2⇡/W
=
kFW
⇡
. (3.41)
The Landauer approach is well adapted to the description of electronic transport and it
provides an alternative and equivalent approach to the Kubo formula. It becomes essential
if we wish to describe transport in conductors with a complex geometry or in optics where
there is no equivalent to the Kubo description. Moreover, in optics, it is possible to mea-
sure the contribution Tab of each transmission channel. The Landauer approach allows us
to retrieve all the results already obtained within the Kubo formalism, such as the weak
localization correction [3] to the conductance.
The Landauer formalism for wave guide geometry has been generalized byM. Bu¨ttiker
to account for more complex geometries called multi-terminal geometries with several
contacts [12].
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3.3.1 Green’s Function and Fisher-Lee Formula
The Green’s functions and relations with scattering matrix are present in Appendix C.
We want to present the Fisher-Lee formula which expresses the elements of the S-matrix
in terms of the Green’s function [9].
Figure 3.6: A unit impulse in lead p generates an incident wave which is partially trans-
mitted to each of other leads. Taken from [9]
Consider a conductor connected to a set of leads. For convenience, we use a di↵erent
coordinate system in each lead as shown in Figure 3.6. The interface between lead p and
the conductor is defined by xp = 0. We will use the symbol GRqp to denote the Green’s
function between a point lying on the plane xp = 0 and another point lying on xq = 0
GRqp(yq; yp) ⌘ GR(xq = 0, yq; xp = 0, yp) , (3.42)
Let us try to write this quantity in terms of the S-matrix element connecting the two
leads. This is easy to do if we neglect the transverse dimension (y) of the leads and treat
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them as one-dimensional. We know that the unit excitation at xp = 0 gives rise to a wave
of amplitude A p away from the conductor (not shown in the Figure 3.6) and a wave of
amplitude A+p toward the conductor. The wave traveling toward the conductor is scattered
by the conductor into di↵erent leads. Hence we can write
S =   qp + i~p⌫q⌫pGRqp, (3.43)
This is desired relation expressing the S-matrix in terms of the Green’s function.
For Multi-Moded Leads the Transmission function is given by [9]
T¯pq = Tr[ pGR qGA] , (3.44)
in which
 p = i[⌃Rp   ⌃Ap] (3.45)
where the advanced self-energy ( ⌃Ap ) is the Hermitian conjugate of the retarded self-
energy (⌃Rp).
The above formula for Tpq gives the transmission in terms of the green’s function of
the conductor and of the self-energy due to the coupling to the ballistic leads. Yet in some
cases leads are not defined a priori as in the model studied in part 3.5. Then it is fruitfull to
adopt another viewpoint through the notion of the e↵ective channels [14]. As explained in
this paper the e↵ective channels can always be constructed starting from the central part of
the device, figure 3.7. One shows that the transmission coe cient between the incoming
channel1 and outgoing channel2 is given by:
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T¯ = Tr[ ˜1GR ˜2GA] , (3.46)
This formula is similar to the standard Fisher-Lee Formula 3.44, except that  ˜ replaces
 . This is so because the e↵ective channels are not ballistic leads. More precisely they are
ballistic far from the central part of the device but are not ballistic close to device. If there
is just one mode per channel (as in the model studied in part 3.5 ) then  ˜ and   are scalar
quantities. It that case one has  ˜ =  . This is a surprising result since the transmission is
somehow independent of the non-ballistic character of the channel close to the central part
of the device. This result was not given in [14] and we derive it just below.
Figure 3.7: Mapping of a real 3D device (top: hydrogen molecule in between gold leads)
into the e↵ective 1D system (bottom: e↵ective atomic chain). The e↵ective channels arise
from the central device (here the hydrogen molecule) and pursue into a nonballistic section
(blue, violet, and red pseudoatoms), until they achieve an asymptotic ballistic behaviour
(yellow). Taken from [14]
From [14] we have for  ˜ of the right e↵ective channel :
 ˜ = b21|g1|2 b22|g2|2 · · · b2n|gn|2  n (3.47)
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where bp is the hopping integral between sites p and p   1 and ap is the on-site energy
of site-p (see figure 3.7). The green’s function is:
gp =
1
z   ap   ⌃p(z) (3.48)
and
 n =  2=⌃n (3.49)
⌃p is the self-energy of site-p due to its coupling to all sites of its right side. ⌃p is given
by:
⌃p = b2p+1gp+1(z) (3.50)
Using equation 3.48 and 3.50 one obtains easily:
=⌃p 1 = b2p|gp|2=⌃p (3.51)
By iterating equation 3.51 one obtains:
=⌃(z) = b21|g1|2 b21|g1|2 · · · b2n|gn|2=⌃n (3.52)
Where ⌃(z) is the self-energy of the central device (here the Hydrogen molecule) due
to its coupling with the right e↵ective channel. Since
 (z) =  2=⌃(z) (3.53)
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From 3.47, 3.49, 3.53 and 3.52 one has finally
 ˜(z) =  (z) (3.54)
3.4 Anomalous STM images of resonant states on Graphene
The Scanning TunnelingMicroscope (STM) is of major importance in the investigation
of surfaces properties. Usually the STM is used in the far distance mode and the signal
dI/dV in proportional to the DOS below the STM tip, in accordance with the Terso↵-
Hamann theory. If the STM approaches from the surface then one reaches the near field
regime , where the electronic transmission at a given energy is expected to approach unity
[15] as shown in Figure 3.8
In this section we analyze theoretically the STM images of a resonant state of an adsor-
bate on graphene. We consider the case where the STM tip comes close to the adsorbate
of the surface of graphene. We show that in some cases the transmission can be small
even if in this near-field regime instead of approaching unity as in standard models [15].
In this near-field regime the perturbative theory of the STM signal is not valid and we
show that the STM image does not represent the local density of states. Instead we find
that the resonance of the transmission T (E) as a function of the energy of states E, which
is characteristic of a resonant state, can be replaced by a dip as a function of the energy
(anti-resonance). We analyze in particular two models. One is representative of an ad-
sorbate in a top position i.e. the adsorbate is right above one carbon. The other model
is representative of an adsorbate in a hollow position. In that case the adsorbate is right
above the center of an hexagon of carbon atoms. We also compare our results with the
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Figure 3.8: Logarithm of the conductance G in units of 2e
2
h as a function of distance for
di↵erent models [15]. G = 2e
2
h T where T is the transmission. At large distances the
transmission decreases exponentially with distance between the tip and the surface. At
short distance the transmission is close to 1. Picture is taken from [15]
case of the adsorbate on a metallic substrate. As we show due to a large DOS of the metal
the resonance created by the adsorbate is not su ciently narrow to lead to an anomalous
STM regime in the near field regime.
3.4.1 Model
We consider a one channel model according to the Fisher-Lee relation 3.44. The central
part of the circuit is the apex atom of the STM tip (last atom of the STM tip at the right in
Figure 3.9 ). The left lead is constituted by the rest of the tip coupled to leads of the STM
aparatus. The right lead is constituted by the adatom and the substrate.
We note ⌃STM the self-energy of the apex orbital (there is one orbital/atom) due to
coupling with left-lead (STM side). We note ⌃ad the self-energy due to the coupling with
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Figure 3.9: our schematic model of STM tip approaching on adatom.
the right-lead (adatom and substrate side). We take
⌃STM =  i  (3.55)
⌃ad = u   iv = t2gad (3.56)
where
gad =
1
z   ✏d   V2g˜ (3.57)
Here   is width of the resonance of the DOS on the apex orbital of the STM tip alone.
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t is the coupling between the apex orbital and the adatom. gad is the green’s function of the
adatom orbital coupled to the substrate and without the STM tip.
✏d is the on-site energy of the adatom orbital, V is the coupling between the orbital of
the adatom and the substrate. g˜ is the green’s function of the states of the substrate which
are coupled to the adsorbate orbital. Finally we introduce the quantity
x =
t2
 
(3.58)
In this work we shall take   ⇠ 1eV and 0 < t < 1eV. So that 0 6 x 6 1 eV By writing
of 3.44 for single channel we have for the transmission T (E)
T =  STMGR  ad GA (3.59)
Here
 STM =  2=(⌃STM) (3.60)
and
 ad =  2=(⌃ad) (3.61)
where =(z) is the imaginary part of complex number z. The green’s functions GR and
GA are given by
GR = G⇤A = 1
z   ⌃STM   ⌃ad (3.62)
Here we assume that the onsite energy for the apex orbital is equal to zero. In the
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following we consider that the energy range of Fermi-Energy z = EF is small compared
with the width of resonance  . Then z ⌧   and we can simplify Equation 3.59 as
T = 2 2v
1
|u   i(  + v)|2 =
4v
 
1
|xgad   i|2 (3.63)
3.4.2 General trends
Large distance regime (x|gad| ⌧ 1 i.e |u   iv| ⌧  )
Let us consider the case when the STM tip is at a large distance of the adatom. Then
the hopping integral t between the apex orbital and the adatom goes to zero and u, v ⌧
  ⌘ x|gad| ⌧ 1 . Then equation 3.63 can be simplified to
T =
4v
 
= 4⇡xNad(E) (3.64)
which is equivalent to the standard Terso↵-Hamann theory. Note that ⇡Nad is the imag-
inary part of gad therefore |⇡Nad| < |gad|, so that
T 6 4x|gad| ⌧ 1 (3.65)
Short distance regime with resonance (x|gad|   1 i.e |u   iv|    )
Now we consider a case in which the tip approaches very close to the adatom. The
above condition (x|gad|   1) is possible typically if the resonance of the DOS on the
adsorbate has a width  r which is su ciently small. Indeed for energies close to the
resonance we have |gad| ⇠ 1/ r and the condition x|gad|   1 can be satisfied if x    r.
In the following we shall take   ⇠ 1eV and 0 < t < 1eV, so that x < 1eV. The regime
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x|gad|   1 exists provided that  r ⌧ 1eV. This requires indeed a narrow resonance.
In this case, Equation 3.63 reduces to the following:
T ⇡ 2 2v 1|u   iv|2 ⇡ 2 2=
⇣ 1
u   iv
⌘
(3.66)
now by Equation 3.56
T = 2 2=⇣ 1
t2gadatom
⌘
= 4 
V2
t2
=( g˜) (3.67)
where V2g˜ = e⌃ so here e⌃ is the self-energy of the orbital of the adsorbate due to its
coupling to the substrate. And therefore we have:
=( g˜) = ⇡N˜(E) (3.68)
where N˜ is the e↵ective Density of states coupled to the adatom. Thus finally we have
T (E) = 4⇡ 
 20
t2
N˜(E) (3.69)
Note that ⇡V2N˜(E) is the imaginary part of (z ✏d V2g˜). Therefore ⇡V2N˜(E) 6 |z   ✏d    20g˜| = 1|gad| ,
and the transmission is small instead of being close to 1 as in standard models.
T (E) 6
4
x|gad| ⌧ 1 (3.70)
Equation 3.69 means that the transmission in the near field regime depends only on the
substrate (DOS of substrate). In the case of graphene the e↵ective DOS N˜(E) presents a
dip close to zero energy. Therefore the we expect that the STM signal can present a dip
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instead of a resonance. This is confirmed by the model calculation as shown below.
The interpretation of formula 3.69 is that in this near-field regime the adatom is more
coupled to the STM tip than to the substrate. Therefore the adatom can be considered as
the apex atom of the STM tip while its coupling to the substrate is weak. The equation 3.69
is equivalent to the standard Terso↵-Hamann’ theory. It explains why the transmission
is proportional to the e↵ective density of states coupled to the adatom, in this regime
x|gad|   1
3.4.3 Numerical studies and discussion
Now we consider three models. The first two concern an adsorbate on graphene either
in a top position or in a hollow position on graphene (see figure 3.10). The third model
which we consider is the case of an adsorbate on a metallic substrate.
Let us describe now the main numerical results
1) Adatom in top position
In that case the self-energy is given by [16]:
e⌃top(z) =  z"✓VD◆2 ln
     1   D2z2
     #   i⇡✓VD◆2 |z|⇥✓D   |z|◆ (3.71)
where D =
qp
3⇡t0 ⇠ 6eV is a high-energy cuto↵ of order of the graphene bandwidth
using the Debye prescription, i.e., conservation of the number of states in the Brillouin
zone after linearization of the spectrum around the K point, t0 ⇠ 2.8eV is the hoping
energy between nearest neighbors sites of graphene and V = 5.2eV is the hybridization
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Figure 3.10: Two di↵erent models of adsorbate on graphene. One is representative of an
adsorbate in a top position where the adsorbate is right above one carbon (Fig left). The
other model is representative of an adsorbate in a hollow position (Fig right). In that case
the adsorbate is right above the center of an hexagon of carbon atoms.
amplitude of the adatom (Hydrogen here) with the nearest carbon atom. We will present a
derivation for above formula in chapter4.
As shown in Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) the density of states of the adsorbate on the sub-
strate presents a peak at an energy very close to the on-site energy ✏d.The transmission is
shown in (c) and (d) for the two on-site energies and di↵erent values of x. For small x
x / 0.1eV the transmission varies in accordance with the DOS ( a and b). For large x and
very close to the energy of resonance the transmission goes to zero and its variation with
energy is in rough agreement with formula T = 4⇡V2  t2 N˜(E) _ |E|.
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Figure 3.11: (TOP POSITION) DOS of the adsorbate without STM for the case of an
adatom on top position, for di↵erent values of onsite energy (a) ✏d = 0.26eV and (b)
✏d = 0.0eV. Transmission T for the case of an adatom on top position for di↵erent values
of coupling x between the apex atom of the tip and the adatom (c) on-site energy ✏d =
0.26eV and (d) ✏d = 0.0. Here di↵erent colors corresponds to di↵erent values of x as
red ⌘ x = 0.01eV, blue ⌘ x = 0.1eV, green ⌘ x = 0.5eV and yellow ⌘ x = 1.0eV,
2) Adatom in hollow position
In that case the self-energy is given by [16]
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e⌃hollow(z) =  z"2✓VD◆2/(⇡t20)
(
D2 + z2 ln
     1   D2z2
     )#   2i⇡✓VD◆2
     z3t20
     ⇥✓D   |z|◆ (3.72)
Figure 3.12: (HOLLOW POSITION) DOS of the adsorbate without STM for the case
of an adatom in a hollow position for di↵erent values of on-site energy (a) ✏d = 0.0eV
and (b) ✏d = 0.26eV. Transmission T for the case of adatom in a hollow for di↵erent
values of coupling x between the apex orbital of the tip and the adatom (c) on-site energy
✏d = 0.0eV and (d) ✏d = 0.260. Here di↵erent colors corresponds to di↵erent values of x
as red ⌘ x = 0.01eV, blue ⌘ x = 0.1eV, green ⌘ x = 0.5eV and yellow ⌘ x = 1.0eV,.
Where D and t0 have the same values as mentioned before for top position case. Here
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V ⇠ 5eV is the hybridization amplitude of the adatom with each of the nearest neighbors
carbon atoms.
Here it is important to notice that the imaginary part in Equation 3.72 is much smaller
than for Equation 3.71 i.e (
z3
t20
⌧ |z| ). This is due to interferences e↵ect in the coupling
between the s orbital of the adatom and the pz orbitals of the six neighbors carbon atoms
in the hollow geometry. This will favor narrower resonance as shown below. This means
that an adsorbate in the hollow position is less coupled than in the top position
For small x, x / 0.01 eV and ✏d = 0.26eV, the T (E) is close to the density of states
in accordance with Terso↵-Hamann theory (Figure 3.12 ). But for larger x the Terso↵-
Hamann theory fails. The transmission varies in accordance with equation 3.69 and is
roughly _ |z|3. Note that for ✏d = 0 is a singular case. Indeed the DOS on the adsorbate
presents a delta peak ar E = 0 with a weight
1
1 + 2V2
⇡t20
. This delta peak is made apparent in
Figure 3.12 (a) due to a finite imaginary part of z, =(z) = 0.005eV. The transmission T (E)
does not present a peak and looks like the DOS (N˜ / |E|3) for x   0.5eV.
3) Adatom on metal substrate
Here we have chosen a rectangular band-model N(E) = 12W for  W < E < W. In
the present calculations we take W = 10eV which is a typical value for a metal. The
Self-energy e⌃metal(z),
e⌃metal(z) = V22W ln ⇣1 +W/z1  W/z⌘ (3.73)
As shown in Figure 3.13 (a) the DOS of the adatom presents a wide resonance on a
metallic substrate because the density of state of the metallic substrate is larger than for
graphene (top or hollow). As a consequence the phenomena of anomalous STM image
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Figure 3.13: ( METALLIC SUBSTRATE) DOS of the adsorbate without STM (a) and the
transmission (b) for the case of metallic substrate here we take ✏d = 0.
does not occur because the resonance is too large to reach to regime x|gad|   1
To conclude we showed the phenomenon of the anti-resonance in the near field regime.
This occurs for su ciently narrow resonances and is favored in graphene by its low density
of states. We find that the e↵ect is stronger for the hollow position than for the top position.
This anomalous STM images could be observed for other resonance states like vacancies
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states. For the metallic substrate we find that the e↵ect discussed here is absent.
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CHAPTER IV
Adsorbates on Graphene
Abstract
In this chapter we consider the electronic structure of adsorbates on graphene. These
adsorbates can be atoms as H, O, F or molecules as OH and also many others. It has been
shown that they tend to produce resonances (also called mid-gap states) close to the Dirac
energy. These resonances create in particular a modification of the density of states around
the adsorbate, in the graphene plane. This in turn induces a charge transfer and variation
of the electrostatic potential which are important to determine. After an introduction to the
subject in part 4.1 we give the basic Hamiltonian and the formalism in section 4.2. Our
first results are presented in section 4.3 and suggest a moderate variation of the electrostatic
potential due to charge transfer.
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss how some electronic properties of graphene are modified by
chemical doping, usually by the sparse adsorption of atoms or molecules. This topic is of
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fundamental importance, because by their nature, adsorbates not only can donate electrons
or holes to graphene but also can play a role as defects, disrupting the lattice symmetry
fromwhich the unique properties of graphene such as the important pseudospin degree of
freedom are derived.
Graphene-like materials could be used in the fabrication of electronic and optoelec-
tronic devices, gas sensors, biosensors, and batteries for energy storage. To enable many
of these new technologies, it is necessary to understand and control the interaction of
graphene with adsorbates. This need arises on the one hand because adsorbates can mod-
ify the intrinsic properties of graphene, leading to new and useful behaviors, and on the
other hand because adsorbates can limit the conductivity of graphene, which can adversely
impact electronic devices.
Point defects occur predominantly within the graphene plane in [1] the form of lattice
vacancies and impurity atoms. The occurrence of impurities can be either in substitutional
or interstitial sites and can be in the form of isotopic impurities [1], which predominantly
perturb the phonon spectra. Yet many chemical species are known to adsorb readily to
graphene like for example H, F, and O atoms and OH molecules. These adsorbed species
bond covalently to graphene and strongly a↵ect its electronic structure:
As is shown in Fig. 4.1, the graphene carbon atoms to which the atoms or molecules
bond move out of the graphene plane toward the adsorbed moiety by fractions of an
Angstrom and thus partial rehybridization of the graphene electronic structure occurs lo-
cally from the sp2 bonding of the planar graphene to the sp3 bonding characteristic of
carbon atoms in tetrahedral geometries.
As a result, it is reasonable to expect these adsorbed species to strongly scatter elec-
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Figure 4.1: Relaxed geometries of adsorbates on graphene. C, H, F, and O atoms are black,
blue, green, and red respectively (a) Adsorbed hydrogen atom. H and C atoms to which H
binds are 1.47 and 0.35 Å above graphene plane. (b) Adsorbed fluorine. F and C atoms to
which F binds are 1.83 and 0.36 Å above graphene plane. (c) Adsorbed hydroxyl group.
H, O, and C atoms to which O binds are 2.78, 1.83, and 0.41 Å above graphene plane. (d)
Adsorbed oxygen. O and C atoms to which O binds are 1.51 and 0.27 Å above graphene
plane. The C atoms to which the O binds are separated by 1.47 Å . The x axis is parallel
to the line joining the C atoms to which the O binds. Adopted from [2]
trons in graphene and modify the electronic properties. In this chapter we shall mainly be
concerned with charge transfer and electrostatic potential around these adsorbates.
4.2 Formalism for Adsorbates on Graphene and Dirac Point Reso-
nances
We will adopt an approach based on a tight-binding Hamiltonian Ha that is a general-
ization of the Hamiltonian H given in chapter1 . We describe also a theoretical methodol-
ogy for studying these Dirac point resonances through the T -matrix.
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4.2.1 Tight Binding Hamiltonian for Adsorbates on Graphene
The tight binding Hamiltonian Ha for adsorbate has the form [2]
Ha = H0 +
X
↵
✏↵d†↵d↵ +
X
↵, j
 ↵ j
⇣
d†↵aj + h · c.
⌘
(4.1)
where
H0 =  
X
hi, ji
ti j
⇣
a†i a j + h · c.
⌘
(4.2)
describes the graphene band electrons with the energy scale chosen so that the energy
of the 2pz orbitals of the graphene carbon atoms is set to zero. aj is the destruction operator
for an electron in the 2pz orbital   j of carbon atom j . d†↵ is the creation operator for an
electron in an extended molecular orbital (EMO)  ↵ that is associated with an adsorbed
atom or molecule and ✏↵ is the energy of that orbital. Also  ↵ j = h ↵|H|  ji is the matrix
element of the Hamiltonian between the 2pz orbital   j of carbon atom j and EMO  ↵. The
carbon valence orbitals included in the EMOs are those other than the 2pz orbitals of the
graphene ⇡ band that are already included in the theory through the termH0 in (4.2).
Inclusion of the graphene carbon orbitals other than the 2pz orbitals (i.e., the carbon
2s, 2px, and 2py orbitals of the carbon atom(s) to which the adsorbed atom or molecule
bonds and of its nearest carbon atom neighbors) in the theory in this way turns out to be
important. Indeed these orbitals take part in the rehybridization of the graphene from sp2
to sp3 bonding induced by the adsorbate that strongly a↵ects the electronic structure of the
system and its transport properties.
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4.2.2 E↵ective Hamiltonian for Adsorbates on Graphene
In the simplest possible model of an adsorbate represented by just one atomic orbital
↵ that couples only to the 2pz orbital of only one carbon atom j of the graphene, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian of the graphene and adsorbate is [2]
H1 = H0 + ✏↵d†↵d↵ +  ↵ j
⇣
d†↵aj + h · c.
⌘
(4.3)
where the notation is as in (4.2). The eigenstate | i of H1 with energy eigenvalue ✏
can be written as | i = | gi + | ai where | gi and | gi are the projections of | i onto
the space spanned by the 2pz orbitals of graphene and onto the orbital of adsorbed atom,
respectively.With these definitions, it has been shown [3] that | gi is an exact eigenstate of
an e↵ective Hamiltonian
He f f = H0 + Vja†ja j (4.4)
with the same energy eigenvalue ✏ as | i. Here
Vj =  2↵ j/(✏   ✏↵) (4.5)
Thus for the purpose of calculating the scattering in graphene with such an adsorbed
atom, the Hamiltonian H1 can be replaced with He f f , i.e., the Hamiltonian of graphene
without the adsorbed atom but with an energy dependent potential  2↵ j/(✏   ✏↵) on carbon
atom j of the graphene sheet.
With more than one EMO and/or bonding to more than one graphene atom the result
is an e↵ective Hamiltonian [2]
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He f f = H0 +
X
i, j
Vi ja†i a j (4.6)
with
Vi j =
X
↵
 ↵i 
⇤
↵ j/(✏   ✏↵) (4.7)
where i and j label the graphene carbon atoms to which the adsorbate bonds and ↵
labels the EMOs associated with the adsorbate that are described in Sect. 4.1. With this
generalization, the e↵ective Hamiltonian applies to the H, F, OH, and O adsorbates and to
many others.
In principle the generalization to several EMO is required even for the case of H which
has only one valence orbital in order to properly treat the e↵ect of the rehybridization of
the graphene from sp2 to sp3 bonding induced by the adsorption of a H atom.
4.2.3 The T -Matrix Formalism
The T -matrix formalism of scattering theory (not to be confused with the transmission
probability matrix Ti j(E) of the Landauer transport formalism discussed in Chapter 3) has
yielded valuable insights into the resonant scattering of electrons in graphene by impurities
and adsorbates . The T-matrix is defined [appendix B] by
G = G0 + G0TG0 (4.8)
where G = (✏ + i⌘   He f f ) 1 is the full Green’s function based on the e↵ective
Hamiltonians He f f discussed in Sect. 4.1.2 for a single adsorbed atom or molecule and
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G0 = (✏ + i⌘   H0) 1 is the unperturbed Greens function for ⇡ band electrons in clean
graphene with H0 given by (4.2). T characterizes the strength of the scattering of elec-
trons at energy ✏ due to the presence of the adsorbate. It can be written in the standard
form [appendix A]
T = V +VG0V + VG0VG0G0V + · · · (4.9)
where, according to (4.4) and (4.5),V = a†ja j
P
↵ | ↵ j|2/(✏   ✏↵) for a H, F, OH atom or
molecule with EMOs ↵ bound to carbon atom j. Taking matrix elements of (4.7) between
the graphene 2pz orbitals of the carbon atom(s) to which the adsorbed atom or molecule
binds and summing the resulting series yields
T˜ = (1   V˜G˜0) 1V˜ (4.10)
The strength of scattering associated with a defect is in general proportional to the
square modulus of appropriate matrix elements of the T -matrix. Thus, the energies ✏ at
which resonant scattering by H, F, OH and O adsorbates should occur are those at which
|hm|T |ni|2 have maxima. As can be seen in Fig. 4.2, strong scattering resonances are
predicted to occur in the vicinity of the Dirac point energy ✏ = 0 for all four adsorbed
species. The electron energy ✏DR at which the resonance is centered depends on the ad-
sorbed species. ✏DR =  0.136t, 0.089t, 0.0026t for F, OH, and H, respectively. For O,
there is a narrow peak near 0.112t that overlaps a broader peak centered near 0.090t . In
addition to these Dirac point resonance for O there is an antiresonance (i.e., deep minimum
in the scattering strength) near 0.55t.
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Figure 4.2: Calculated square modulus of the T -matrix vs. electron energy ✏ for an H,
F, or O atom or OH group adsorbed on graphene in the geometries shown in Fig. 4.1. T
and ✏ are in units of t = 2.7 eV. The Dirac point of graphene is at ✏ = 0. For H, F, and
OH T = h1|T |1i. For O the square of the Frobenius norm of the matrix T = hm|T |ni
is plotted. The EMOs included in this calculation are linear combinations of the atomic
valence orbitals of the adsorbed species and the 2s, 2px, and 2py valence orbitals of each
of the carbon atoms shown in Fig. 4.1 for the respective adsorbed species. Thus the local
rehybridization of the graphene from the sp2 to sp3 bonding is included in the model. The
overlaps  ↵ j between the EMOs and the 2pz orbitals of the carbon atoms to which the
adsorbed moieties bond are included in the calculations. Taken from [2]
By far the strongest resonance (and the closest one to the Dirac point) is found for
hydrogen. Electron scattering associated with this resonance is so strong that in electron
transport in nanoribbons the adsorbed H atom scatters electrons in a way almost identical
to a carbon atom vacancy, i.e., as if the carbon atom to which the H atom binds is missing
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entirely from the graphene lattice.
To conclude the scattering of the electrons in graphene by covalently bonded adsor-
bates presents strong resonances with an unusual property. Instead of the scattering res-
onances occurring near the energies of atomic or molecular orbitals of the adsorbate or
impurity as would be the case for a weakly couple adsorbate, the strongly coupled moi-
eties gives rise to strong scattering resonances at energies close to the Dirac point energy
of graphene.
4.3 Density of states around an adsorbate
In this section we compute the DOS around the adsorbate using the Green’s function
formalism. We recall first the expression of Green’s function and then use it to express the
DOS.
4.3.1 Green’s function of the host (graphene)
Let only the zeroth site on the A sublattices be occupied by an impurity. Then, the
diagonal element of the Greens function Gˆ = (✏   Hˆ) 1 on this site [4],
G0 = g01   VLg0 (4.11)
where g0 is the diagonal element of the Greens function in the host, gˆ = (✏   Hˆ0) 1.
The site-diagonal elements g0 are equal on both sublattices and can be easily obtained by
approximating the Brillouin zone with a circle,
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g0 =
1
SBZ
Z
E
E2   E2(k)dk , (4.12)
where the integration is carried over the entire Brillouin zone, which has the area
SBZ = 8⇡
2
p
3a2
, (4.13)
and E(k) is the unperturbed dispersion relation corresponding to the host Hamilto-
nian(pure Graphene’s Hamiltonian). In practical situations the Fermi level in graphene is
located, nearly unavoidably, in a narrow spectral region, in which the dispersion is linear
with a good accuracy. Near each of the two inequivalent Dirac points, the dispersion rela-
tion E(k) can be expanded. The integration can be performed exactly (In details derivation
can be found in [5]).
g0 ⇡ 4⇡SBZ
kmaxZ
0
E
E2   (3Fk0)2 k
0dk0 , (4.14)
=
1Z
0
E
E2   p3⇡t2xdx
Finally one has [6]
g0 ⇡ ED2 ln |
E2
D2   E2 |   i⇡N0(E), (4.15)
where N0(E) = |E|D2⇥(D   |E|) and D is a high-energy cuto↵ of order of the graphene
bandwidth D =
qp
3⇡t ⇡ 6eV. The cuto↵ D is taken using the Debye prescription [7]
i.e. conservation of the number of states in the Brillouin zone after linearization of the
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spectrum around K point.
Comparison of 4.15 with the results of an exact numerical calculation showed it to be
accurate in the range |✏ |/t 6 0.8 [2]. Here, t = 2.7 eV is the modulus of the Hamiltonian
matrix element between the 2pz orbitals of nearest-neighbor carbon atoms i and j of the
pristine graphene lattice. Note that improved approximate analytic expressions for g0(E)
has been given in [2]
h1|G0|1i = ✏↵(✏)p
3⇡t2
ln
⇣ ✏2p
3⇡t2   ✏2
⌘   i |✏ | (✏)p
3t2
(4.16)
where ↵(✏) = 1.07(1 + 0.66✏2/t2) and  (✏) = 1 + 0.31✏2/t2 + 0.33✏4/t4.
We also the o↵-diagonal elements of the Green’s function of the host (Graphene)[8]
which are given by:
GAA = GBB =  E cos(K · r)
⇡32F
K0( iEr/3F), (4.17)
where GAA and GBB are the diagonal elements of the host’s Green’s function, and
GAB = iE sin(K · r +  )
⇡32F
K1( iEr/3F), (4.18)
where   is the angle between K (Dirac point) and r and K0,1 denote modified Bessel
functions of second type. The function GBA can be obtained from the relation GBA(r) =
G⇤BA( r) giving
GBA = iE sin(K · r    )
⇡32F
K1( iEr/3F), (4.19)
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4.3.2 Spatial Variation of the DOS
The density of states of the localized level reads [7]:
⇢(E, ✏d) =  1
⇡
= 1
E   ✏d   ⌃(E) + io+ , (4.20)
for the self energy by Eq. 4.20 we have [7]:
⌃(E) = V2g0(E) =  V2 ED2 ln
⇣ |E2   D2|
E2
⌘   iV2⇡|E|
D2
⇥(D   |E|), (4.21)
Then the DOS of the localized level reads [7]:
⇢(E, ✏d) =
1
⇡
 |E|⇥(D   |E|)
[EZ 1(E)   ✏d]2 +  2E2 , (4.22)
where Z 1(E) = 1+ (V/D)2 ln(|D2   E2|/E2) is real part of ⌃(E) and   = ⇡V2/D2 . For
Hydrogen adsorbate V = 5.2eV and ✏d = 0.26eV .
The spatial variation of the LDOS due to impurity are given by [9; 10]:
 ⇢(r, ✏d, E) =  1
⇡
=[G( r, E)T (E, ✏d)G(r, E)], (4.23)
where
T (E, ✏d) = V
2
E   ✏d   V2g0(E) (4.24)
So for a localized impurity (e.g Hydrogen atom) on the A sub lattice we can write:
 ⇢(r, ✏d, E) =  1
⇡
=n⇥GAA( r, E)GAA(r, E)⇤T (E, ✏d)o, (4.25)
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If r is on the A sublattice, or
 ⇢(r, ✏d, E) =  1
⇡
=n⇥GAB( r, E)GBA(r, E)⇤T (E, ✏d)o, (4.26)
If r is on the B sublattice. After some calculations we have
 ⇢A(r, ✏d, E) =  1
⇡
⇣ E
⇡32F
⌘2
cos2(K · r)=hK20( iEr/vF)T (E, ✏d)i (4.27)
if r is in the vicinity of an A site and
 ⇢B(r, ✏d, E) =  1
⇡
⇣ E
⇡32F
⌘2
sin2(K · r    )=hK21( iEr/vF)T (E, ✏d)i (4.28)
if r is in the vicinity of an B site.
4.4 Charge Transfer and the Electrostatic Potential around adsor-
bate
Using the above expression of the density of states we can now calculate the charge
density and then the electrostatic potential created by this charge density.
The variation of the integrated density of states due to the impurity are:
 n(r, ✏d) =
EFZ
 D
 ⇢(r, ✏d, E)dE (4.29)
Where EF is the Fermi energy that will be taken equal to zero in the following calcu-
lations (neutral graphene).
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By adding equation 4.27 and 4.28 we can compute spatial variation of charge per unit
cell area   (r)
  (r) = e n(r) (4.30)
where e is the electron charge. Figure 4.3 shows the variation of charge per unit cell
which is due to a charge transfer between the adsorbate and the graphene plane and also
to charge coming from infinity, somewhere in graphene. This is because we assumed that
chemical potential is fixed in our problem. Note that in Figure4.3, both cos2(K · r) and
sin2(K · r    ) are replaced by their average value 1/2. This makes   (r) isotropic but
preserves its order of magnitude and its variation on long distances.
We are interested in calculating change in potential energy of electron at position r due
to charge transfer around the adsorbate. In continuous notations we have:
 V(r) =
e2
4⇡"0
Z Z
 ⇢(r0, ✏d, E)
|r   r0| dEdr
0 (4.31)
in polar plane we have:
 V(r) =
2⇡Z
0
rZ
r0=a0
EFZ
 D
 ⇢(r0, ✏d, E)p
r2   2r0r cos ✓ + r02dEr
0dr0d✓ (4.32)
This does not look easy to sum up because of the short wavelength pattern. However,
since the short wavelength pattern does not carry energy dependence, we might try to
approximate the sum by substituting both cos2(K · r) and sin2(K · r    ) by their average
value 1/2. Then the remaining dependence on atomic position is through the Bessels only,
and slow on the atomic scale, if the energy is close to the Dirac point.
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Figure 4.3: The spatial variation of charge per unit cell area versus distance (unit of
Angstrom) from Hydrogen adatom in graphene sheet ("d = 0.26eV all the parameters
are in the text).
By using following integral relation [11]
2⇡Z
0
d✓p
a ± b cos ✓ =
4p
a + b
K(
r
2b
a + b
) (4.33)
where K(a) is the complete elliptic integral, we can write
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 VA/B(r) =   2
⇡3v4F
=
EFZ
 D
rZ
r0=a0
r0
r + r0
K(
2
p
rr0
r + r0
)
h
K20/1( iEr/vF)E2T (E, ✏d)
i
dr0dE (4.34)
Figure 4.4: The spatial variation of average electrostatic potential in eV versus in-plane
distance from Hydrogen adsorbate .
Our results in Figure 4.4 is well comparable with work by Katsnelson [12] for Hydro-
gen. We find a relatively modest variation of the electrostatic potential of the order of 0.1
eV at most.
To conclude we have shown it is possible to get an estimate of the charge density
around an adsorbate and to compute the corresponding electrostatic potential in a simple
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tight-binding model. A full study with respect to various parameters (especially ✏d ) will
be done starting from this preliminary work.
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Conclusion
Le graphe`ne est constitue´ d’une couche atomique de carbone, dispose´e selon un re´seau
nid d’abeille, qui posse`de des proprie´te´s e´lectroniques uniques. Les porteurs de charge
sont des fermions de Dirac sans masse et la structure e´lectronique originale entraine des
proprie´te´s telles que , conductivite´ e´lectrique minimale, e↵et Hall quantique anormal, e↵et
tunnel de Klein, conductivite´ optique universelle notamment.
Cette thse a port sur les proprits lectroniques de deux structures lmentaires lchelle
nanomtrique qui sont maintenant produites couramment par les exprimentateurs. Il sagit
des biplans tourns de graphe`ne et des adsorbats rsonants comme lhydrogne par exemple.
Pour chaque systme nous avons considr le problme de sa structure lectronique et la de-
scription de certaines proprits de transport.
Les biplans tourns de graphe`ne ont e´te´ de´couverts en particulier dans le graphe`ne pro-
duit a` partir du carbure de silicium. Ils pre´sentent des proprie´te´s originales par rapport
aux biplans de type AB tels qu’on en trouve dans le graphite. Il a e´te´ montre´ que le
parame`tre principal qui dicte les proprie´te´s e´lectroniques est l’angle de rotation ✓ entre les
deux couches lorsque l’on part d’un biplan AA. Lorsque cet angle est grand (modulo 60 )
les deux plans apparaissent comme e´lectroniquement de´couple´s. Mais lorque cet angle
diminue une physique riche apparaıˆt. En particulier des e´tudes pre´ce´dant cette the`se ont
montre´ que la vitesse des e´lectrons est renormalise´e et diminue lorsque l’angle diminue.
Pour des angles qui ne sont pas trop petits (✓ > 2   3 ) ce phe´nome`ne peut se de´crire au
moyen d’une the´orie de perturbation.
Dans cette the`se nous avons analyse´ la densite´ d’e´tats en fonction de la position dans un
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plan, toujours en utilisant une the´orie perturbative valable pour des angles qui ne sont pas
trop petits (✓ > 2   3 ). Nous avons montre´ que la densite´ d’e´tats pre´sente des oscillations
sinusoi¨dales avec la position dans le plan , qui ont la pe´riodicite´ du Moire´ produit par le
biplan. Il est inte´ressant de constater que le maximum de la densite´ d’e´tats est obtenu dans
la zone dont l’empilement est localement de type AA. Ainsi ces modulations prfigurent le
phe´nome`ne de localisation dans les zones AA qui se produit aux tre`s petits angles (✓ < 2 ).
La variation relative de la densite´ d’e´tats est inde´pendante de l’e´nergie (pre`s de l’e´nergie
de Dirac) et l’amplitude de l’oscillation varie comme l’inverse du carre´ de l’angle ✓. La
formule analytique que nous avons obtenue se compare bien a` des calculs nume´riques
re´alise´s sur le mode´le de liaisons fortes.
L’amplitude de la modulation de la densite´ d’e´tats est compatible avec le signal ob-
serve´ dans les expe´riences de STM (microscopie a` e↵et tunnel). Toutefois le signal STM
pourrait avoir une contribution venant de londulation des plans de graphe`ne. En e↵et
il est di cile de faire la distinction entre le signal provenant de l’ondulation des plans ou
provenant d’une modulation relative de la densite´ d’e´tats qui est inde´pendante de l’e´nergie.
Ainsi, malgre´ nos e↵orts, l’origine du signal STM pre´sentant des Moire´s n’est toujours pas
comple`tement re´solue a` pre´sent.
Nous discutons aussi l’e↵et du de´sordre sur la dure´e de vie des e´lectrons et sur le
transport dans les biplans tourne´s. Plus pre´cise´ment nous conside´rons le cas le de´sordre
est pre´sent dans un seul plan. La question est alors de savoir comment le de´sordre dans
un plan a↵ecte le transport dans le biplan. Si les deux plans e´taient de´couple´s le plan
presque sans de´fauts aurait une conductivite´ tre`s e´leve´e qui de´terminerait la conductivite´
du biplan. Cependant les e´lectrons du plan sans de´fauts sont toujours finalement di↵use´s
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par le de´sordre dans l’autre plan a` cause du couplage. De`s lors la conductivite´ du biplan
est domine´e par l’e↵et du couplage qui de´pend lui meˆme fortement de l’angle de rotation
✓ .
Une approche perturbative montre que, pour un de´sordre donne´ dans un plan, la dure´e
de vie des e´lectrons de l’autre plan augmente comme le carre´ de l’angle de rotation ✓.
Partant de cette estimation nous pouvons proposer une formule pour la conductivite´ du
biplan. Nous avons compare´ cette formule a` des re´sultats nume´riques essentiellement
exacts. L’accord trouve´ est bon.
Nos re´sultats pourraient eˆtre relevants aussi pour les nanotubes multi-parois qui prsen-
tent une situation similaire. Ici la paroi externe du nanotube peut eˆtre modifie´e par ex-
emple de fac¸on chimique alors que les parois internes sont prote´ge´es et restent essen-
tiellement parfaites. La conductivite´ globale peut alors tre sensible au couplage entre les
parois internes et externes. Dans le cas du biplan de graphe`ne le parame`tre dominant est
l’angle de rotation ✓ entre les deux plans. Pour les nanotubes multi-parois le parame`tre
e´quivalent est l’angle de rotation entre les vecteurs chiralite´ des di↵e´rentes parois. Donc
notre e´tude sugge`re que pour les nanotubes multi-parois cet angle est un parame`tre es-
sentiel du transport e´lectronique du nanotube. Bien suˆr cette analyse est en principe
valide pour les nanotubes dont le diamtre est su samment e´leve´ (plusieurs nanome´tres)
et d’autres parame`tres pourraient jouer un roˆle important pour des nanotubes de diame`tre
plus faible.
Nous avons aussi conside´re´ dans cette the`se le roˆle joue´ par des adsorbats comme
l’atome d’hydroge`ne. Une caracte´ristique centrale de ces adsorbats est qu’ils produisent
une re´sonance pre`s de l’e´nergie de Dirac. Les adsorbats peuvent non seulement donner des
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e´lectrons ou des trous au plan de graphe`ne mais peuvent jouer aussi une roˆle de de´fauts
en de´truisant la syme´trie locale du re´seau. Les mate´riaux a` base de graphe`ne pourraient
eˆtre utilise´s dans la fabrication de constituants e´lectroniques ou optoe´lectroniques, dans
les de´tecteurs de gaz, les bio-senseurs les batteries et les systmes de stockage de l’e´nergie.
Pour permettre ces nouvelles technologies il est ne´cessaire de comprendre et de controˆler
l’interaction du graphe`ne avec des adsorbats.
Plusieurs e´tudes the´oriques en particuliers ab-initio ou en liaisons fortes ont e´te´ re´alise´es
pour e´tudier le transfert de charge par les adsorbats. Ici nous avons de´marre´ une e´tude
base´e sur le mode`le continu (e´quation de Dirac). Cette approche permet d’e´tudier le trans-
fert de charge en fonction de l’e´nergie de site de l’orbitale de l’adsorbat et de son couplage
avec le plan de graphe`ne. Nous avons pre´sente´ nos premiers re´sultats. Clairement cette
approche devra eˆtre poursuivie pour analyser en de´tail le roˆle des di↵e´rents parame`tres sur
le transfert de charge et le potentiel e´lectrostatique autour de l’adsorbat.
Les adsorbats re´sonants peuvent eˆtre e´tudie´s expe´rimentalement en particulier par des
e´tudes de STM. Comme nous l’avons montre´ cette signature STM pourrait eˆtre parti-
culie`re. Pour cette e´tude the´orique nous avons utilise´ le formalisme des fils e↵ectifs
de´veloppe´ re´cemment a` l’Institut Ne´el. Partant de ce formalisme nous de´rivons un mode`le
qui est particulie`rement simple, si l’on conside`re le cas d’un seul canal de conduction au
travers de la pointe STM.
Lorsque la pointe STM est su samment e´loigne´e de l’adsorbat le signal dI/dV est
proportionnel a` la densite´ d’e´tats comme attendu avec la the´orie de Terso↵ et Hamann.
Cependant si la pointe s’approche su samment pre`s de l’adsorbat le signal ne refle`te plus
du tout la densite´ d’e´tats. Au lieu d’un signal re´sonant il peut exister un creux dans le signal
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pre`s de l’e´nergie de la re´sonance. Nous avons montre´ que pour une orbitale de l’adsorbat
de syme´trie ”s” la re´sonance est plus forte si l’adsorbat est en position hollow plutoˆt que en
position top. Ceci est duˆ au fait que la re´sonance tend a` eˆtre plus e´troite en position hollow
que en position top. Nous avons montre´ aussi que cet e↵et original disparaıˆt sur un substrat
me´tallique pour lequel la densite´ d’e´tats plus forte du me´tal entraine une re´sonance plus
large.
A notre connaissance cet e↵et n’a jamais e´te´ pre´dit ni observe´. Les re´sonances sur
le graphe`ne pourraient eˆtre bien adapte´es a` l’observation de ce phe´nome`ne. Pour les
adsorbats une di culte´ pourrait eˆtre que dans le re´gime champ proche le courant au
travers de l’adsorbat est su samment important pour chau↵er le syste`me ou produire un
de´placement de l’adsorbat. De ce point de vue les re´sonances produites autour des lacunes
pourraient eˆtre mieux adapte´es a` l’observation de ce phe´nome`ne. En e↵et la lacune est
conside´re´e comme une structure plus stable et ne devrait eˆtre ni de´truite ni de´place´e par la
mesure STM.
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Conclusion
Graphene is a one-atom thick layer of sp2 bonded carbon atoms arranged in a honey-
comb lattice which possesses unique electronic properties. The charge carriers in graphene
are massless Dirac fermions and its unique electronic structure leads to a number of in-
teresting physical e↵ects, such as the minimal electrical conductivity, anomalous quantum
Hall e↵ect, Klein tunneling, the universal optical conductivity among others.
This thesis has focused on the electronic properties of two elementary structures at
the nanoscale that are now produced by experimentalists. These two systems are rotated
bilayers of graphene and graphene with resonant adsorbates such as Hydrogen atoms for
example. For each system we have considered the problem of the electronic structure and
of the description of some electronic transport properties.
Rotated bilayers of graphene have been discovered especially in graphene produced
on Silicon Carbide. They present original properties when compared with standard AB
bilayers that occur for example in graphite. It has been found that the main parameter is
the rotation angle ✓ between the two layers, starting from a AA bilayer. When the angle
✓ is large (modulo 60 ) the two layers appear electronically decoupled and this is now
well understood. Yet when the angle diminishes a rich physics appears. In particular
theoretical studies, prior to this one have, showed a renormalization of the velocity that
increases when the angle decreases. For no too small angles ( ✓ > 2 3 ) this phenomenon
and can be described by a perturbative approach.
In the present work we have analyzed the density of states as a function of the position
in the layer, still using a perturbative theory and therefore for not too small rotation angles.
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We have shown that this density of states presents sinusodal oscillations with position
which have the periodicity of the Moire´ pattern of the bilayer. Interestingly the maximum
of the density of states is found in the regions where the local arrangement of the two layers
is of AA type. Therefore these modulations are precursors of the localization in the AA
regions that is well identified at low angles (✓ < 2  ). The relative variation of the density at
a given position is independent of energy close to the Dirac point and its amplitude varies
inversely with the square of the angle ✓ . The analytical formula that we derived is in good
quantitative agreement with fully numerical tight-binding calculations. The amplitude
of the modulation of the density of states obtained by the theory is compatible with the
signal observed in STM experiments. Yet the STM signal could also have a contribution
coming from the ondulation of the graphene sheet. Indeed it is di cult to distinguish the
distinction between a modulated signal coming from an ondulation of the plane or coming
from a relative modulation of the density of states which is independent of the energy, as
it is the case here. Therefore despite our e↵orts the physical origin of the Moire´ observed
in STM is not completely solved at present.
We discuss also the e↵ect of disorder on electron lifetime and therefore on transport
in rotated bilayers. More precisely a situation which is interesting is when disorder is ab-
sent (or negligible) in one plane and present in the other plane. The question is then how
disorder in just one plane a↵ects the transport of the bilayer. If the two layers were de-
coupled the plane with no (or very low) disorder would still have a very high conductivity
dominating the conductivity of the bilayer. Yet electrons of the layers without defect will
ultimately be scattered by defects of the other plane due to the coupling between the two
layers. Therefore the conductivity of the bilayer is finite and dominated by the e↵ect of
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the interlayer coupling which itself depends on the angle ✓ .
A perturbative approach shows that for a given disorder in one plane the lifetime of
electron in the other plane varies like the square of the angle ✓. Starting from this estima-
tion we can propose a simple formula for the conductivity of a rotated bilayer. We have
compared this formula to essentially exact numerical calculations of transport. We found
a good agreement.
Our results could be also of interest for multiwall nanotubes where a similar situation
can occur. Here the external wall can be modified for example by chemical doping while
the internal walls are protected and are essentially perfect. The overall conductivity can
then be sensitive to the coupling between the external and internal walls . In the case
of graphene bilayers the dominating parameter is the rotation angle ✓ between the two
layers. For multiwall carbon nanotubes the equivalent parameter is the rotation between
the chirality vectors of the di↵erent walls. Therefore from our study we expect that this
parameter could play an essential role in the transport properties of multiwall nanotubes.
Of course this analysis is in principle valid for nanotubes with su ciently large diameters
(several nanometers) and other parameters could play a role for nanotubes with smaller
diameters.
We considered also in this thesis the role played by adsorbates like Hydrogen adatom
on the graphene plane. A central characteristic of these adsorbates is that they are resonant
scatterers for energies close to the Dirac point. Adsorbates not only can donate electrons
or holes to graphene but also can play a role as defects, disrupting the lattice symmetry
from which the unique properties of graphene such as the important pseudospin degree
of freedom are derived. Graphene-like materials could be used in the fabrication of elec-
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tronic and optoelectronic devices, gas sensors, biosensors, and batteries for energy storage.
To enable many of these new technologies, it is necessary to understand and control the
interaction of graphene with adsorbates.
Many studies in particular by ab-initio and by tight-binding methods have been pro-
posed so far to study the charge transfer by resonant adsorbates. Here we started to develop
a study based on a continuum model. This approach allows to study charge transfer and
electrostatic potential as a function of the on-site energy of the orbital of the adsorbate
and of its coupling with the graphene plane. We have presented our first results. Clearly
this approach should be pursued to analyze in more detail the role of di↵erent parameters
on charge transfer and potential around resonant adsorbates. Resonant adsorbates can be
detected and studied experimentally in particular through scanning tunneling experiments
(STM). As we showed their signature in an STM experiment should be peculiar. For this
purpose we have used the formalism of the e↵ective leads developped recently at Institut
Nel. From this formalism we can derive a model that is particularly simple if one deals
with the case of one conduction channel through the STM tip.
If the STM tip is su ciently far from the adsorbate the signal dI/dV is proportional to
the density of states of the resonances as expected from the Terso↵-Hamann theory. Yet
if the tip is approached su ciently close above the adsorbate the signal does not reflect
anymore the resonant density of states. Instead of the resonant signal there can even exist
a dip a the energy of the resonance. We showed that for s like orbital the resonance is
stronger if the adsorbate is in a hollow position than if it is in a top position. This is due
to the fact that resonances tend to be narrower in hollow position that in top position. We
showed also that on a metallic substrate, where the higher density of states of the metal
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leads to wider resonances, the original e↵ect disappears.
To our knowledge this e↵ect has never been predicted nor observed and resonances on
graphene could be the well adapted to observe this phenomenon. For adsorbates an exper-
imental di culty could be that in the near field regime the current through the adsorbate is
su ciently important to heat the system or make the adatom move . In this respect reso-
nances created by vacancies could be better suited to observe this e↵ect. Indeed a vacancy
should be a more stable structure not distroyed or displaced by the STM measurement.
xxxv
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APPENDIX A
Perturbation Theory
In this Appendix, we set ~ = 1. Here we propose to solve the wave equations (Schro¨dinger
or Helmholtz) in the presence of Gaussian disorder. To this end, we address a method
which describes the temporal evolution of a wave packet in random media. In the limit
of weak disorder, which we will define properly, this expansion is expressed in the form
of a series of independent processes, termed collision events, separated by a characteristic
time ⌧e called the elastic collision time. Associated with this is a characteristic length,
the elastic mean free path, defined by le = 3⌧e where 3 is the group velocity of the wave(
for degenerate electrons, 3 is the Fermi velocity 3F . For waves , 3 is the group velocity,
which we will denote by c ). In order to evaluate the collision time ⌧e for the case of the
Schro¨dinger equation, we will use a representation in plane waves which correspond to
the eigenstates |ki of the free Hamiltonian [1]. We therefore interpret ⌧e as the average
lifetime of the states |ki. To estimate it in the presence of the potential V to lowest order
in perturbation theory,we may use the Fermi golden rule[2]: the lifetime ⌧k of a state |ki
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is given by
1
⌧k
= 2⇡
X
k0
|hk|V |k0i|2 (✏k   ✏k0) . (A.1)
Taking for V the Gaussian disorder potential defined by (V r) and averaging over dis-
order, we obtain ⌦|hk|V |k0i|2 = B(k   k0) where B(k   k0) is the Fourier transform of the
correlation function V(r)V(r0), where · · · denotes the disorder average. ⌧e is the volume of
the system and the wave functions are normalized in this volume. The average lifetime ⌧e
of a state of energy ✏ is ( we first show that 1⌧e =
2⇡
⌦
P
k0 B(k   k0) (✏k   ✏k0) ) then:
1
⌧e
= 2⇡⇢0 e . (A.2)
where ⇢0 is the density of states per unit volume at the energy considered and where
the parameter  e which characterizes the disorder is equal to
 e = hB(k   k0)i . (A.3)
h· · · i indicates the angular average of B(k   k0) with the constraint ✏k = ✏k0 .
A.1 Green’s Functions
The Fermi golden rule describes the temporal evolution of the system only for times
less than ⌧e. To go beyond this regime, we now introduce the Green function and the re-
solvant operator formalism.We will not seek to describe this formalism in all its generality,
but we shall introduce several essential notions [Economou]. The cases of the Schro¨dinger
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equation, which is first order in time, and the Helmholtz equation, which is second order,
will be treated separately.
A.1.1 Green’s Functions for the Schro¨dinger equation
Consider the Schro¨dinger equation with a potential V
i
@ 
@t
= H = (H0 + V) . (A.4)
where H0 =  (1/2m)@2 and V is the disorder potential. This describes free spinless
electrons. The time evolution of a state | (t)i initially in | (t = 0)i is described by the
unitary evolution operatorU(t)
| (t)i = U(t)| 0(0)i = e iH t| 0(0)i . (A.5)
Figure A.1: Convention employed in this book for the representation of Greens functions.
We take GA(r0, r) = GR(r, r0)⇤ .
In spatial representation
 f (r, t) = hr| f (t)i =
Z
dri hr|e iH t 0(ri, 0)rii . (A.6)
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Following the convention of Figure B.1, the Green function is defined by
G(ri, r, t) = hr|e iH t|rii =
X
n
 ⇤n(ri)  n(r) e i✏nt . (A.7)
where ✏n and  n are respectively the eigenenergies and the normalized eigenstates of
H . Thus defined, G(ri, r, t) describes the evolution of a state |rii at time t = 0 to the state
r at a time t whose sign is not specified. If, on the other hand, we wish to describe the
evolution of a state created at t = 0 to positive or negative times, we are led to define the
operators
GˆR(t) =  i✓(t) e iH t .
GˆA(t) = i✓( t) e iH t . (A.8)
whose spatial representations correspond to retardedGR and advancedGA Greens func-
tions
GR(ri, r, t) =  i✓(t) hr|e iH t|rii =  i✓(t)
X
n
 ⇤n(ri)  n(r) e i✏nt
GA(ri, r, t) = i✓( t) hr|e iH t|rii = i✓( t)
X
n
 ⇤n(ri)  n(r) e i✏nt . (A.9)
The Fourier transforms
GR,A(ri, r, ✏) =
1Z
 1
dt ei✏t GR,A(ri, r, t) . (A.10)
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are written as
GR,A(ri, r, ✏) =
X
n
 ⇤n(ri)  n(r)
✏   ✏n ± i0 . (A.11)
The convergence of the integrals (B.10) at long times necessitates the addition of an
imaginary part to the energy ✏±i0 , whose sign ± corresponds to the advanced and retarded
parts, respectively. Equation (B.11) allows the formal introduction of operators which are
the Fourier transforms of GR,A(t):
GˆR,A(✏) = 1
✏  H ± i0 . (A.12)
Likewise, we define the free particle Green operators associated with the Hamiltonian
H0
GˆR,A0 (✏) =
1
✏  H ± i0 . (A.13)
The Schro¨dinger equation (B.4) is therefore expressed as a relation between the oper-
ators Gˆ and Gˆ0. Multiplying by Gˆ0 relation (B.12) written in the form
(✏  H)Gˆ = 1 , (A.14)
and using (B.13) in the form (✏  H0)Gˆ0 = 1, we have
Gˆ = Gˆ0 + Gˆ0VGˆ , (A.15)
which lends itself to the iterative expansion we will discuss in next sections.
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A.1.2 Some properties of Green’s functions
We introduced the Green function using the time evolution operator. It also measures
the response to a pulse associated with the Schro¨dinger equation (B.4). Indeed, in the
spatial representation, equation (B.12) is written
(✏  H ± i0)GR,A(ri, r, ✏) =  (r   ri) . (A.16)
and relation (B.15) between the operators Gˆ and Gˆ0 becomes
G(ri, r, ✏) = G0(ri, r, ✏) +
Z
G(ri, r, ✏)V(r0)G0(r0, r, ✏) dr0 . (A.17)
Moreover, the Green function satisfies the following properties:
GA(r, ri, ✏) = GR(ri, r, ✏)⇤ . (A.18)
and
GA(r, ri, t) = GR(ri, r, t)⇤ . (A.19)
where ⇤ indicates the complex conjugates. We also define the imaginary part of GˆR by
=GˆR = Gˆ
R   GˆA
2i
. (A.20)
We should notice that we use the notation:
=GR(r, r0) = hr0|=GˆR|ri = G
R(r, r0)   GA(r, r0)
2i
. (A.21)
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and not
=GR(r, r0) = G
R(r, r0)   GA(r, r0)⇤
2i
=
GR(r, r0)   GA(r0, r)
2i
. (A.22)
A.1.3 Green’s function and density of states
All information about the solutions of the Schrdinger equation is contained in the
Green function. In particular, it is related to the density of states ⌫(✏) defined by
⌫(✏) =
X
n
 (✏   ✏n) . (A.23)
We shall also use the density of states per unit volume, denoted ⇢(✏) = ⌫(✏)
⌦
. It is also
convenient to define the following.
| The local density of states at a point r
⇢✏(r) = ⇢(r, ✏) =
X
n
| n(r)|2  (✏   ✏n) , (A.24)
| The non-local density of states
⇢✏(r, r0) = ⇢(r, r0, ✏) =
X
n
 ⇤n(r) n(r0)  (✏   ✏n) , (A.25)
Starting rom equation (B.11), the expression
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1
x + i0
= pp
1
x
  i⇡ (x) , (A.26)
then we can do
⇢✏(r, r0) =  1
⇡
=GR(r, r0, ✏) =  1
⇡
hr0|=GˆR|ri = i
⇡
hGR(r, r0, ✏)   GA(r, r0, ✏)i , (A.27)
as well as
⇢✏(r) =  1
⇡
=GR(r, r, ✏) , (A.28)
and to obtain the density of states per unit volume in the form
⇢(✏) =
⌫(✏)
⌦
=   1
⇡⌦
=
Z
drGR(r, r0, ✏) , (A.29)
Thus ⇢✏(r) and ⇢✏(r, r) is the spatial average of ⇢✏(r)
We can also introduce the Green function in momentum representation
GR,A(ki, k, ✏) = hk|GˆR,A|kii . (A.30)
Translation invariance, when it exists, implies the G(ri, r, ✏) = G(r   ri, ✏). In this
case, GR,A(ki, k, ✏) = GR,A(k, ✏) k,ki , with
GR,A(k, ✏) =
Z
GR,A(r, ✏) e ik·rdr . (A.31)
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and the density of states per unit volume may be written as
⇢(✏) =   1
⇡⌦
X
k
=GR(k, ✏) , (A.32)
We see that this expression is analogous to (B.29). The density of states does not
depend on the representation under consideration. More generally, we may write
⌫ =  1
⇡
=GˆR , (A.33)
A.2 Multiple scattering expansion
A.2.1 Dyson equation
We now seek to construct a perturbative expansion starting from equation (B.15) con-
necting Gˆ and Gˆ0. Formally, we may write this expansion as [Mahan and Fetter’s books]
Gˆ = Gˆ0 + Gˆ0VGˆ0 + Gˆ0VGˆ0VGˆ0 + · · · , (A.34)
In spatial representation this is
G(r, r0) = G0(r, r0) +
R
dr1G0(r, r1)V(r1)G0(r1, r0)
+
Z
dr1dr2G0(r, r1)V(r1)G0(r1, r2)V(r2)G0(r2, r0)
+
Z
dr1dr2dr3G0(r, r1)V(r1)G0(r1, r2)V(r2)G0(r2, r3)V(r3)G0(r3, r0)
+ · · · . (A.35)
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Figure A.2: Diagrammatic expansion of the Green function before averaging over disor-
der[From [1]] .
This expansion may be expressed pictorially as in Figure B.2. Upon averaging over
disorder and using the particular form of the Gaussian potential, the expansion of the
average Green function G simplifies considerably. The term linear in V and all other odd
power terms vanish, while the quadratic term yields the correlation function B(r1   r2),
leaving us with [1]
G(r, r0) = G0(r, r0) +
Z
dr1dr2B(r1   r2)G0(r, r1)G0(r1, r2)G0(r2, r0) + · · · . (A.36)
Figure A.3: Diagrammatic expansion of the average Green function. From [1] .
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This expansion is represented in Figure B.3, where the pairings of impurity lines rep-
resent the di↵erent products V(ri)V(r j). Upon averaging over disorder, translational in-
variance is recovered, and the Green function depends only on the di↵erence in position:
G(r, r0) = G(r   r0). The Fourier transform of (B.36) is of the form
G(k) = G0(k) + 1
⌦
X
q
B(q)G0(k)G0(k   q)G0(k) + · · · . (A.37)
Upon averaging, we generate all the diagrams corresponding to all possible pairings
of interaction lines with the impurities which appear in Figure B.2. These diagrams are
of two types (Figure B.3). The first are called separable or reducible, that is, they may
be separated into two diagrams without cutting an impurity line. All other diagrams are
called irreducible. The reducible diagrams may be factorized into a product of irreducible
diagrams. This is possible because the integrals over the intermediate wave vectors are
independent. For example, diagram (b) of Figure B.3 may be written
1
⌦2
X
q
X
q0
G0(k)B(q)G0(k   q)G0(k)G0(k)B(q0)G0(k   q0)G0(k)
= G0(k)
"X
q
B(q)
⌦
G0(k   q)G0(k)
#2
. (A.38)
The sum of the contributions of all the diagrams reduces to the calculation of the geo-
metric series
G(k, ✏) = G0(k, ✏) + G0(k, ✏)
1X
n=1
h
⌃(k, ✏)G0(k, ✏)
in
. (A.39)
The function ⌃(k, ✏), called the self-energy, is by construction the sum over an infinity
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of irreducible diagrams (Figure B.4).
For the Schro¨dinger equation, the free Green functionG0(k, ✏) is given byGR,A0 (k, ✏) =
1
✏   ✏(k) ± i0.
The corresponding Dyson equation (B.39) may be written in the form
GR,A(k, ✏) = 1
✏   ✏(k)   ⌃R,A(k, ✏) . (A.40)
Figure A.4: Diagrammatic expansion of the self-energy as a sum of irreducible diagrams .
From [1] .
A.2.2 Self-Energy
The calculation of the self-energy is in principle a di cult problem since it contains
an infinite number of terms. The first, ⌃1R,A(k, ✏) , may be written as (Figure B.4)
⌃R,A1 (k, ✏) =
1
⌦
X
k0
B(k   k0)GR,A0 (k0) . (A.41)
The real part of the self-energy gives an unimportant shift of the zero of energies (or
of frequencies for the Helmholtz equation) and will not be considered further. In the
Schro¨dinger case, equation (B.33) which relates the Green function to the density of states
leads to
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=⌃R,A1 (k, ✏) =  
⇡
⌦
X
k0
B(k   k0) (✏   ✏(k0)) . (A.42)
Denoting k = keˆ where eˆ is a unit vector, and separating the radial and angular sum-
mations, we get
=⌃R,A1 (k, ✏) =  ⇡⇢0(✏) hB(k, eˆ   eˆ0)i . (A.43)
where we have used the angular average h· · · i of B and the relation k = p2m✏.
The self-energy defines a characteristic time ⌧e called the elastic collision time such
that
1
2⌧e
=  =⌃R,A1 (k, ✏) = ⇡⇢0(✏)  e Schro¨dinger (A.44)
where
 e = hB(k   k0)i (A.45)
This time, which has already been obtained using the Fermi golden rule (B.2), is the
average lifetime of an eigenstate of wave vector k and energy ✏. Within the Gaussian
model it is independent of the wave vector. The existence of a finite imaginary part for
the self-energy implies that the density of states, proportional to the imaginary part of the
Green function (relation B.29), appears as a series of Lorentzians each of which describes
an energy eigenstate with a broadening
1
2⌧e
.
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APPENDIX B
Calculation of LDOS and Self-energy of twisted Bilayer
Graphene
B.1 Tight-Binding Model and Hamiltonian
In this appendix we rewrite all calculations in Chapter 2 and do supplementary deriva-
tions. We start calculations from equation 2.18
Hc|"~ki+ =
X
i
t("i~ki , "~k) |"i~kii  (B.1)
Where t("i~ki , "~k)~ki ⌘ ti is the transfer matrix. Which means that coupling Hamilto-
nian Hc it couples the upper state |"~ki+ to lower state |"~ki  , by applying of the transfer
matrix ti
Bymultiplying of  h"0 ~k0| to left-side of equation B.1 and using of orthonormality prop-
erty we find:
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 h"0~k0|Hc|"~ki+ =
X
i
t("i~ki , "~k)  h"0~k0|"i~kii 
 h"0~k0|"i~kii  =  "i,"0
X
~R
ei(~ki ~k0)· ~R0 =  "i,"0
4⇡2
S
X
~K0r
 ( ~K0   ~ki   ~K0r)
)
Hc(~k0"0;~k") =
X
i
ti  "i,"0
4⇡2
S
X
~K0r
 ( ~K0   ~ki   ~K0r) (B.2)
Finally for ~ki = ~k + ~Kr = ~k0(mod ~K0r ) we have:
ti(~k + ~Kr) =
4⇡2
S
Hc(~k + ~Kr) ei (
~k+ ~Kr)·(⌘0 ~u0 ⌘~u+~ ) (B.3)
We are interested to calculate numerical value of coupling hamiltonian:
eq : couplingHamiltonianHc(~k + ~Kr) ⌘ Hc(|~k + ~Kr|) (B.4)
~k = ~Kd +  ~k and || ~k|| ⌧ || ~Kd|| , || ~Kr|| )
Hc(~k + ~Kr) ⇠ Hc(| ~Kd + ~Kr|)
The smallest modulus of | ~Kd + ~Kr|, is the | ~Kd| which its modulus is:
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| ~Kd| = 4⇡3a0
then by substituing the modulus of the transmission matrix is the:
ti  
4⇡2
S
Hc(| ~Kd|)   0.12 eV (B.5)
Now we shall adopt following approximation:
ti  
4⇡2
S
Hc(|~k + ~Kr|)   4⇡
2
S
Hc(| ~Kd|)   0.12 eV
or
ti = 0 i f | ~Kd + ~Kr| > | ~Kd|
There are only three possibilities for ~Kr which are :
~Kr =
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
0
~Kd+   ~Kd0
~Kd    ~Kd0
(B.6)
or in a compact we can say:
~Kr = ~Kd"   ~Kd0 ; " =  1, 0, 1 (B.7)
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B.2 E↵ective Hamiltonian:
The e↵ective Hamiltonian of rotated-bliayer grapheme in general for can be written as:
Hef f = H0(z) +
6X
j=1
H ~G e
i ~Gj·~r (B.8)
where
H0(z): Is homogeneous and no variation of DOS that gives self-energy and normalized
velocity .
6P
j=1
H ~G e
i ~Gj·~r: Gives moire´ pattern and variation of DOS
Hef f = H+ +e⌃+ (B.9)
where e⌃+ is the self-energy:
e⌃+ = Hc 1z   H Hc
Now we apply the last equation to |"~ki+ then we have
e⌃+|"~ki+ = Hc 1z   H Hc|"~ki+
from equation B.1 we can write:
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e⌃+|"~ki+ = Hc 1z   H  X~Ki, "i t("i, ~Ki + ~k ; " ,~k) |"i, ~Ki + ~ki 
1
z   H  |"i,
~ki + ~ki  =
X
" j
G (z, j~k + ~Ki, i~k + ~Ki|"i, ~Kj + ~ki
)
e⌃+|"~ki+ = Hc X
" j," j, ~Ki
t("i, ~Ki + ~k ; " ,~k)G (z; " j, ~k + ~Ki; "i~k + ~Ki)|"i, ~Kj + ~ki (B.10)
Now we want to calculate Hc|" j , ~k + ~Kri : This vector will be coupled to vector of the
form ~k + ~Kr + ~K0r Where ~K0r is a vector of the reciprocal lattice of the lower plane - This
means that the self-energy couples a state |~ki to the state |~k + ~K+ + ~K i , where ~K+ and ~K 
are vectors of the reciprocal lattice of the planes + and -
~K+ + ~K  belongs to the reciprocal lattice of the moir structure: ~Kr + ~K0r = ~G
One has to compute matrix elements from plane - to plane + :
~R0 = ~  + R✓(~R) and R✓(~R) = ~R0   ~ 
by applying of R ✓ to left-side of above equation we have:
R ✓ R✓(~R) = R ✓(~R0)   R ✓~ 
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Finally we have:
~R = R ✓(~R0)   R ✓ ~  (B.11)
we want to calculate following term:
ei(~k+ ~Kr+ ~K
0
r)·(⌘0 ~u0 ⌘~u R ✓ ~ ) ⇥ Hc(~k + ~Kr + ~K0r)
= ei(~k+ ~Kr)·~  e i(~k+ ~Kr+ ~K
0
r)· R ✓ ~  ⇥ Hc(~k + ~Kr + ~K0r)
ei(~k+ ~Kr)·~  e i(~k+ ~Kr+ ~K
0
r)· R ✓ ~  = ei(~k+ ~Kr)· (~  R ✓ ~ ) e i ~K
0
r · R ✓ ~ 
If ~K0r = 0 then:
ei(~k+ ~Kr)· (~  R ✓ ~ ) u 1
Because ✓ weakes and ||~ || < a0
There is no dependence of ~  for |vecK0r = 0 i.e for coupling between ~k ⌘ ~R
We can say that:e⌃ ~G=0 is independent of ~ e⌃ ~G,0 is dependent of ~  s e i ~K0r ·~ 
For small angles
' e+i ~Kr+ ·~ 
Because || ~G|| = || ~Kr+ + ~Kr  || ⌧ || ~Kr||
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Now we can establish coupling Matrix as following:
T = t ei(~k+ ~Kr)· ~ 
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1 e
i(~k+ ~Kr)· ( ⌘ ~u0)
ei(~k+ ~Kr)· (⌘0 ~u0) ei(~k+ ~Kr)· (⌘0 ~u0 ⌘ ~u0)
1CCCCCCCCCA (B.12)
ei(~k+ ~Kr)· (⌘
0 ~u0 ⌘ ~u0) ⇡ 1
T ⇡ t ei( ~Kd+ ~Kr)· ~ 
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1 e
i( ~Kd+ ~Kr)· ( ~u)
ei( ~Kd+ ~Kr)· ( ~u0) 1
1CCCCCCCCCA ⇡ t
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1 e
 i~K·~u
ei~K · ~u0 1
1CCCCCCCCCA (B.13)
B.3 Self-Energy
Now we introduce two simple matrices with their algebraic properties:
M(↵) =
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 e
i↵
e i↵ 0
1CCCCCCCCCA ; N( ) =
0BBBBBBBBB@ e
i  0
0 e i 
1CCCCCCCCCA (B.14)
Easily we can show:
M(↵)N( ) =
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 e
i(↵  )
e i(↵  ) 0
1CCCCCCCCCA = M(↵    ) ; N( )M(↵) = M(↵ +  ) (B.15)
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We are very interested to calculate self-energy e⌃ for ~G = 0 :
e⌃0(z) = X
~Kr
T+( ~Kr) G 0 ( ~Kd + ~Kr) T ( ~Kr) (B.16)
By combining of equations (2.38) and (2.40) we have:
T (✓⌫) = t [1 + M(✓⌫)] ; M(✓⌫) =
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 e
i✓⌫
e i✓⌫ 0
1CCCCCCCCCA (B.17)
G 0 (z, ✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) = 1
z   H (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)
(B.18)
and for the Hamiltonian:
H (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) =
0BBBBBBBBB@   1 g(✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) +
 
2   f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)
  f ⇤ (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)   1 g(✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)    2
1CCCCCCCCCA (B.19)
Where   is potential di↵erence between two layers, g = 1 0 (| f / 0|2   3) [54]and:
f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) = | f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)| ei(✓µ+ ⇡2 "✓ ) ei↵ (✓) (B.20)
where:
| f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)| =
     0ei 2⇡p3 ✓⇣1   e i 2⇡p3 ✓⌘     = 2 0 sin ⇡✓p
3
(B.21)
So we can analyze our last formula for Hamiltonian:
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H (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) = [g (✓) ±  2 ] I + | f (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ)|
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 e
i↵ (✓) ei✓µ ei ⇡2 "✓
e i↵ (✓) e i✓µ e i ⇡2 "✓ 0
1CCCCCCCCCA
where e i
⇡
2 "✓ = i or   i = "✓ i
) H (✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) = [g (✓) ±  2 ] I + f  (✓) N(↵ (✓) +
⇡
2
) M(✓µ)
Therefore for Green’s function we have:
G 0 (E, ✓ ~⇣ ⇥ ~Kµ) = 1det(z   H )
" 
z   g (✓) ±  2
!
I + f (✓)N
✓
↵ (✓) +
⇡
2
◆
M(✓µ)
#
(B.22)
Now we continue our calculations for self-energy (2.43) and by relation (2.47) :e⌃0(z) = X
µ
T (µ) G 0 (z, µ) T (µ) =X
µ
t [1 + M(✓µ)]
1
det(z   H )
" 
z   g (✓) ±  2
!
I + f (✓)N
✓
↵ (✓) +
⇡
2
◆
M(✓µ)
#
⇥ t [1 + M(✓µ)]
=
t2
det(z   H )
X
µ
⇣
[1 + M(✓µ)]
h
A (z, ✓, )I + f (✓)N M(✓µ)
i
[1 + M(✓µ)]
⌘
where A (z, ✓, ) =
z   g (✓) ±  2
)
e⌃0(z) =
e⌃10(z)z                                                        }|                                                        {
t2
det(z   H )A 
X
µ
⇣
[1 + M(✓µ)] [1 + M(✓µ)]
⌘
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+
t2
det(z   H ) f (✓)
X
µ
⇣
[1 + M(✓µ)] N M(✓µ) [1 + M(✓µ)]
⌘
|                                                                       {z                                                                       }e⌃20(z)
From equation (2.40) it is clear that: M2(✓) = 1; then we are going to calculate the
terms e⌃10(z) and e⌃20(z):e⌃10(z) : I + M(✓µ) + M(✓µ) + M2(✓µ) = 2 I + 2M(✓µ) and ✓µ =  2⇡3 , 0 , 2⇡3 then:
3X
µ=1
M(✓µ) = e 
2i⇡
3 + e0 + e
2i⇡
3 = 0
e⌃10(z) = t2det(z   H )A 
3X
µ=1
2 I = 6 t
2
det(z   H )A  I (B.23)
Where:
A  ⌘ z   g (✓)    
And for the second term:e⌃20(z) : 3X
µ=1
⇣
[1 + M(✓µ)] N M(✓µ) [1 + M(✓µ)]
⌘
= N
3X
µ=1
(1 + M(✓µ))
+
3X
µ=1
M(✓µ)N (1 + M(✓µ))
It is easy too proof:
N
3P
µ=1
(1 + M(✓µ)) = 3N
Since MN = N 1M , we have:
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3X
µ=1
M(✓µ)N (1 + M(✓µ)) = N 1
3X
µ=1
M(✓µ) (1 + M(✓µ)) = N 1
3X
µ=1
M(✓µ) + M2(✓µ) = 3N 1
We can summarize as following:e⌃20(z) = t2det(z   H ) f (✓) [3N + 3N 1]
Again by using of equation (2.40) we have:
N + N 1 =
0BBBBBBBBB@ e
i  0
0 e i 
1CCCCCCCCCA +
0BBBBBBBBB@ e
 i  0
0 ei 
1CCCCCCCCCA = 2 cos( ) I
)
e⌃20(z) = 6t2det(z   H ) f (✓) cos
✓
↵ (✓) +
⇡
2
◆
I (B.24)
So now we can right a perfect relation for self-energy:
e⌃0(z) = 6t2det(z   H ) {[z   g (✓)    ]   f (✓) sin (↵ (✓)) } I (B.25)
By introducing of e⌃0(z) =  (z) I we have:
 (z) =
6t2
det(z   H ) {[z   g (✓)    ]   f (✓) sin (↵ (✓))} (B.26)
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B.4 Calculations of DOS
We start by following equation:
 ⇢(E, ~R, ") =  1
⇡
=h~R "|G0e⌃G0|~R "i (B.27)
G0e⌃G0 = 6X
j=1
(P jG0e⌃G0P0 + P0G0e⌃G0P j)
 ⇢(E, ~R, ") =  1
⇡
= nh~R, "|P jG0e⌃G0P0 + P0G0e⌃G0P j|~R, "io
= h~R, "|P jG0e⌃G0P0 + P0G0e⌃G0P j|~R, "i=  = h~R, "|P jG0e⌃G0P0 + P0G0e⌃G0P j|~R, "i⇤
=  = h~R, "|(P jG0e⌃G0P0 + P0G0e⌃G0P j)†|~R, "i
We can write:
 ⇢(E, ~R, ") =
6X
j=1
 1
⇡
= nh~R, "|P jG0e⌃G0P0   P jG0† e⌃† G0† P0|~R, "io
=
6X
j=1
 1
⇡
= nh~R, "|P j (G0e⌃G0   G0† e⌃† G0†)P0|~R, "io (B.28)
Using the identity
lim
y!0+
1
x ± iy = P
1
x
⌥ i⇡ (x) (B.29)
and
G(~r, ~r0; z) =
X
n
 n(~r)  n⇤(~r)
z    n +
Z
dc
 n(~r)  n⇤(~r)
z    c (B.30)
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we can express the discontinuity, eG( ), in terms of delta function
eG( ) ⌘ G+( )   G ( ) =  2⇡i (    L) (B.31)
Since L is a hermitian operator, all of its eigenvalues { n} are real. Hence, if =z , 0,
then z , { n}, which means that G(z) is an analytic function in the complex z-plane except
at those points or portions of the real z-axis that correspond to the eigenvalues of L.
Now by using of equation (2.46) in (2.43) we have:
 ⇢(E, ~R, ") =  1
⇡
=
6X
j=1
nh~R, "|P jG0e⌃ ( 2i⇡) (E   H)P0|~R, "io
= 2
6X
j=1
< nh~R, "|P jG0e⌃  (E   H)P0|~R, "io
 (E   H) =
Z
d2~k
(2⇡)2/S
| (E,~k)ih (E,~k)| =
Z
d2~k
(2⇡)2/S
 (E   "~k) | (~k)ih (~k)| = n(E)
(B.32)
Finally we have:
 ⇢(E, ~R, ") = 2n(E)
6X
j=1
< nei ~Gj·~Rh"| G0( ~Gj)e⌃ |"io (B.33)
Where:
~Gj = ~k ✓ ⇥ (~Kµ   ~K⌫) = |
p
3 ~Kd ✓| sgn[✓(⌫   µ)] ~v [⇡3(µ + ⌫)] ; ~v(✓) = ~uxcos✓ + ~uysin✓
(B.34)
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and
✓⌫ =
2⇡
3
⌫   ⇡
3
(B.35)
e⌃ = Hc(~Kµ) G ( ~k ✓ ⇥ ~Kµ)Hc(~Kµ)
G( ~k✓ ⇥ ~K⌫) =  
0BBBBBBBBB@   E( ~Kd✓)e
i✓⌫
E( ~Kd✓)e i✓⌫  
1CCCCCCCCCA
 1
G+( ~Gj) =  
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 E( ~Gj)e
i✓ j
E( ~Gj)e i✓ j 0
1CCCCCCCCCA
 1
=
1
E( ~Gj)
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 e
i✓ j
e i✓ j 0
1CCCCCCCCCA
in which
✓ j =
⇡
2
+ ✓( ~Kµ   ~K⌫) (B.36)
it will be nice to have a compact form:
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ei✓ j = ei ⇡3 (µ+⌫) sgn[✓(⌫   µ)]
ei✓⌫ =  i e2i ⇡3 ⌫ sgn(✓)
(B.37)
Now we are going to continue calculation of variation of DOS:
 ⇢(E, ~R, ") = 2n(E)<
6X
j=1
ei ~Gj·~Rh"| 1
E( ~Gj)
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 e
i✓ j
e i✓ j 0
1CCCCCCCCCA ⇥ t
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0BBBBBBBBB@ 1 e
2i ⇡3 ⌫
e 2i ⇡3 ⌫ 1
1CCCCCCCCCA ⇥ 1 2   E2( ~Kd ✓) ⇥
0BBBBBBBBB@    E( ~Kd✓)e
i✓⌫
E( ~Kd ✓)e i✓⌫   
1CCCCCCCCCA
 1
⇥t
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1 e
2i ⇡3µ
e 2i ⇡3µ 1
1CCCCCCCCCA |"i
For simplicity we suppose   = 0 and after some computations we have:
 ⇢(E, ~R, ") =
2n(E)p
3
t2
(E( ~Kd ✓))2
⇥
6X
j=1
< [ei ~Gj·~R 2 sgn(⌫   µ) sin(⇡
3
(⌫   µ))]
)  ⇢(E, ~R, ")
n(E)
=
2t2
(~ c Kd ✓)2
6X
j=1
< [ei ~Gj·~R] = 2t
2
(~ c Kd ✓rad)2
6X
j=1
cos( ~Gj · ~R)
Finally by using of numerical values: ~ c Kd ⇡ 10eV and t ⇡ 0.12eV we drive final
relation for DOS:
)  ⇢(E, ~R, ")
n(E)
 
1
✓2deg
6X
j=1
cos( ~Gj · ~R) (B.38)
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APPENDIX C
Theory of elastic collisions and single scattering
In this appendix, we review, the theory of scattering of a scalar wave by a single local-
ized obstacle described by a potential V(r) [1]. Having defined some basic quantities, we
consider the scattering of electrons by a spherically symmetric potential barrier [2]. For
scalar waves, the main results apply to di↵erent wave equations. We shall consider these
in the framework of the Helmholtz equation.
Consider the problem of the scattering of a wave by a localized potential V(r), that is, a
potential which obeys the condition limr!+1 rV(r) = 0.We seek solutions to the Helmholtz
equation by setting of ~2/2m = 1
(r2 + k20) (r) = V(r) (r) , (C.1)
which satisfy the boundary condition
 (r) / e
ik0r
r
r ! +1 , (C.2)
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corresponding to an asymptotically emergent spherical wave. The solutions of (A.1)
are obtained from the associated Green function G0(r, r0, k0) =  (r   r0) , defined by
(@2r + k
2
0)G0(r, r0, k0) =  (r   r0) , (C.3)
such that the general solution of (A.1) may be written as
 (r) =
Z
dr0G0(r, r0, k0)V(r0) (r0), (C.4)
To this solution, we may add the solution of the homogeneous equation
(r2 + k20)  (r) = 0 , (C.5)
which describes the incident wave, which we choose to be a plane wave  (r) = eik·r
with |k| = k0. Using expression (Appendix B) for the free Green function:
G0(r, r0, k0) =   14⇡
eik0 |r r0 |
|r   r0| , (C.6)
we obtain
 (r) = eik·r   1
4⇡
Z
dr0
eik0 |r r0 |
|r   r0|V(r
0) (r0) . (C.7)
Asymptotic form of the solutions
In order to study the asymptotic form (r ! 1) of the solution (A.7), we write, for
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r   r0 (Figure A.1)
k0|r   r0| = k0r
r
1 + (
r0
r
)2   2 r · r
0
r2
⇡ k0r   k0 · r0 . (C.8)
where k0 = k0r/r.We thus obtain an approximate form for the free Green function
(known as the Fraunho↵er approximation),
G0(r, r0, k0) ⇡  e
ik0r
4⇡r
e ik
0·r0 , (C.9)
which we substitute into (A.6):
 (r) ⇡ eik·r   e
ik0r
4⇡r
Z
dr0e ik0·r0V(r0) (r0) . (C.10)
Figure C.1: Scattered wave after interaction with the potential at point r0. In the Fraunhof-
fer approximation, we have |r0| ⌧ |r| .
Written in the form
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 (r) = eik·r +
eik0r
r
f (k, k0) . (C.11)
Figure C.2: Scattering by a localized potential. The total flux F = Fint +Fout +Fs crossing
the surface S is zero. Since Fin =
R
k · dS = 0 must vanish. This result constitutes the
optical theorem [adopted form [1]] .
this relation defines the scattering amplitude
f (k, k0) =   1
4⇡
Z
dr0e ik0·r0V(r0) (r0) . (C.12)
which has the dimensions of a length. Since the modulus k0 of the wave vector k is
conserved in an elastic collision, the scattering amplitude only depends on k0 = |k| =
|k0| and on the scattering angle ✓ between the directions k and k0 (Figure A.2), hence
f (k, k0) = f (k0, ✓). The expression (A.12) for the scattering amplitude has been defined
for the Helmholtz equation. For the Schro¨dinger equation with a potential V(r), it takes
the equivalent form:
f (k, k0) =   m
2⇡~2
Z
dr0e ik0·r0V(r0) (r0) . (C.13)
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In the low energy limit, that is, for k0r0 ⌧ 1 where r0 is the range of the potential V(r),
the phase factor of equation (A.12) may be taken equal to 1, and the scattering amplitude
is independent of k0 : the scattering is isotropic.We thus define the scattering length as by
the limit
as =   lim
k0!0
f (k, k0) . (C.14)
or equivalently,
as =
1
4⇡
Z
dr0V(r0) (r0) . (C.15)
Scattering cross section and scattered flux
Starting with a function  (r) solution of the Helmholtz equation (A.1), we define the
flux associated with the current through a surface S by the expression (Figure A.2):
F = =
Z
dS ·  ⇤(r)@2 (r) . (C.16)
For an incident flux on the potential V(r), we measure the emergent flux in a given
direction, characterized by an angle ✓, in an element of solid angle d⌦. More precisely,
we define the di↵erential scattering cross section by the ratio between the flux emerging
in an element of solid angle d⌦ and the incident flux per unit surface:
 (✓) =
dFout/d⌦
dFint/dS
. (C.17)
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This relation is quite general, and applies to other types of waves.3 The normaliza-
tion of the flux in equation (A.16) contains a prefactor which depends on the specific
physical problem we consider. For a quantum particle whose evolution is governed by
the Schro¨dinger equation, the flux is defined through the probability amplitude [economu
book]. The di↵erential scattering cross section thus describes the ratio between the num-
ber of particles scattered in a solid angle d⌦ and the incident particle flux per unit surface.
In the case of an electromagnetic field, we may use this definition of the scattering cross
section where F describes the energy flux nc~! of photons, and where n is the photon
density [46]. In the classical limit, this is the flux of the Poynting vector.
From expression (A.11), we deduce that the incident flux per unit surface equals
dFint/dS = k0. The total flux of the scattered wave is
Fout = =
Z
dS · f ⇤(k0, ✓)e
ik0r
r
@2
h
f (k0, ✓)
eik0r
r
i
. (C.18)
which, for large distances (k0r   1), becomes
Fout = 2⇡k0
2Z
0
| f (k0, ✓)|2 sin ✓ d✓ . (C.19)
so that the di↵erential scattering cross section in the direction ✓ is equal to the square
of the modulus of the scattering amplitude:
 (✓) = | f (k0, ✓)|2 . (C.20)
We define the total scattering cross section
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  = 2⇡
⇡Z
0
 (✓) sin ✓ d✓ . (C.21)
which is related by (A.19) to the total scattered flux Foutin all directions:
Fout = k0  . (C.22)
In the low energy limit, the scattering amplitude has no angular dependence, and the
total scattering cross section may be written in terms of the scattering length (A.14):
  = 4⇡as2 . (C.23)
We also define the transport scattering cross section  ⇤ which measures the flux pro-
jected along the direction of the incident wave, which is
 ⇤ = 2⇡
⇡Z
0
 (✓)(1   cos ✓) sin ✓ d✓ . (C.24)
The scattering cross sections   and  ⇤ are equal if the di↵erential scattering cross
section has no angular dependence. The transport scattering cross section  ⇤ plays an
important role in multiple scattering since it is related to the di↵usion coe cient.
Scattering matrix and optical theorem
Define first the scattering operator or S   matrix which relates the incident | ini and
emergent | outi states(here we will use ~2/2m = 1):
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| outi = S| ini . (C.25)
The incident state | ini|ki is an eigenstate of the free HamiltonianH0 = @2 , of energy
E = k20 , that is,
H0| outi = E| ini . (C.26)
The emergent state | outi = is an eigenstate of the total HamiltonianH = H0 + V with
the same energy, namely
H| ini = E| outi . (C.27)
At infinity, the two states | ini and | outi only di↵er by the scattered wave, whose
amplitude tends to zero. As a consequence, the two states are identical up to a phase
di↵erence. Subtracting equations (A.26) and (A.27) and using the definition (A.25) of the
S   matrix, we obtain
VS = (E  H0)(S   1) . (C.28)
which yields S = 1 forV = 0. Using the resolvant operator G0 associated with the free
problem and defined by (E  H0)G0 = 1, we can rewrite a Dyson equation:
S = 1 + G0VS . (C.29)
Projecting this equation on an incident state |ki we recover relation (A.7) in the form
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| outi = |ki + G0V | outi . (C.30)
Let us now define the scattering operator T = VS which satisfies what is known as
the Lippman-Schwinger equation:
| outi = (1 + G0T )| ini . (C.31)
Applying this equality to the state |ki , we obtain
| outi = |ki + G0T |ki . (C.32)
whose projection on |ri yields equation (A.7). Indeed, by using the closure relation,
we get
hr| outi = eik·r +
Z
dr0hr|G0|r0ihr0|T |ki . (C.33)
and the asymptotic expansion (A.9) of hr|G0|r0i leads to (A.11) with
f (|k, k0i) =   1
4⇡
hk0|T |ki . (C.34)
To derive the optical theorem, we start with the Lippman-Schwinger equation (A.32).
Multiplying by T † and projecting on the state k, we obtain for the imaginary part
=hk|T †|ki =  =hk|T †G0T |ki . (C.35)
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since =h out|V | outi = 0. Then
=hk|T †|ki = ⇡
2k0
X
k0
|hk0|T |ki|2 (k0   k0) . (C.36)
or
 =hk|T |ki = k0
8⇡
⇡Z
0
|hk0|T |ki|2 sin ✓ d✓ . (C.37)
Figure C.3: (a) In the Born approximation, the wave interacts with the potential only once.
(b) Beyond this approximation, the wave is scattered many times by the potential .
Finally, from (A.21) and (A.34), we deduce that
  =
4⇡
k0
= f (✓ = 0) =   1
k0
=hk|T |ki . (C.38)
which is the optical theorem   = 4⇡k0= f (k0, ✓ = 0).
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Abstract
Graphene, a material made of a one-atom-thick carbon layer, is a major topic of modern
condensed-matter research. Graphene exhibits exciting properties such as massless Dirac
electronic structure, high mobility anomalous quantum Hall e↵ects, strength, sti↵ness and
extraordinary high thermal conductivity. This thesis deals with electronic structure and
transport properties of graphene.
We consider in particular the case of twisted bilayers of graphene. These systems have
been discovered especially in graphene produced on Silicon Carbide and present original
properties when compared with standard AB bilayers that occur for example in graphite.
We analyze by perturbative theory and by numerical methods the density of states. We
show that the electronic density of states presents periodic oscillations with the period of
the geometric Moir produced by these systems. We analyze also the role of defects on
transport properties and in particular we consider the case where the defects are on one
layer only : the layer exposed to the air. We show how defects on this layer a↵ects the
conductivity of the bilayer. Here also we use simple analytical models and numerical
approaches.
We consider also the role played by atomic impurities like Hydrogen adatom on the
graphene plane. We analyze the modification of density of states induced around the
adatom and the corresponding modifications of charge density and electrostatic potential.
These systems tend to produce a resonant state close to the Dirac energy which depends
much on whether the adatom is in a top or hollow position. For hydrogen like orbital (s
orbital) the resonance is stronger in the hollow position. We show that the image obtained
xxxviii
through STM experiments for these resonant state depends very much on the distance of
the STM tip to the adatom. In a near field regime the resonance can even appear as a dip
in the STM signal dI/dV.
xxxix
Re´sume´
Le graphe`ne est un mate´riau constitue´ d’une seule couche atomique de carbone
et repre´sente un sujet majeur de la physique de la matie`re condense´e. Le graphe`ne
posse`de de nombreuses proprie´te´s remarquables : structure e´lectronique de´crite par
une equation de Dirac sans masse, forte mobilite´ e´lectronique, e↵et Hall quantique
anormal, re´sistance, rigidite´ et conductivite´ thermique e´leve´e. Cette these concerne
la structure e´lectronique et le transport dans le graphe`ne.
Nous conside´rons en particulier le cas des bicouches tourne´es de graphe`ne. Ces
syste`mes ont e´te´ de´couverts en particulier dans le graphe`ne produit sur le carbure
de silicium et pre´ sentent des proprie´te´ s originales par rapport aux bicouches dans
l’empilement AB qui existe par exemple dans le graphite. Nous analysons au moyen
d’une the´orie perturbative et aussi par des approches nume´ riques la densite´ d’e´tats
dans ces syste´ mes. Nous montrons que la densite´ d’e´tats pre´ sente des oscillations
avec la meˆme pe´riode que celle du Moire´ produit par ces bicouches. Nous analysons
aussi le roˆle des de´fauts sur les proprie´te´s de transport en particulier dans le cas
ou les de´fauts sont re´partis uniquement sur une des deux couches. Ici aussi notre
approche combine the´orie perturbative du couplage interplans et approches purement
nume´rique en liaisons fortes.
Nous conside´rons aussi le role joue´ par les adatomes comme l’hydroge`ne par exem-
ple. Nous analysons la modification de la densite´ d’e´tats induite autour de l’adatome
et les variations correspondantes de densite´ de charge et de potentiel e´lectrostatique.
Ces syste´mes tendent a` produire des e´tats resonants pr e´s de l’ e´nergie de Dirac qui
dependent beaucoup aussi de la position top ou hollow de l’ adsorbat. Pour des or-
bitales de type ”s” la resonance est plus marque´e si l’adatome est en position hollow.
Nous montrons que l’image par experience STM (microscopie a` e↵et tunnel) depend
beaucoup de la distance entre l’adsorbat et la pointe du STM. Dans un re´gime de
champ proche la re´sonance de l’adsorbat peut meˆme apparaˆıtre comme un creux
dans le signal dI/dV du STM.
Re´sume´
Le graphe`ne est un mate´riau constitue´ d’une seule couche atomique de carbone
et repre´sente un sujet majeur de la physique de la matie`re condense´e. Le graphe`ne
posse`de de nombreuses proprie´te´s remarquables : structure e´lectronique de´crite par
une equation de Dirac sans masse, forte mobilite´ e´lectronique, e↵et Hall quantique
anormal, re´sistance, rigidite´ et conductivite´ thermique e´leve´e. Cette these concerne
la structure e´lectronique et le transport dans le graphe`ne.
Nous conside´rons en particulier le cas des bicouches tourne´es de graphe`ne. Ces
syste`mes ont e´te´ de´couverts en particulier dans le graphe`ne produit sur le carbure
de silicium et pre´ sentent des proprie´te´ s originales par rapport aux bicouches dans
l’empilement AB qui existe par exemple dans le graphite. Nous analysons au moyen
d’une the´orie perturbative et aussi par des approches nume´ riques la densite´ d’e´tats
dans ces syste´ mes. Nous montrons que la densite´ d’e´tats pre´ sente des oscillations
avec la meˆme pe´riode que celle du Moire´ produit par ces bicouches. Nous analysons
aussi le roˆle des de´fauts sur les proprie´te´s de transport en particulier dans le cas
ou les de´fauts sont re´partis uniquement sur une des deux couches. Ici aussi notre
approche combine the´orie perturbative du couplage interplans et approches purement
nume´rique en liaisons fortes.
Nous conside´rons aussi le role joue´ par les adatomes comme l’hydroge`ne par exem-
ple. Nous analysons la modification de la densite´ d’e´tats induite autour de l’adatome
et les variations correspondantes de densite´ de charge et de potentiel e´lectrostatique.
Ces syste´mes tendent a` produire des e´tats resonants pr e´s de l’ e´nergie de Dirac qui
dependent beaucoup aussi de la position top ou hollow de l’ adsorbat. Pour des or-
bitales de type ”s” la resonance est plus marque´e si l’adatome est en position hollow.
Nous montrons que l’image par experience STM (microscopie a` e↵et tunnel) depend
beaucoup de la distance entre l’adsorbat et la pointe du STM. Dans un re´gime de
champ proche la re´sonance de l’adsorbat peut meˆme apparaˆıtre comme un creux
dans le signal dI/dV du STM.
